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Abstract 
New information technologies, such as electronic invoicing, have a potential to contribute to 
cost savings for organizations, if fully adopted by consumers. Due to resistance to new 
technological services, adoption rates remain smaller than expected. Understanding the 
underlying reasons for resistance is essential for being able to improve adoption rates. 

Within this dissertation I look into the underlying reasons and symptoms of consumer 
resistance to new technological services. Thus, I offer insights into the consumer adoption 
context that is characterized by it being voluntary, I look into contextual factors that are out of 
the scope of attitudes alone, and finally, look into the actual adoption or resistance process – 
instead of only intentions. 

The dissertation consists of four individual essays. The first two essays concentrate on 
adoption in two different contexts (mobile ticket and electronic invoice). More specifically the 
emphasis is on the failed adoption intention despite positive attitudes. The third essay looks 
into the symptoms of resistance, more specifically on the little investigated phenomenon of 
partial adoption. The fourth and final essay elaborates on the underlying reasons behind 
consumer resistance. 

The findings highlight the importance of factors related to the adoption context, rather than 
only those related to technology. It is found that even if the attitude towards the technology 
itself is positive, the adoption intention is often incompatible with actual adoption behavior. 
The behavior, rather than being a result of intentions or habit, adapts to the environment. 
While the companies provide information detailing the benefits and use of the service, 
consumers mostly wait passively for detailed plans of action rather than actively search for 
information about technologies that might help them in chores, such as paying the bills. This 
suggests that the issuer bears the responsibility for actual adoption. The findings also suggest 
that after the initial adoption of a technology, the positive experience is not automatically 
generalized to other potential use situations. Adoption may remain partial, both old and new 
technologies being used for similar tasks, as a symptom of consumer resistance. The situation 
is analogous to that of initial adoption. 

When investigating the underlying reasons behind consumer resistance, I found two paths: 
internal and external. The internal pattern refers to the internal drive for consistency that 
overcomes the perceived appeal of the new technology. The external pattern refers to 
contextual factors being emphasized within the adoption situation. 

Practitioners could take this into account when designing the offering for consumers by 
creating clearer steps for adoption that could increase the convenience of the adoption 
situation and adoption. Future research could build on these findings by shifting the emphasis 
more towards the adoption context, the adaptive nature of behavior and the importance of 
specific implementation plans for actual adoption to occur. 
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Tiivistelmä 
Uudet tietotekniset ratkaisut, kuten sähköinen laskutus, voivat tuoda suuria 
kustannussäästöjä yrityksille, mikäli kuluttajat ottavat ne täysin käyttöönsä. Kuluttajien 
vastustuksen seurauksena käyttöönottoaste on kuitenkin usein odotuksia alhaisempi. 
Vastustuksen taustalla olevien syiden ymmärtäminen on tärkeää, koska se voi mahdollistaa 
käyttöönottoasteeseen vaikuttamisen. 

Tarkastelen tässä työssä kuluttajien vastustuksen taustalla olevia syitä ja seurauksia. 
Tarjoan näkemystä kuluttajien vapaaehtoiseen käyttöönottoon, tarkastelen 
tilannesidonnaisia tekijöitä sekä painotan todellista käyttäytymistä pelkkien 
käyttöaikomusten sijaan. 

Tutkimukseni koostuu neljästä esseestä. Kahdessa ensimmäisessä esseessä keskityn kahden 
erilaisen teknologisen palvelun käyttöönottoon. Painopiste on käyttöönottoaikomuksen ja 
myönteisen asenteen välisessä epäsuhdassa. Kolmannessa esseessä tarkastelen vastustuksen 
seurausta: vain vähän huomiota saanutta osittaista käyttöönottoa. Neljännessä esseessä 
tutkin kuluttajien vastustuksen taustalla vaikuttavia ilmiöitä 

Löydökseni korostavat käyttöönottotilanteessa ilmeneviä tekijöitä enemmän kuin puhtaasti 
teknologisia ominaisuuksia. Vaikka kuluttajalla olisi myönteinen asenne kyseistä teknologiaa 
kohtaan, käyttöönottoaikomus ei välttämättä johda todelliseen käyttöönottoon 
Käyttäytyminen on suurelta osin tilanteeseen sopeutumista eikä välttämättä harkitun 
aikomuksen tai tavan seurausta. Vaikka yritykset tarjoavat usein tietoa uuden palvelun käytön 
hyödyistä, kuluttajat tyypillisesti odottavat tarkkaa toimintasuunnitelmaa passiivisina. He 
eivät ryhdy aktiivisesti etsimään tietoa teknologisista palveluista, jotka voisivat helpottaa 
heidän arkiaskareitaan, kuten laskujen maksua. Tämä viittaa siihen, että päävastuu 
käyttöönoton kasvattamisesta jää käytännössä yritysten harteille. Löydökset vahvistavat 
myös näkemystä, että käyttöönoton jälkeen myönteinen käyttökokemus ei automaattisesti 
yleisty kuluttajan mielessä vastaaviin tilanteisiin. Vastustuksen seurauksena käyttöönotto 
saattaa myös jäädä osittaiseksi: uutta ja vanhaa teknologiaa voidaan käyttää rinnakkain 
samanlaisen tehtävän suorittamiseen. 

Löysin kaksi keskeistä ilmiötä tarkastellessani vastustuksen taustaa: sisäinen ja ulkoinen. 
Sisäisesti toimiva vastustus tarkoittaa vahvaa tarvetta yhdenmukaiseen toimintaan, joka 
ylittää uuden teknologia näennäisen houkuttelevuuden. Ulkoinen vastustus taas viittaa 
käyttöönoton tilannetekijöiden suureen merkitykseen. 

Käytännön toimijat voivat hyötyä löydöksistä kiinnittämällä entistä enemmän huomiota 
käyttöönottotilanteen suunnitteluun kuluttajien kannalta houkuttelevaksi ja helpoksi. 
Aiheeseen liittyvässä tutkimuksessa taas painopistettä voitaisiin siirtää enemmän 
käyttöönottotilanteeseen, käyttäytymisen sopeutuvaisuuteen sekä selkeän 
käyttöönottosuunnitelman merkitykseen kuluttajille. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Motivation and background 

It has been estimated that e-invoices would enable 80% cost savings in 

invoicing within Europe (EC 2007). E-invoicing is an example of an 
application that could yield massive cost savings for organizations and the 

whole economy if adopted fully. In this case full adoption involves both 

organizational and consumer contexts. These contexts are different from one 
another and require different actions. Due to consumers resisting the offered 

new technologies, their adoption process is sometimes slow and adoption 

rates remain low. Understanding the reasons for resistance and being able to 
enhance the adoption rates have a potential to contribute to cost savings 

throughout our economy. 
There are an increasing number of different technological applications 

offered to consumers as well as to organizations. Many of them offer 

instrumental value while others are for hedonic purposes. For consumers the 
adoption is typically a voluntary decision, unlike in organizational 

applications, where the change to the new technology is often forced to the 

individuals using the system. As a result of the voluntary decision, consumers’ 
adoption and resistance can be determined by different factors than adoption 

of forced, work-related technologies. 

Because of the voluntary decision, consumers need to receive some value of 
the new technology in order to adopt it. What this value is for each individual 

is of subjective judgment. However, if a consumer perceives the new 

technology offering some value to her, she develops a positive attitude 
towards its use. The positive attitude is often seen as a starting point for 

behavioral intention (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980; Ajzen 1988; 1991; 2001). Still, 

there  are  contexts  in  which  one  might  hold  positive  attitude  towards  use  of  
technology, but adoption does not follow. It would seem logical to adopt if 

one has a positive attitude, if the resources needed for the adoption are 

available, and there is no other barriers to adoption. Why is it then, that the 
aforementioned conditions are necessary yet not sufficient for adoption? 

“Change resistance” is often offered as an explanation for seemingly 
irrational resistance of new technologies or ways of behaving. Change 
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resistance is typically mentioned within various fields to explain inconsistent 
behavior without a more detailed analysis of its mechanisms (e.g. Karjalainen 

et  al.  2009).  It  is  also brought up that  there is  a  natural  human tendency to 

resists change (e.g. Martinko et al. 1996). Resistance is not equal in all 
situations. Kleijnen et al. (2009) note that the two main effects on resistance 

are the degree of change required and the level of conflict with the consumer’s 

belief structures. Adopting new technologies does not always involve that 
much change. Sometimes the new technology can be nothing more than an 

improved substitute for the older technology. 

Change resistance can appear either in the form of total rejection or as only 
partial adoption of technology. By partial adoption I mean a situation in 

which the consumer has adopted a technology into some use contexts but not 
all. Therefore the new and old technologies coexist in use. This seems logical 

in some cases. First of all, if one has adopted new technology into one context 

and is not satisfied. Then it is obvious that increased adoption might not be 
tempting. Secondly, one might receive some benefits of using the old system. 

Thirdly,  it  might  not  be  possible  to  increase  the  adoption  rate  for  some

reason. Without these reasons increased adoption would be assumed to 
occur. If one is satisfied with the new technology based on one’s own 

experience it would seem only plausible that one would seek to increase the 

adoption to its fullest, at least within other similar situations. 

1.2 Objectives and research questions 

The objective of this dissertation is to identify the mechanisms of consumer’s 

change resistance in information technology adoption. Little has been 

published about the phenomenon in the information systems literature. To 
elaborate on the research objective I have formulated four research questions, 

each of which addresses a different aspect. 

RQ1: Do consumers intend to adopt new technologies towards which they have a 

positive attitude? 

RQ2: Do the adoption intentions actualize, and if not, why might this be? 

RQ3:  How  does  change  resistance  affect  the  extent  of  adoption  in  voluntary

consumer context? 

RQ4: What are the underlying reasons behind consumers resisting new technologies 

regardless of their positive attitude? 

The four individual essays seek to answer these research questions. The 

relation of each essay to the larger research framework is presented in the 

following figure. 
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Figure 1-1 Structure of the dissertation 

Essays I and II address the first two research questions. The technologies 
within these are different. In essay I the context is the mobile ticket. This is an 

application that is aimed for sporadic use: the use situations occur rather 

incidentally. In essay II the context is the e-invoice. This is aimed for a 
continuous use as the main means of paying invoices. Due to different types 

of applications and use purposes, I expect the explanations to differ to some 

extent within these two studies. Research question 3 is elaborated in essay 
III. Finally the fourth research question is addressed in essay IV. Next, I will

provide an outline of my dissertation.

1.3 Outline of the dissertation 

The dissertation consists of four individual studies looking at the resistance to 
IT adoption from a consumers’ perspective. In this first part I present the key 

points of the whole dissertation. The second part consists of the original 

essays. In the first part, this introductory chapter presented the motivation 
and background for this study, along with the research questions as well as 

the outline of the dissertation. The second chapter elaborates on current IS 

adoption research, whereas third chapter looks into consumers’ resistance 
towards  using  new  technologies.  In  the  fourth  chapter  I  present  the

methodology used within the dissertation followed with overview of the 

results.  I  close  the  first  part  of  this  dissertation  with  discussion  of
contributions. 

The second part containing the original essays consists of four individual 
studies. The positioning of each individual essay within the dissertation is 

presented in the following table according to their main viewpoint and 

methodological approach. 
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Table 1-1 Positioning of the essays 

Essay Main viewpoint Research method 
I Challenges between adoption intentions and actual 

behavior within a technology aimed for sporadic 
and incidental use i.e. mobile ticket 

Survey & open-ended 
questions 

II Challenges between adoption intentions and actual 
behavior within a technology aimed for continuous 
use i.e. e-invoice 

Survey & open-ended 
questions 

III Challenges in IS adoption remaining only partial, 
regardless of being a substitute technology rather 
than complementary 

Open-ended questions in 
survey & Semi-structured 
consumer interviews 

IV Types and reasons of consumers’ change resistance Semi-structured consumer 
interviews 

Essay I looks into the challenges between usage intention and actual use. In 

addition to testing attitude – intention – behavior chain, also the capacity of 
past behavior – later behavior consistency is tested. This is done to indicate 

the strength of habit as a behavioral influence. The results suggest that, as 

such, this relationship should not be interpreted to indicate that habit is in 
control of the behavior. This consistency suggests rather the stability of the 

environment in which behavior is executed. Still, it informs a little about 

automatic behavior. Further, low behavioral intention – behavior relationship 
in the data resulted from consumers’ inability to predict the demands of the 

consumption context. This resulted in behavior that was neither habitual nor 

planned, but reasoned and adaptive. In using a technology aimed for sporadic 
use, one faces a new adoption decision every time. At least in this context the 

behavior is adaptive to the environment, where habits or intentions cannot 

predict the behavior. 
Essay II looks also into the constructs in adoption process. This essay, 

however, elaborates on this in context of a technology that is aimed for 

continued use, unlike the use context in essay I. The analysis supported that 
regardless of the positive attitude towards using e-invoice, the participants 

often rather continued with their prior use. Even if they have the intention to 
adopt, actualizing might fail. In addition to this I found that there are four 

types of reasons behind these failed adoption intentions: 1) lack of 

implementation intentions from the consumers’ part, 2) lack of compatibility 
with current paying system, 3) perceived behavioral control i.e. potential 

problems or difficulties with use, and 4) habit. The clearly most important 

factor was the lack of information and offering from the issuer. This suggests 
that consumers’ intention to adopt did maintain the responsibility of their 

actualizing on the issuer. 
Essay III concentrates on effect of change resistance on the extent of 

adoption. The phenomenon of partial adoption shows the low adoption rate 

even after initial adoption. Partial adoption means coexistence of the new and 

old technologies. In the case of substitute technologies the consumer is 
assumed to select the superior one to be adopted fully. Still we observe 

coexistence of old and new technologies. Partial adoption remains a relatively 
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little investigated phenomenon within IS research. Empirical findings suggest 

that consumers do not generalize the positive experience of the partially 
adopted technology to all possible use situations. Rather they expect the 

service provider to form the implementation intentions for them i.e. simple 

plans  on  how,  when  and  where  to  increase  the  adoption  to  the  full.  Thus  
consumers expect the service providers to take the responsibility of their 

adoption rate.  

Essay IV elaborates on the underlying types and reasons behind consumers’ 
resistance towards using new technologies. First I identified the underlying 

internal and external reasons for consumers’ change resistance from prior 

research. Then I collected the data through semi-structured consumer 
interviews in the context of e-invoicing. I utilized the Comparative Method to 

summarize and analyze the differences between adopters and resisters. I 

complemented this with a discussion of the types of change resistance 
affecting consumers’ adoption of new technologies. The analysis suggests two 

behavioral patterns leading to resistance: 1) internal pattern, where internal 

drive for consistency overcomes the perceived appeal of the new technology, 
and 2) external pattern, where contextual factors were emphasized within the 

adoption situation. These findings call for more emphasis on contextual 

factors within IS adoption research as well as in practice. 
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2. Current IS adoption research 
 

 

 
In this chapter I present the dominant perspective to adoption within IS 
research followed with its problems. After this I discuss the resistance 

perspective within IS adoption. This is followed with the positioning of my 

dissertation within IS adoption research. 
 

 

2.1 IS adoption perspective 
 
The mainstream in IS adoption research has evolved around the Technology 

Adoption Model  (TAM) developed by Davis  (Davis  1989;  Davis  et  al.  1989).  

Originally TAM sought to explain and predict IS adoption within an 
organizational context. It posits that technology adoption intention is 

determined by ease of use and usefulness of the particular technology. The 

use intention is treated as a direct antecedent of actual adoption behavior. 
After the initial introduction of TAM, IS adoption research has been focusing 

on models following the same path. It has been developed further (e.g. TAM2, 

Venkatesh and Davis 2000), tested in various occasions (e.g. Szajna 1996) 
and combined with other theories creating e.g. UTAUT (Venkatesh et al. 

2003) and also with innovations diffusion theory (López-Nicolás et al. 2008). 

This mainstream research is so plentiful that some (e.g. Benbasat and Barki 
2007; Ortiz de Guinea and Markus 2009) are already concerned that the 

strong focus on this stream is turning the attention away from other 
important rival research theories. Indeed, Lee et al. (2003) found more than 

20 external variables introduced into TAM during the years. The amount of 

TAM applications has also been growing since that, for example by adding 
environment-based voluntariness (Wu and Lederer 2009), perceived security 

(Shin 2009) and self-efficacy in the context  of  smart  phone use (Chen et  al.  

2009). When predicting adoption it is noted that there are at least two types 
of advantages perceived in the new applications: non-instrumental i.e. 

hedonic and instrumental. For hedonic applications, non-instrumental 

utilities  need  to  be  evaluated.  Also  monetary  costs  contribute  to  usage  
intentions (Turel et al. 2010). When the application offers some instrumental 

value,  TAM  and  its  adaptations  suggest  the  usefulness  and  ease  of  use  to  

predict adoption. As mentioned, in reality we observe that useful and easy 
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applications are not always adopted and thus other factors must contribute to 

the decision process. The focus in this dissertation is on instrumental utilities 
and thus on the gap between predicted adoption and actual adoption that the 

current models fail to fully address. Originally TAM was built on the logic of 

theories of reasoned action (TRA) and planned behavior (TPB) (Ajzen and 
Fishbein 1980; Ajzen 1988; 1991). These deliberative theories posit that the 

main construct leading to behavioral intention and behavior is attitude. 

Attitude is determined by specific beliefs, subjective norms, and perceived 
behavioral  control  (added  to  TPB).  TRA  and  TPB  are  utilized  largely  to

explain behavior within various fields from health behavior (Stroebe 2000) to 

information systems. Within IS field these theories mainly dominate the field 
through TAM. Within TAM, attitude was replaced with specific beliefs (ease 

of use and usefulness of the technology), keeping the rest of the logic of TRA 

and TPB unchanged. 
Through maturing in the IS adoption research, other aspects than just the 

TAM constructs have been taken into account. Several studies have looked 

into the differences of initial and continued adoption (e.g. Karahanna et al. 
1999; Bhattacherjee 2001; Limayem et al. 2007; Limayem and Cheung 

2008). It is explained in these studies that since in initial adoption one does 

not have first-hand experience, the evaluation of benefits and attitudes are 
based on external sources. However, after acquired first-hand experience, 

one’s own satisfaction must be added into the equation when evaluating 

intention for continuing use. In IS continuance intention, also relationship 
commitment and trust have been found as central (Vatanasombut et al. 

2008). Therefore it could be said that in initial and continuance adoption 
decisions one faces a distinct decision problem. 

In addition to satisfaction, also habit has been introduced as a determining 

factor within adoption continuance in several studies (for habit e.g. 
Chaudhuri 2001; Gefen 2003; Kim and Malhotra 2005a; 2005b; Limayem et 

al. 2007; Limayem and Cheung 2008). Habit is most often seen as behavior 

repeated long enough to have become automatic i.e. habitual. Habit is found 
to be a significant predictor for future adoption, even more than stated 

intentions. However, habit is not an unequivocal construct. Wood et al. 

(2005) demonstrate in their research that circumstances play a major role in 
determining which habits remain. They found that as the circumstances in 

which the habitual behavior occurred had changed, the habit itself was also 

more likely to change. As the circumstances are held constant, also habitual 
behavior is continued. This leads to speculation about if habits, being 

tendencies to behave in certain way, determine into which circumstances 

people get into, or if circumstances form the habits. 
Alongside with TAM and its adaptations, also the innovations diffusion 

theory developed by Rogers (2003) is central within IS. Innovations diffusion 
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theory posits that people adopt new technology following an s-shaped curve. 
The adoption starts by innovators, followed by early and late majorities and 

finally the laggards. There are five central innovation attributes impacting the 

diffusion: relative advantage, compatibility, trialability, complexity, and 
observability. This theory is well known and applied also in IS adoption 

research (e.g. Karahanna et al. 1999; López-Nicolás et al. 2008). 

After this short overview of dominant IS adoption research, I must note that 
it is not without problems; there are at least two shortcomings. Firstly, there 

seems  to  be  a  problematic  link  between  attitude  and  behavior  as  well  as  

intention and behavior. There are plenty of contradictory studies. Some show 
a link between attitudes and behavior, whereas others cannot find it. (see e.g. 

Erwin  2001,  ch  4  for  an  overview)  It  is  also  worth  noting  that  many  of  the  
adoption studies focus on the antecedents of intentions (e.g. in Dickinger et 

al. 2008; Qureshi et al. 2009; Deng et al. 2010) and thus forget the fact that 

intentions do not always equal the following behavior. Regardless of the fact 
that they are often treated as synonyms, they are different concepts. This 

problem is quite explicitly brought up by Einhorn and Hogarth (1981) in the 

discussion of judgment versus choice. The forming of attitudes or intentions 
might be similar to judgment process of alternative, whereas choice 

represents behavior. Einhorn and Hogarth state that while judgment is often 

an aid, it is neither necessary nor sufficient for making a choice. Further it is 
presented that the judgment represents deliberate evaluation and may thus 

reduce  uncertainty  and  conflict  but  as  the  actual  choice  is  faced,  judgment  

can be ignored. The action itself restricts the freedom of having several 
alternatives as giving up other alternatives is an essential part in making a 

choice. Choosing one alternative over others may lead to regret. (Einhorn and 

Hogarth 1981)  If  making a judgment lead to choosing the process would be 
conceptualized similarly as in theories of reasoned action and planned 

behavior (Ajzen 1988; 1991). Therefore one would go through a deliberate 

thought process resulting in intention and behavior. The same conflict 
discussed between judgment and choice (Einhorn and Hogarth 1981) applies 

to theories of reasoned action. The overt behavior may occur independently 

from the deliberate reasoning – they are two different concepts.  
Secondly, IS adoption researchers are worried about putting too much 

emphasis on the path of TAM in the expense of other important rival research 
aspects  (e.g.  Benbasat  and Barki  2007;  Ortiz  de Guinea and Markus 2009).  

Also Rogers (2003) discusses the criticism related to the adoption research 

path following the innovations diffusion theory. He notes that within the 
diffusion research there is much knowledge on the rapidly spreading 

innovations, adoption and continued use. The claim is that too much is 

known about innovation successes compared to innovation failures. Knowing 
more about the latter would be valuable intellectually. Thus much less is 
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known about slowly diffusing innovations, rejected innovations, and 

discontinuance. 
I seek to respond to these shortcomings of the dominant research tradition. 

Thus my approach is resistance towards adopting new technological 

applications, keeping in mind that usage intentions do not always actualize. 
In the next section, I briefly discuss what is currently known of this resistance 

perspective within IS research. 

2.2 Resistance, as known in IS research 

Resistance is discussed within IS research mainly from an organizational 
perspective. Resistance towards new technologies or ways of working is 

indeed important within organizations as it may create major challenges. For 

example, in the implementation of ERP systems, change resistance is found 
to have negative association with implementation success (e.g. Hong and Kim 

2002). As Analoui (1992) summarizes, a conflict in an organization influences 

the degree of effectiveness of the organization and possibly also the industry 
and the economy as a whole.  

TAM  (Davis  1989;  Davis  et  al.  1989)  predicts,  that  easy  to  use  and  useful  

systems are more likely to be adopted. Yet it is reminded (Marakas and 
Hornik 1996), that often the technology itself is not resisted but the effect that 

it has on people’s lives. Resistance may manifest itself in different ways. 

Within an organization the use of a new technology is often forced, and 
employees may not choose whether they want to adopt the new technology or 

not. Thus in an organizational setting and mandatory adoption, individuals 

may show visible resistance or show passive resistance while publicly 
supporting  the  system,  to  avoid  punishment  (Marakas  and  Hornik  1996).  

Also in an organizational context the leadership, for example, may influence 
the adoption (Neufeld et al. 2007). Within consumer context, each consumer 

is faced with a personal and voluntary decision of adoption or resistance. 

Why employees then resist new technologies? People might resist new 
technologies within organizations because new technologies often mean more 

efficient processes. Efficient processes mean less needed workforce. It seems 

rather rational to resist implementing a new system that can result in losing 
one’s job. However, not all technologies automatically lead to layoffs. In these 

implementation processes other reasons must contribute to resistance. 

Markus (1983) summarizes three types of resistance theories: people-
determined, system-determined, and interaction theories. People determined 

refer to factors that are internal to people and groups. System-determined 

category includes factors such as technical excellence. Interaction refers to 
the interaction of system and context of use. Thus people-determined factors 
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involve cognitive styles, personality traits and also human nature.  As 
Martinko et al. (1996) opens this up, it involves the natural human tendency 

to resist change. 

Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988) presented the status quo bias 
perspective that is applied to organizational IS context by Kim and 

Kankanhalli (2009) to explain resistance to change. The theory notes that 

maintaining a status quo is also a choice, that can either be rational or not. It 
seeks to elaborate on different types of reasons that explain why people prefer 

to maintain the status quo. Non-adoption within organizations is often 

explained by faults in the new system. However, even when there are no 
apparent faults in the system and it would make sense to adopt it, people still 

might want to maintain their status quo and not adopt. From an outsider’s 
perspective the phenomenon can be called resistance to change. Status quo 

bias perspective offers three different paths for explaining resistance: rational 

decision making, cognitive misperceptions, and psychological commitments 
(Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988; Kim and Kankanhalli 2009). Rational 

decision making refers to resistance occurring for rational reasons. Cognitive 

misperception refers to e.g. loss aversion (Kahneman and Tversky 1979; 
Tversky and Kahneman 1981) or endowment effect – underweighting 

opportunity costs that maintaining status quo creates (Thaler 1980). The 

third type, psychological commitments, involves somewhat unconscious 
internal sources of resistance. These include drive for consistency, sunk costs, 

regret avoidance and effort to feel in control (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 

1988). Social norms is added to these in the adaptation of the theory by Kim 
and Kankanhalli (2009). 

 

 

2.3 Positioning of the study 
 

Being an interdisciplinary field of science, one of the core properties within IS 

research is human behavior. This includes human behaviors reflected within 
e.g. implementing, or direct and indirect usage of IT artifacts. (Benbasat and 

Zmud 2003) Thus adoption research falls into this category. As mentioned in 

chapter 2.1, the most known and applied theoretical path within IS adoption 
research is TAM (Davis 1989; Davis et al. 1989) based research stream (Lee et 

al.  2003;  Benbasat  and  Barki  2007).  Due  to  being  well  occupied  by  TAM  

based research, some authors have been calling for other rival research 
perspectives on the phenomenon (e.g. Benbasat and Barki 2007; Ortiz de 

Guinea and Markus 2009). The approach to IS adoption research that I offer 

in this dissertation is different from the mainstream by two major ways: the 
mainstream research focuses on organizational context as well as deliberate 

adoption. First of all, a big proportion of IS adoption research looks at the 
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phenomenon within an organizational context. I concentrate on the 

consumer side. IT applications used by consumers are a huge business, and of 
interest for the technology providers. Some adoption research is of course 

established also within consumer IT adoption. For example, adoption 

research has addressed advanced mobile services (López-Nicolás et al. 2008) 
and mobile commuting ticket (Mallat et al. 2009). This consumer perspective 

is still scarcely used in comparison to organizational applications. I divide the 

features separating consumers’ resistance and organizational resistance in 
two aspects. First of all, within consumer context adoption is voluntary. 

Resisting the new application typically does not lead to sanctions. The 

symptom of consumers’ resistance is low adoption rates that might surprise 
the service provider and early adopters who believe that the application is of 

value for consumers. This is different in organizational context where in 

worst case one might get laid off for resistance. Secondly, due to voluntary 
adoption, there needs to be a clear personal reason for why the new system is 

beneficial i.e. of value for the consumer. If no value is clear for the consumer 

there is no need for adoption. This is contrary to the organizational context 
where a new application is adopted if it provides value for the organization. In 

consumer context it needs to provide value for the particular consumer. 

Perceived value from the new technology develops a positive attitude towards 
its use. 

The second important aspect in positioning my study is that the current 

body of knowledge within IS adoption research has mainly focused on 
deliberation. Indeed a big proportion of our adoption theories, especially the 

mainstream ones, involves the notion of at least some level of deliberation in 
adoption  decisions  (e.g.  TAM,  UTAUT:  Davis  1989;  Davis  et  al.  1989;  

Venkatesh and Davis 2000; Venkatesh et al. 2003). These assume at least 

some level of cognitive information processing related to adoption decisions. 
However, quite often we do not cognitively deliberate our every adoption 

action. I approach the matter from the perspective of resistance that takes 

into account somewhat unconsciously processed reasons and tendencies to 
resist the new technological applications. 

To summarize, the emphasis of research on resistance within IS field is 

mainly within organizational context. Consumer context differs of that as 
consumers can voluntarily choose to adopt or resist. Due to the differences in 

organizational and consumer contexts, also different symptoms and causes 

can be observed within these two contexts. 
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3. Consumers’ change resistance

As explained, consumers’ resistance is different from the resistance within 
organizational context.  I will now define in more detail the consumers’ 

change resistance that appears in this dissertation. Next part of this chapter is 

an overview of the symptoms of consumers’ change resistance followed with 
underlying reasons. 

3.1 Defining consumers’ change resistance 

As the mainstream within IS adoption research suggests, technology adoption 

is highly affected by the attitude towards its use. Although no great changes in 
consumers lives are required and the new system might be believed to be of 

value, consumers might still resist.  It can be rationalized that consumers do 

not adopt the new technologies unless they perceive some advantage of it. Not 
adopting is not always about resistance towards new. A consumer might have 

a rational  reason to resist  the IT change if,  for  example,  it  does not  provide 

any value or the needed equipment or resources are not possessed. If a 
consumer does not have a so called rational reason, why would he or she be 

unwilling to adopt the new technology?  Attitude is the starting point for 

predicting adoption in several researches because attitude is seen as a direct 
antecedent of behavioral intention and consequently of behavior (Ajzen 1988; 

Davis  1989;  Davis  et  al.  1989).  Also  some  of  the  definitions  of  attitude  as  a  
concept include behavior, behavioral tendency or mental readiness (Allport 

1954;  Erwin  2001).  However,  attitude  towards  using  a  new  system  or  its  

features does not always determine behavior i.e. adoption or resistance. 
Marakas and Hornik (1996) remind that often the technology itself is not 

resisted, but the effect that it has on people’s lives. Thus having positive 

beliefs and attitudes about a new application does not guarantee adoption. 
These are somewhat invalidated by change resistance before reaching overt 

behavior. The impact of change resistance is conceptualized in this research 

by the following equation: 

[positive attitude] – [change resistance] = [overt behavior] 
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Thus my definition for consumers’ change resistance is: failure to act on one’s 

intention to adopt in the absence of external barriers to adoption. What are 
the symptoms of this and why does this change resistance occur? In the next 

chapter I will discuss the symptoms of consumers’ change resistance. After 

that I address the underlying reasons for resistance. Based on prior research, 
I identified several underlying reasons that could affect consumers’ resistance 

towards using new technologies. 

3.2 Symptoms of consumers change resistance 

The most visible symptom of consumers’ change resistance is low adoption 
rates, which can result because of two different causes. In the first one, 

adoption and resistance is an either-or situation: either one adopts or one 

resists. In many adoption studies, the choice is indeed between adoption and 
non-adoption with little ground in between. Also in the innovation of 

diffusion theory (Rogers 2003) the adoption decision is referred as a choice to 

adopt or reject. Adoption means full use of the innovation and rejection is the 
decision not to adopt it.  

However, consumers may also evaluate the adoption decision again each 

time, and in some cases decide to adopt and in others not. By this I refer to 
the second symptom of resistance: partial adoption.  I define partial adoption 

as  using  old  and  new  technologies  that  are  perfect  substitutes  as

complementary means for satisfying certain needs explained above. An 
innovation is taking over only some of the uses of its predecessor, thus 

maintaining simultaneously some of the previously established means. 

Therefore, as partial adoption occurs, new and old systems may coexist. As a 
result a new technology may be adopted initially, but this adoption does not 

lead to full adoption. Partial adoption is thus one form of resisting 
technologies. This is possible also within an organizational context, although 

it might be more difficult. This is because organizations typically have 

relatively long contract periods with certain providers. In consumer context 
the monetary weight of consumer applications is smaller and therefore 

switching the applications is easier. At least my focus is on consumer 

applications that can be adopted partially. 
Partial adoption lies somewhere in between the two opposites: adoption 

and resistance. Hovav et al. (2004) acknowledge non-adoption and full 

adoption as two extremes of a continuum and add in between two types of 
partial adoption as ways to full adoption: adoption through replacement and 

coexistence. In this categorization replacement means implementing the new 

in place of old, although the new features are not fully utilized. Coexistence 
refers to that the situation when both new and old exist within the same 
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organization. Also Jeyaraj and Sabherwal (2008) identified four different 
adoption actions from prior literature: full adoption, partial adoption, 

experimentation, and non-adoption. In this categorization partial adoption 

means either using only a subset of the innovation’s features or using the 
innovation only to a restricted set of tasks. Experimentation, which was not 

explicitly acknowledged in the categorization by Hovav et al. (2004), refers to 

use  for  only  a  limited  time  or  playing  around  with  the  system  in  order  to  
understand the features. This trial is also brought up in the diffusion of 

innovations theory, where Rogers (2003) notes that some individuals do not 

adopt the innovation without a trial. Not all innovations are available for trial, 
but according to him, those innovations that are, are generally adopted more 

rapidly. 
The phenomenon of partial adoption is notable for example in the contexts 

of adopting Internet-based standards within an organization (Hovav et al. 

2004), technology adoption in horticultural production (Nzomoi et al. 2007), 
and  adoption  of  agriculture  (Ridgley  and  Brush  1992;  Sheikh  et  al.  2006).  

Partial adoption is not an unequivocal term. Previous research has given it 

slightly different meanings. Some authors refer to partial adoption as using 
only certain features of certain technology or using the technology only for a 

restricted set of tasks (Hovav et al. 2004; Jeyaraj and Sabherwal 2008). The 

term has also been used to express non-adoption from the technology 
provider’s perspective, i.e. only some but not all customers adopting the 

technology offered (Erat and Kavadias 2006). Partial adoption may also refer 

to a situation where for example in work premises one is forced to use a new 
technology, but as a consequence of change resistance, or other reasons, 

actually shirks from using it, and uses it only to the minimum. 

On the field of consumer behavior the phenomenon of partial adoption can 
be observed in our daily activities. Digital media such as electronic news 

services was hypothesized to crush the traditional newspaper business. 

However, the printed newspapers still coexist with the electronic news 
services. Pantzar (1995) suggests two ways innovations can enter into 

consumers’ life: accommodation and assimilation. Accommodation refers to 

the old system being deeply shaken i.e. the daily patterns of consumption are 
changed. Assimilation refers to simply replacing the old with new, without 

changing the consumption system. We suggest that if the new system changes 
our ways of living, partial adoption is more likely to occur. For example, 

digital  media  changed  our  everyday  lives  by  creating  new  possible  ways  of  

acquiring information. However, we are still quite keen on reading 
newspapers. Internet connection or digital devices are not even constantly 

available. When the new product is expected to be adopted through 

assimilation i.e. to replace the old without changing one’s daily life, partial 
adoption does not seem logical. 
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Indeed, adoption remaining only partial is a bit surprising. Some authors 

within the IS adoption research stream note that due to the fact of having 
acquired personal first-hand experience the initial adoption and continued 

use decisions represent two different types of choice. After getting personal 

experience, for example, satisfaction has been found to play an important role 
in continuance decisions (Bhattacherjee 2001; Limayem et al. 2007; 

Limayem and Cheung 2008). Some researchers tend to slide to the direction 

of noting unconscious consumption. It is claimed that once the new 
technology is used frequently enough to have become automatic, habit and 

prior  use  have  been  found  to  relate  strongly  to  behavior  or  behavioral

intention (Chaudhuri 2001; Gefen 2003; Kim and Malhotra 2005a; 2005b; 
Limayem et al. 2007; Limayem and Cheung 2008). 

In relation to the diffusion of innovations theories Rogers (2003) suggests 

that innovations available for trial are adopted more rapidly. In fact one of 
the key factors in diffusion of innovations theories is trialability. It is 

presented as one of the antecedents for full adoption decision. Therefore this 

classical theory also provides support for the hypothesis of some form of 
partial adoption i.e. trial increasing the likelihood of full adoption. Thus, 

regardless of the chosen scholarly path, a researcher could reasonably argue 

that after positive experience, a consumer would slide into full adoption. 
Therefore both non-adoption and partial adoption represent symptoms of 

consumers’ change resistance.  

3.3 Underlying reasons for consumers’ change resistance 

Based on prior research, I found several potential reasons to explain 
consumers’ change resistance.  I categorized these reasons as internally or 

externally arising. Internally arising explanations are attention, drive for 
consistency, sunk costs, regret avoidance and the need to feel in control. 

External explanations were social norms and situation. Each of these 

constructs is now discussed in more detail. 
Attention. The first construct that is essential to change is attention towards 

something new. The starting point is awareness of the existence of the new 

technological application. However, awareness is not enough to evoke the 
willingness to change, if no attention is actually paid. Awareness is essential 

for motivating the search for how-to or principles-knowledge (Rogers 2003). 

Thus to proceed from the awareness, one needs to be motivated to pay 
attention. After awareness, Rogers (2003) uses the term selective perception 

to indicate that after the awareness one decides what message is perceived 

credible and how the information is interpreted. Building on the classical 
change model by Kurt Lewin (1951), Schein (1996) presents that learning and 
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change always involves painful unlearning. According to him, change starts 
with some dissatisfaction or frustration. This is created by information not 

confirming our hopes or expectations. However, if this kind of dissatisfaction 

or frustration of current system has not appeared, motivation to direct 
attention to the new system may be missing. Quite often people might ignore 

the information, dismiss it as being irrelevant or deny its validity. The 

information must be accepted and connected to something one cares about, 
in order to reach the motivation to change. (Schein 1996) This is supported 

also by the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) (Petty and Cacioppo 1996), 

but from a slightly different perspective. When we are seeking for the 
information to have enduring impact it must be processed consciously: one 

must think about the information and arguments (Petty et al. 1981; Petty and 
Cacioppo 1996) i.e. direct the attention. Therefore the information of the new 

system does not guarantee that it reaches consumers’ attention. One might be 

aware  that  a  new  system  exists  but  the  connection  to  the  current  one  is  
missing,  and  no  attention  is  paid.  It  is  expected  that  if  one  does  not

consciously pay any attention but ignores the information related to the new 

system, it most likely leads to resistance.  
Drive for consistency. A general drive for consistency can also contribute to 

psychological commitment to status quo (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988) 

and thus resistance.  People prefer to find consistency in their behavior, as it 
is generally valued (Cialdini 1988) at least in our western cultures. There are 

at least two classical theories that explain this phenomenon: theory of 

cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1957) and self-perception theory (Bem 1967). 
Theory of cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1957; 1964) states that when two 

cognitions such as attitudes and behavior do not match, people have two 

options: change their attitude or change their behavior. In some simple 
instances, behavior is quite easy to change. However, there are often 

contradictions, and behavior is not as easily changed. Thus, when seeking for 

the pleasant state of consistency, people tend to change their attitudes to 
match with their behavior. Self-perception theory (Bem 1965; 1967) looks at 

the same phenomenon from a different perspective. According to the theory, 

people draw conclusions on their own attitudes and values by observing their 
own behavior. As one finds him/herself doing something one concludes that 

he/she must  like or  value it.  The same way we make conclusions on others’  
preferences: by viewing their behavior. Therefore the self-perception theory 

and the theory of cognitive dissonance suggest the same conclusion although 

by different reasoning: observing one’s own behavior creates a conclusion on 
ones’ preferences. Maintaining status quo results in behavior that is 

consistent with one’s preferences. Even if change could be better in some way, 

one rationalizes to oneself that there is actually no reason for change. Thus, it 
is expected that due to the drive for consistency, the consumer rationalizes to 
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oneself that there is no need to change the system, although the change could 

be beneficial. 
Sunk costs. In this context sunk costs refer to the previous commitments. If 

the past investments have been high already, one is reluctant to change 

because then the past investments would have been trifling. Samuelson and 
Zeckhauser (1988) found strong support for sunk costs contributing to 

preferring status quo i.e. resisting change. There is also empirical evidence in 

IS context that the level of sunk costs impacts the willingness to continue with 
the  current  system.  Keil  et  al.  (2000)  demonstrated  this  tendency  in  the  

context of continuing software projects within three cultures. The past 

investments i.e. sunk costs are not limited to monetary investments, rather 
they can be investments in time and effort and also purely psychological. For 

example, one might have invested time and effort in learning a new 

application and in adopting another new one the previous effort seems 
wasted. If one already feels being committed, it is hard to decide to change 

(Cialdini 1988). Therefore it is expected that if one feels having invested effort 

on the previous system, new system seems waste of effort, enhancing 
resistance. 

Regret avoidance. According to Kahneman and Tversky (1982), people 

would feel stronger regret for unwanted consequences resulting from new 
actions than the unwanted consequences resulting for maintained status quo. 

This contributes to consumers’ willingness to maintain status quo. Also as 

Einhorn and Higarth (1981) present, actions are closely tied to the notion of 
regret and responsibility. After the choice is made and action is taken, it 

might appear that the outcome is unwanted. This can clearly result in regret. 
To avoid the risk of receiving an unwanted outcome from one’s own action, it 

might feel more comfortable not to adopt the new technology. Prior to 

making the decision to change, one might consider this as a risk of ending up 
in an unwanted situation. Therefore it is expected, that if one considers the 

possible  future  regret  related  to  using  the  new  system  prior  to  adoption,  

resistance is more likely to occur.  
The need to feel in control. This highlights that maintaining the status quo 

can also be a choice in itself. As Kim and Kankanhalli (2009) explain, sticking 

to status quo maintains the feeling of being in control while not adopting a 
new  and  unfamiliar  system.  Also  culture  can  contribute  to  this  need.  The  

cultural  studies  by  Hofstede  (e.g.  Hofstede  and  Hofstede  2005)  show  that  

especially people within the cultures characterized by individualism, value 
individuals being in control of their own choices and lives in general. It is 

preferred that people have the right and also the ability to be in control and 

make their own choices. On the other hand cultures characterized by the 
other side of the continuum, collectivism, would not that likely put strong 

emphasis on being personally in control of their choices. Quite many western 
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cultures, including Finland, are more individualistic (Hofstede and Hofstede 
2005). Therefore it seems reasonable to propose that people feel they have 

the right to make the adoption decision. Forcing could be felt rather annoying 

and even unjust. This feeling of losing control and the need for making one’s 
own decisions could enhance the willingness to resist. 

Social norms. Social  norms  i.e.  peer  group  pressure  do  have  impact  on  

change process (Lewin 1951; Schein 1996). Social norms as a concept is well-
established in several research streams. In the context of TRA and TPB (Ajzen 

1988; 1991) it is labeled as the “subjective norm “ and defined as an 

individual’s perception of whether it is important if others think the behavior 
should be performed. Subjective norm as a concept is also used in other 

studies (e.g. Dickinger et al. 2008). Kim and Kankanhalli (2009) involve 
social norms in their presentation of status quo bias theory, as they note that 

prevailing social norms can either reinforce or weaken individual’s status quo 

bias.  Also  other  authors  have  noted  it,  for  example  in  the  context  of  the  
importance of co-worker’s behavior on one’s own behavior (Martinko et al. 

1996). Sykes et al. (2009) looked into this phenomenon from the perspective 

of social networks and found that co-workers have an impact on adoption as 
forming get-help and give-help ties within the work place. Although this 

study is in a consumer context it is reasonable to assume the same social 

impact as in work environments. Indeed López-Nicolás et al. (2008) found in 
consumer context that social factors i.e. opinions of friends and family to 

have an important influence on people’s adoption decision. The effect of 

significant others on ones behavior is already noted in several classical 
experiments and theories within social psychology. For example, a study by 

Tajfel (1982) shows strong group behavior and in-group bias: when divided 

into groups people tend to favor their own group. The effect of significant 
others is high especially if they have a consensus (Backman et al. 1963). Thus 

it is hard to get someone to make changes against what the significant others 

perceive as  acceptable.  The group norms and values have a great  impact  on 
one’s behavior. (Lewin 1951; Schein 1996) It is likely that when one considers 

changes  i.e.  adopting  a  new  system  one  would  prefer  to  consider  what  the  

significant others feel. 
Situation. Habit as such has been offered as an alternative or 

complementary for attitude-intention chain when predicting adoption in IS 
research (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001; Gefen 2003; Kim and Malhotra 2005b; 

2005a). Habit is most often seen as behavior repeated long enough to have 

become automatic i.e. habitual. Habit is found to be a significant predictor for 
future adoption, even more than stated intentions. Wood et al. (2005) 

demonstrate in their research that circumstances play a major role in 

determining which habits remain. They found that as the circumstances in 
which the habitual behavior occurred had changed, the habit was more likely 
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to be forgotten. The importance of circumstances is also supported by Mallat 

et al. (2009). They found use context to mediate the effect of perceived 
benefits on adoption intention. Bargh (1982) presents that self-relevant 

information appearing from the environment may activate the internal 

memory representations. This occurs without one’s conscious awareness. 
There is a possibility that our behavior is controlled by the environment 

(Bargh 1984). Thus the environment may automatically activate the internal 

memory representations influencing our acts (Bargh 1990).  Thus, perhaps 
the habits or tendencies suggest the direction but as a certain situation is 

faced, one might get the inspiration to act. 

Ajzen (2002) discusses implementation intentions related to the impact of 
situation. Implementation intentions are specific plans on how, when and 

where to execute the intended behavior. Implementation plans are especially 

important when the intentions are poorly specified or they can be acted on in 
different ways. Such plans have been found to act as a self-regulatory tool that 

enables overcoming typical obstacles in executing behavioral intentions 

(Gollwitzer and Brandstätter 1997). Implementation intentions act effectively, 
because their forming allows the person to pass the control of the particular 

behavior to the environmental cues that are incorporated in the 

implementation intention (Gollwitzer 1999; Sheeran and Orbell 1999). 
Simply put, this means that by forming the implementation intention one 

mentally links the behavior with the environmental cue. As the cue appears it 

activates the related behavior. Finally, it could be assumed that if a tempting 
adoption situation does not occur, one is less likely to act to the direction of 

adoption. It is expected that a lack of a tempting adoption situation enhances 
resistance. 
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4. Methodology

In this chapter I present the methodology of this dissertation. First I present 
the overall approach and research contexts, as well as a summary of methods 

utilized in each study. I will discuss the surveys for essays I and II together, as 

the same type of  methodology was applied in both of  them. This  is  followed 
with a presentation of the open-ended questions used in the first part of essay 

III. Lastly I explain how I collected and analyzed the semi-structured

interview data for the second part of essay III and for essay IV.

4.1 Research approach and context 

IS research has been traditionally dominated by positivist research approach, 

especially in the US IS journals (Orlikowski and Baroudi 1991; Chen and 

Hirschheim 2004). This positivist approach seeks for universally 
generalizable truth. Positivism is based on approaches traditionally dominant 

in natural sciences (Burrell and Morgan 2000). Another approach contrary to 

positivism would be interpretive approach. Chen and Hirschheim (2004) 
discuss the differences between these two approaches on three aspects: 

ontologically, epistemologically, and methodologically. Firstly, positivists 

perceive that the reality exists objectively and independently from human 
experiences.  On the other hand, interpretivists tend to emphasize the 

subjective meaning of reality that is constructed through social interaction 
processes. (Burrell and Morgan 2000) Epistemologically, positivists seek for 

generalizable results, and they are concerned with the testability of theories. 

Verification or falsification of scientific knowledge should be allowed. (Chen 
and Hirschheim 2004) Interpretivists, on the other hand, highlight obtaining 

information through understanding human and social interaction. 

Methodologically, positivists apply research procedures such as hypothesis 
testing, statistical, and mathematical analysis, and experimental design (Lee 

1991). As Chen and Hirschheim (2004) summarize, interpretivists see that to 

understand the meaning in human and social interaction, researchers need to 
take the participants’ perspective in the social settings and learn how the 

interaction takes place. Therefore interpretive approach is often linked to 
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ethnography, hermeneutics, phenomenology, and case studies, for example 

(Lee 1991). 
Instead of seeing positivism and interpretive approaches as either-or, some 

authors acknowledge that they can be seen as mutually supportive (Lee 1991). 

This is in line with the pluralist approach. According to it, searching for one 
correct research approach is mistaken. Thus there exists no external set of 

objective criteria to follow when making the choice among different methods. 

Perhaps, different approaches can be used to address the same problem 
domain, but each can only be judged in terms of its own internal standards. 

(Klein et al. 1991) The acknowledgement of other approaches than just 

positivist within IS is called for and the use of interpretive approach has been 
growing slowly.  (E.g. Orlikowski and Baroudi 1991; Chen and Hirschheim 

2004) My approach is a combination of different methods, which is often 

called triangulation (David and Sutton 2004, p.27). Thus this study consists 
of four individual essays in which different methods and data sets have been 

applied. 

The individual studies were established within two consumer contexts: 
mobile commuting ticket and electronic invoicing. The mobile commuting 

ticket refers to the single fare ticket service developed by Helsinki Public 

transport for Helsinki metropolitan area. This is a short message (SMS) based 
system to buy single fare tickets to be used in public transportation. This was 

launched  in  2001  first  to  be  used  in  trams,  being  later  extended  to  local  

trains, metro, ferries and buses. In order to utilize the service, the consumer 
needs to buy the ticket before entering the vehicle or metro platform area. 

One  buys  the  ticket  by  sending  a  four  character  SMS  to  a  premium  service  
number. A response message contains the validity time and area, the 

identification number and the sender number. The benefit for the consumer 

is a somewhat cheaper price for the ticket, and constant availability to 
purchase tickets, as long as a mobile phone is possessed.  In 2006, five years 

after the initial launch of the system, close to 1.900.000 mobile tickets were 

sold  yearly,  and  more  than  17  percent  of  all  adult  single  fare  tickets  were  
purchased through the mobile channel. Thus, at the time of the first data 

collection,  the system was well  established,  and its  diffusion was deemed to 

have gained the critical mass, although the market was not yet saturated. 
Electronic invoice (e-invoice) offered to consumers is the second applied 

context. E-invoicing is an important application for the companies as it has 

been estimated that e-invoices would enable 80% cost savings in invoicing 
within Europe (EC 2007). In Finland electronic banking (e-banking) is widely 

adopted. Each consumer has a possibility for an own e-banking account 

where the transactions can be handled using personal accounts and 
passwords. Most typically consumers receive the invoices on paper, log in to 

the personal e-bank account, and type the invoice related information such as 
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index number and amount of payment as well as the information concerning 
the recipient. E-invoicing makes the manual paying process easier. All 

consumers using e-banking can receive e-invoices directly to their e-bank 

account. E-invoices are sent directly to e-bank, where the consumer can check 
the invoice and accept it. The benefits for the consumer are the reduced paper 

handling, the information does not need to be manually added during the 

payment, and the invoices are automatically saved in the e-banking system. 
Also, e-invoices are delivered to the customer faster than traditional invoices. 

In some cases this means longer payment time for the consumer. In contrast 

to the option of direct debit system, e-invoicing maintains more control for 
the consumer as each e-invoice can be checked and accepted by the 

consumer. Although launched to consumers in 2005, e-invoicing has not 
reached the attention of all consumers and adoption rates are generally low. 

I  applied  different  methods,  data  sets  and  contexts  within  the  four

individual studies. In the following table I summarize the methodological 
aspects of each study. 
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Table 4-1 Methodological structure of the dissertation 

Paper Method 
Research 
objects 

Context 
Data collection and 
analysis 

Data 

I 

Survey 

15-50 years old 

citizens of Helsinki 

area 

Mobile 

ticket 

Mail survey, SEM 

using LISREL 

1000 sent originally, 

360 sent in 2nd 

round, n=210 

Survey, 

open-ended 

questions 

Open-ended questions 

in mail survey, 

content analysis of the 

textual data 

For 27 past behavior 

predicted later 

behavior but 

intention did not 

II 

Survey Participants of 

consumer panel of 

the National 

Consumer 

Research Centre 

e-invoice

Web survey, SEM 

using LISREL 
379 sent, n=117 

Survey, 

open-ended 

questions 

Open-ended questions 

in web survey, content 

analysis of the textual 

data 

36 showing 

inconsistent 

behavior and used 

in data analysis 

III 

Survey, 

open-ended 

questions 

Participants of 

consumer panel of 

the National 

Consumer 

Research Centre 
e-invoice

Open-ended questions 

in web survey, content 

analysis of the textual 

data 

379 sent, 64 

identified partial 

adopters for data 

analysis 

Interviews 
Consumers, young 

& educated 

Semi-structured 

interviews, transcript 

analysis 

16 interviews, 7 

partial adopters 

IV Interviews 
Consumers, young 

& educated 
e-invoice

Semi-structured 

interviews, transcript 

analysis manually and 

with QSR NVivo, 

Comparative Method 

16 interviews, 9 

resisters & 7 

adopters 

The  data  collection  for  essays  I  and  II  were  both  done  using  a  survey.  Both  
contained two step analyses. First the data was analyzed by Structural 

Equation Modeling (SEM) with LISREL. The second part utilized open-ended 

questions within the survey. This textual data was analyzed by content 
analysis. The study context was mobile ticketing in essay I and e-invoicing in 

essay  II.  In  essay  I  the  participants  were  15  to  50  years  old  citizens  in  the  

Helsinki metropolitan area. In essay II the participants came from the 
consumer panel of the National Consumer Research Centre in Finland. 

In essay III the context was e-invoicing and the data consisted of two parts. 

First  part  was  collected  through  open-ended  questions  in  the  same  web
survey as in essay II. In this 64 participants were identified as partial 

adopters and their responses were analyzed following content analysis. The 

second part was to gain more in-depth understanding and was established by 
semi-structured  interviews  with  17  consumers  of  which  7  were  partial

adopters. 
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The data for essay IV was collected through the same interview set as in 
essay III. The interview framework for this was developed based on prior 

research on potential reasons behind consumers’ resistance. This transcript 

data was analyzed both manually and utilizing NVivo. The Comparative 
Method was used to summarize and compare findings. 

Next, I will discuss and justify the methodology for data collection and 

analysis of each study in more detail. In addition, a more detailed explanation 
of methodological approaches can be found from the original essays in the 

second part of this dissertation. The following section starts with the surveys 

for  essays  I  and  II,  as  the  same  data  collection  and  analysis  methods  were  
applied in both of these essays. 

 
 

4.2 Web survey and SEM 
 

Web survey analyzed with Structural  Equation Modeling (SEM) was used in 

both essays I and II. The web survey for essay I was established in the context 
of mobile ticket in two rounds with two strata (inner and outer citizens). The 

first  round  was  established  in  December  2006,  and  the  second  round  three  
months later. For the first round of data collection in 2006, the respondents 

were selected with a random sampling in both strata among 15 to 50 years old 

citizens. Younger and older age groups were excluded from the sample 
because they are entitled to the reduced public transport fares and are 

therefore not target groups for the mobile ticketing service. The target 

population was all Helsinki citizens. There were more mobile ticketing users 
in relation to population in the inner city area. As it was important to reach a 

representative sample of both users and non-users of the mobile ticketing 

service, the population was divided into non-overlapping groups of inner and 
outer citizens separated by postal codes. A self-administered mail survey was 

sent  to  500  inner  city  and  500  outer  city  citizens  in  the  first  round.  For  an  

extra incentive to participate, a draw of a mobile phone and 15 public 
transport travel cards was organized among the respondents. Questionnaires 

were mailed with addressed and stamped return envelopes, a reply coupon to 

the  draw,  and  a  cover  letter.  A  reminder  letter  was  sent  during  the  second  
week  of  the  two  week  response  time  period  to  those  who  had  not  returned  

their questionnaire. Of the 1000 mailed questionnaires in the first round, 373 

were returned and 360 accepted. In the second round questionnaires were 
mailed for those participants who had submitted a completed questionnaire 

during the first round. 210 completed questionnaires were returned.  

The e-invoice data for essay II was also collected in two rounds. The first 
round was established in June 2008 and the second round in December 

2008. The participants were from the consumer panel of the National 
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Consumer Research Centre in Finland. Consumer panel consists of 

consumers who have voluntarily joined it, and it is used for consumer 
research purposes by the National Consumer Research Centre. This was 

chosen because mailing the questionnaire to random Finnish consumers 

would  most  likely  have  lead  to  an  unacceptably  low  response  rate.  As  the  
participants of the consumer panel are willing to take part in research 

projects, this naturally results in higher response rate. Also, there are still 

many people who do not have personal internet access. Receiving responses 
from consumers who do not have access to internet or e-banking would most 

likely result in blank answer sheets. The purpose was to get responses from 

people who could use e-banking and e-invoicing if they wanted. 
The consumer panel consists of approximately 1000 consumers. At the 

particular moment 758 of them had announced to have an e-mail address. 

The link to the web survey was e-mailed to every second member of the panel 
holding an e-mail address, thus to 379 people. The first round in June 2008 

generated 206 responses and the response rate of 54,4%. The second round 

in December 2008 generated 222 responses and the response rate of 58,6%. 
125 respondents participated in both rounds. However, due to some missing 

data in the sections that were to be analyzed, the total effective sample size 

was 117, and the response rate thus 30,9%. 
Both  survey  data  sets  were  analyzed  with  Structural  Equation  Modeling  

(SEM) technique. More specifically LISREL8.53 (Jöreskog and Dag 1993) was 

used to test  the research models.  SEM generally  refers  to path analysis  with 
latent  variables and LISREL refers  to a  tool  for  that.  LISREL is  an acronym 

for LInear Structural RELationships. It is widely used in different fields such 
as economics, marketing, psychology and sociology. (Diamantopoulos and 

Siguaw  2008)  I  chose  to  use  LISREL  as  an  analysis  tool  because  it  enables  

testing the whole model at once. Testing each relationship separately would 
not take the other relationships within the whole model into account. 

According to Diamantopoulos and Siguaw (2008) the key difference between 

using LISREL and a simple regression analysis is that LISREL allows testing 
the model with latent variables each measured by multiple indicators. 

Regression techniques cannot be used to estimate such models. This is where 

LISREL and similar methodologies are useful. Thus the technique combines 
factor analysis and econometric modeling for analyzing hypothesized 

relationships among latent variables. (Diamantopoulos and Siguaw 2008) 

 
 

4.3 Web survey and open-ended questions 
 

Essays I, II, and III combined two parts of data. Open-ended questions of the 
surveys were utilized in each of them. The textual data that was to be 
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analyzed consisted of everything the participants wrote in the fields of the 
open-ended questions. The analysis followed the principles of content 

analysis. Content analysis refers to textual analysis, where the categories are 

coded. Thus where ever the code is appearing, it can be counted, providing a 
relatively systematic overview of the data set. (David and Sutton 2004; 

Silverman 2004; Wilkinson 2004) 

The open-ended questions in the surveys involved questions concerning 
consumers’ thoughts on using mobile ticket (essay I) or e-invoicing (essays II 

and  III).  For  essays  I  and  II  the  answers  that  were  analyzed  were  of  those  

consumers who showed inconsistency in their intentions and behavior. For 
essay III the answers that were analyzed were of those consumers who were 

identified as partial adopters. 
There  were  two  open-ended  questions  within  the  survey  on  mobile  ticket  

use (essay I). One was for motives behind use and one for those behind non-

use. The open-ended questions within the survey on e-invoice use (essays II 
and III) were following: 

 - If you have adopted e-invoice, what are the most important reasons for that? 

-  If  you  have  not  adopted  e-invoice,  and  you  are  not  planning  to  do  so  within  the

following 6 months, what are the most important reasons for that? 

-  If  you  are  planning  to  adopt  e-invoice,  what  are  the  most  important  reasons  for

that? 

- Do you have other e-invoice related comments? 

The surveys involved questions concerning consumers’ use of different means 
of tickets used (essay I) and different means of payment (essay II and III) to 

identify the applicable participants for further analysis. For essays I and II the 
answers were analyzed from those consumers who were identified as being 

inconsistent between their stated intentions and their actual behavior. For 

essay I, 27 cases were identified, in which past behavior predicted later 
behavior correctly while behavioral intention did not. For essay II, 36 

participants were identified showing inconsistency between intention and 

behavior. For essay III, 64 participants were identified as partial adopters and 
their answers for the open-ended questions were analyzed. 

In more detail, the data sets were analyzed by identifying appearing reasons 

for adoption not occurring regardless of the inconsistent intentions (essays I 
and II) or adoption remaining partial (essay III). These reasons formed the 

categories  to  be  counted.  The  findings  (see  section  5)  of  this  data

complemented  survey  data  in  essays  I  and  II  (see  sections  4.1.  and  4.2).  In  
essay III the data was completed with interviews. These interviews are 

described in more detail in the following section. 
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4.4 Semi-structured interviews 

I  collected  the  data  for  essays  III  and  IV  using  semi-structured  interviews.  

The context was again e-invoicing. The participants were chosen based on 
theoretical sampling, not on random sample (Eisenhardt 1989). This means 

focusing efforts on theoretically useful cases, meaning those replicating or 

extending the theory. This definition is very close to what Marshall (1996) 
names a “judgment sample”. According to him this is the most common 

sampling technique in qualitative research, referring to the researcher 
actively selecting the most productive sample for the particular research 

question. The snowball effect, i.e. subjects suggesting potential additional 

candidates, was also utilized. To contribute to a productive sample in terms of 
my research purposes, the selection criteria were the following. First, all 

participants needed be adults responsible for their financial resources, yet not 

from the elder generation characterized by high rates of computer illiteracy. 
This was to find participants to whom the context, e-invoicing, was a realistic 

option. Second, the participants needed to be relatively highly educated to 

avoid computer illiteracy. Third, the participants needed to belong to the 
same age and educational group with each other. Having a relatively 

homogeneous group enables excluding other potential uncontrolled factors 

created by too heterogeneous group and thus minimizes bias. Therefore the 
respondents  were  between  25  and  31  years  old,  held  at  least  a  Bachelor’s  

degree from some university.  Out of the total of 16 respondents 6 were male 

and 10 were female. 
The interview framework was created based on prior research on the topic. 

The interview framework consisted of two parts. Unlike typically in 

interviews, the first part of the interview framework was not in the form of 
questions, but direct statements or propositions. This data collection method 

is utilized at least within Finnish social psychological research (e.g. Vesala 
and Peura 2005; Vesala and Rantanen 2007). I chose this data collection 

method for several reasons. Firstly, the logic behind this type of data 

collection lies in the difficulty of answering questionnaires. Often questions 
might be ambiguous, leaving room for different interpretations of the 

questions. Also the result values might be a result of different reasoning that 

remains unknown to the researcher. Interviewing overcomes this problem as 
it enables additional questions. Secondly, the form of direct propositions 

serves as incitement for free association. The participants are expected to 

discuss aloud how they perceive the propositions and why. This seeks for 
fuller understanding of the rhetoric. Indeed, this method applies the views of 

rhetorical social psychology (for rhetoric social psychology see e.g. Billig 

1996). The participants need to rationalize their views. Argumentation is 
perceived as applicable for studying self-presentations: if self-definition 
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appears controversial, one is expected to justify arguments. Having 
propositions where one is directed to evaluate from one’s own viewpoint and 

justify and argument one’s own views, reveals the thinking and 

argumentation related to the research context, that is using e-invoices. 
Thirdly, I wished to contribute to the methodological diversity within IS 

research, by applying a method somewhat distinct from the mainstream. I 

believe methodological diversity is a richness and might lead to new ideas. 
The framework of the propositions and the theoretical construct from which 

it is derived are summarized in the following table. 

 
Table 4-2 Interview framework and the theoretical constructs 

Construct 
Explanation of the 
construct 

Proposition i.e. framework for first 
part of the interview 

Attention 

If one ignores information 

related to new technology it may 

lead to resisting its use 

I do not pay attention to information related 

to e-invoices. 

Social norms 

If one tends to take into account 

peer opinions, it may lead to 

similar behavior as of peers 

When I make decisions concerning using e-
invoices, I would like to consider the opinions 

of people who are important to me. 

Sunk costs 

If one feels having invested 

much on prior system, it may 

lead to resisting the new 

I have already invested so much effort on 
getting accustomed with my current way of 

handling it [current substitute for e-invoices], 

that getting on with e-invoices seems like a 
waste of effort. 

Regret 

avoidance 

If one is concerned about 

possible future regret, it may 

lead to resisting new to avoid the 

risk of regret 

If e-invoices do not turn out to be as good as 

promised I would regret not sticking with my 
current way. 

Drive for 

consistency 

If one shows strong drive for 

consistency, it may lead to 

willingness to maintain the old 

system 

As I am already using a system that I find 
practical, there is no point in switching to e-

invoices. 

Need to feel in 

control 

If one feels strong need to be in 

control, it may lead to resisting 

new systems which is pressured 

I have a right to choose not to go for e-

invoices. 

Situation 

If the adoption situation is of 

importance, it may reduce one’s 

own effort in adoption and vice 

versa 

My use of e-invoices might depend on 

whether I end up in a situation where it is 

most practical to use it. 

 
The second part of the interview framework was not as straightforward. The 

aim was to elaborate on themes around partial adoption, as in essay III. Thus, 
after the first part participants were asked to freely describe their e-invoice 

usage, including how they got their first e-invoice into use. Then they were 

asked to elaborate on why the adoption had not been extended to all invoices. 
Those who had not tried e-invoicing yet were asked to describe and specify 
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the circumstances in which it had been offered or advertised for them, and 

what had lead them not to try out the e-invoice. Especially external factors 
were emphasized to deepen the findings of the open-ended questions of the 

web survey as discussed in the previous chapter 4.3. 

The interviews were recorded and transcribed for analysis, resulting in 
about  6  to  13  pages  of  transcribed  text  per  interview.  The  chosen  

methodology is interpretive. Mason (1996) distinguishes reading data literally 

or interpretively, although she notes that often both types are applied. In 
interpretive reading, constructing a version of what the researcher thinks the 

data means or represents is involved. In order to evaluate the participants’ 

explanations related to the theoretical constructs, interpretation is essential 
to  my  study.  Both  manual  pen  and  paper  mind  maps  and  QSR  NVivo  8  

software was utilized in analyzing the data. According to (Dean and Sharp 

2006) Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software is in common 
use within social science research. The software is to support the researcher 

within qualitative data analysis (Richards 2002). Thus I created tree nodes by 

NVivo for each proposition and theme describing the categories of 
argumentation. The explanations of each participant were coded under the 

nodes. 

In essay IV the summary and comparison of the participants explanations 
was established utilizing the Comparative Method (Ragin 1987; Ragin 1989; 

Alasuutari  1999).  The  aim  of  the  Comparative  Method  is  to  be  able  to  

compare qualitative data. To enable the comparison, the researcher needs to 
assign values 0 or 1 to each category for each participant. After this, each 

possible combination of the variables are specified. Comparing the 
commonalities of the appearing combinations enables minimizing the 

irrelevant variables and comparison of the variables leading to a certain 

outcome. The utilization of the Comparative method is described in more 
detail in essay IV. 
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5. Overview of results

In this chapter, the findings are presented concentrating on each essay at a 
time.  The  first  two  essays  describe  the  main  findings  of  the  surveys  on

inconsistency between intentions and behavior. Third essay opens up the 

factors contributing to the partial adoption phenomenon. Fourth essay 
elaborates on the types of consumers’ change resistance. Finally the key 

findings are summarized in the last section. 

5.1 Essay I – Does unplanned mobile services consumption 
result from habituation or situational myopia? 

Starting with essay I, the aim was to test the relationship of attitude, intention 
and prior behavior on consumers’ use of mobile ticket. In addition the aim 

was to study whether the actual use is explained by habits or adaptive 

behavior. The sub-research questions that essay I contributes to, are the first 
two: 

RQ1: do consumers intend to adopt new technologies towards which they have a 

positive attitude? 

RQ2: do the adoption intentions actualize, and if not, why this might be? 

To be able to respond to the research questions a set of hypotheses were 

created. Firstly, three mechanisms by which behavior is determined were 

identified from prior research: 
A) Mobile service use is controlled by planning.

B) Mobile service use is controlled by habit.

C) Mobile service use is controlled by adaptation.

To be able to test the first two assumptions, hypotheses were formed: 
H1: Attitude towards behavior determines behavioral intention. 

H2: Behavioral intention determines the frequency of later behavior. 

H3: Frequency of past behavior determines behavioral intention. 

H4: Frequency of past behavior determines the frequency of later behavior. 
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First the mechanisms A and B (hypotheses H1-H4) were addressed by testing 

structural equation model which showed a strong link between attitude and 
behavioral intention. Prior use i.e. consumption history also acted as a 

powerful determinant of behavioral intention, explaining an equal share of 

variation in intentions as behavioral attitude did. Thus, it appears that 
behavioral attitudes may not capture all relevant aspects of forming 

behavioral intentions. Regardless of the link between attitude and intention, 

behavioral intention does not determine behavior. Rather, consumption 
history overruled the explanatory power of intentions. The findings are 

illustrated in the following figure. The more detailed findings are presented in 

the original essay I. 

Figure 5-1 SEM findings for essay I 

The structural equation modeling demonstrates two things: 1) mobile ticket 

purchase behavior is remarkably consistent over time and 2) this consistency 
is not reflected in attitudes and intentions. The deliberative theories prescribe 

that stable environment produces little new information to act on. Therefore, 
it could be expected that attitudes and intentions would remain unchanged 

and highly predictive. As neither frequency of behavior nor self reported 

measures of habit strength can inform much about the presence of habit, the 
emphasis is now turned on open-ended questions about the motives of use or 

non-use of mobile tickets. In this section the mechanism C: adaptive behavior 

is elaborated on. 
In 26 cases both behavioral intention and past behavior produced incorrect 

predictions. In 13 cases behavioral intention predicted behavior correctly 

while past behavior did not, and in 27 cases past behavior predicted correctly 
while behavioral intention did not. Those 27 cases, in which past behavior 
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predicted later behavior correctly while behavioral intention did not, are the 
most interesting ones.  

Only nine out of those 27 cases in which past behavior predicted later 

behavior correctly while behavioral intention did not, had used mobile 
ticketing previously. Therefore, if their behavior is controlled by habit, the 

habit is related to continued use of the competing methods of buying tickets 

rather than to mobile ticketing. The reasons given by the eight participants 
who had previous experience and acted consistently with their past behavior 

yet did not follow their intentions are summarized in the following table. The 

more detailed analysis can be found in essay I.  

Table 5-1 Summary of the reasons for inconsistent behavior in essay I 

Reason for seemingly consistent behavior 

Class of reason Count 

Attitude change 1 

Behavioral control 1 

Non-use 1 

Implementation intention 1 

Conditional intention 4 

Total 8 

To sum up, there is no indication that frequency of past behavior would imply 

strength of habit in the data. Rather, in those cases in which past behavior 

was better determinant of later behavior than behavioral intention was, the 
answers given to open-ended questions about motives of behavior suggest 

that behavior was adaptive. Need for mobile ticketing resulted mostly from 

inner  causes  such  as  forgetting  to  “load  up”  the  travel  card.  As  such,  these  
cases certainly don’t qualify as being habit controlled behavior, nor do they 

qualify for being planned behavior. Plans can be foiled by external causes, 

such as bad weather, sudden illness, or unexpected increase in oil price, 
which the deliberative theories seek to deal with by the concepts of 

conditional intentions and perceived behavioral control. Some behavioral 

intentions appear to be conditional in the data as well, yet they are 
conditional to spontaneous inner causes, such as forgetting the travel card 

home and having no money. 

People are blind to, or at least myopic about, many infrequently occurring 
actions. It is actually rather easy to predict relatively rare and, hence salient 

behavior, as well as daily behavior. What is difficult to foretell is the 
infrequent behaviors that are subservient to a plan. Paying a ticket is seldom 

an end in itself. It is rather a means to travel, in other words to get to a certain 

destination.  In  this  case  the  most  important  cycles  appeared  to  be  the  time  
period in between of charging up one’s travel card and the seasonal changes. 
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Travel  cards  are  typically  charted  up  in  1  –  3  months  intervals.  When  the  

valid time has lapsed, there is often need for complementary means of paying 
for  travel  as  people  tend  to  forget  to  load  up  their  cards.  Seasonal  changes  

cause adjustment of clothing and incidentally mobile ticket uses, as travel 

cards are being left in the pockets of the “other coat.” There seems to be some 
myopia about the effect of such cycles. We can’t expect the unexpected, but 

we  also  fail  to  expect  consistency  in  our  own  behavior  if  the  short  term  

behavior appears inconsistent even though there is a consistent long-term 
pattern. 

 

 

5.2 Essay II – The role of implementation intentions in 
information technology adoption 
 

The aim of essay II was to test whether attitude, intention, and prior behavior 

predict consumers’ use of e-invoice, which is technology offered for continued 
use. Still full adoption requires adoption from different issuers separately, 

making the actual adoption rather incidental. Furthermore, the aim was to 

identify the reasons behind the inconsistencies within this chain. The 
research questions were: 

 

RQ1:  do  consumers  intend  to  adopt  new  technology  towards  which  they  have  a  

positive attitude? 

RQ2: do the adoption intentions actualize, and if not, why might this be? 

 

As in essay I, the questions were first addressed with the first part of the data. 

A research model hypothesizing attitude, intention and overt behavior link as 
well as prior behavior, was constructed based on prior research. The testable 

hypotheses were following: 
H1: Attitude determines intention. 

H2: Intention determines overt behavior. 

H3: Prior behavior determines attitude. 

H4: Prior behavior determines intention. 

H5: Prior behavior moderates the relationship between intention and overt 

behavior. 

H6: Prior behavior determines overt behavior. 

 

The findings were consistent with the findings in essay I. The analysis 

suggests that prior behavior has potential to predict ones attitudes towards 
using certain technology, ones intention to use it, as well as actual behavior. 

Attitude predicts intention meanwhile intention fails to provide strong 

predictive power to actual behavior. This finding suggests that intention is 
not enough to predict behavior. Prior behavior, while being stronger 
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predictor, does not really supplant intention as an explanation for behavior as 
it cannot contain behavioral change. Past behavior only suggests that 

behavior remains unchanged. The accepted hypotheses are shown in the 

following figure.  

Figure 5-2 Summary of the supported relationships in essay II 

Thus, the results clearly support that prior behavior has a direct impact on 

attitude, intention, and most of all, actual behavior. As hypothesized, attitude 
is a determinant of intention, although intention is not found to be a 

significant determinant of actual overt behavior. The more detailed data 

analysis is presented in the original essay II. 
In  the  second  part  of  data  analysis  participants  were  found  to  behave

inconsistently in their intentions and overt behavior in two ways: either 

showing no intention but then actually using e-invoice or intending to use it 
but failing to actualize the intentions. A clear majority (29/36) of these were 

intending to use e-invoice but had failed to actualize the intentions. Only 7 

had not intended to use e-invoicing but had still used it. Thus it is clearly 
more common to fail in actualizing the intentions. 

For  those  who  had  not  intended  to  use  e-invoice  but  had  done  so,  the  
external factors played a major role. The participants raised up two reasons 

for this behavior. First was price, meaning that an issuer had informed the 

consumer that in the future they would charge a small fee for paper invoices. 
In  order  to  avoid  paying  the  extra  costs,  the  consumers  decided  to  take  e-

invoice into use from the particular issuer. The second was active initiative 

from the issuer.  Therefore, as the actual adoption situation was made easy 
and free of effort, the consumer decided to take the e-invoice into use, 

although there was no strong intention beforehand. 
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 In the other group, who had intended but had failed to actualize their 

intentions, two participants mentioned that they were not always connected 
to internet or e-bank, which prevented their use. In addition, four groups of 

explanations were identified. These reasons are summarized in Table 5-2. The 

first two columns specify the number of participants identified mentioning 
the particular  category of  reasons.  The third and fourth columns specify  the 

subcategories and numbers of participants in each of them. The last column 

presents examples from the participants. Note that some participants 
mentioned several different reasons whereas some did not really address the 

questions, thus the number of identified mentions in each category differs 

from the total number of participants. 

Table 5-2 Summary of the reasons for inconsistent behavior in essay II 

Category n= Subcategory n= Example 

1 Lack of 

implementation 

intention 

15 

1.1 Has not been 

offered 
7 “No one has offered the possibility!”R61 

1.2 Lazy / busy to 

search information 
5 

”There is no time or energy to learn new things 

at home, my life is so busy already”R160 

“I just haven’t got around to do that yet”R263 

1.3 Lack of clarity / 

information 
4 

”For example the exiguity of information has 

slowed down my adoption”R208 

”I don’t know enough about the topic”R242 

2 Compatibility 6 

”If I start using e-invoice, I will simply forget to 

pay them… / if I forget to pay them it will cost 

me more than with my current system which is 

almost watertight: I see my unpaid invoices 

every day on the top of my computer screen as 

I stare at this screen”R68 

3 Perceived 

behavioral 

control 

5 

3.1 Technical 

difficulties / unstable 

in use 

3 

“It increases the risk of issuers’, bureaucracy’s 

and banks’ malpractice, as well as technical 

risks of malfunction or terror”R365 

3.2 Adoption process 

perceived difficult 
2 “Too complicated start-up situation”R289 

4 Habit 3 

4.1 No need to change 2 
”Direct debit and using e-bank as it is have 

fulfilled my invoicing needs”R282 

4.2 Accustomed to 

current 
1 

”Perhaps my own laziness, I’m too lazy to 

change my paying habit. I’m so accustomed to 

the old system”R89 

The theme most commonly brought up when explaining failure in actualizing 

e-invoice related adoption intentions is the lack of implementation intention
(n=15). This category contains three different subcategories. Common to all

these subcategories is that due to lack of external initiative the participants

had not managed to actualize their original intentions. This indicates that no
specific implementation intentions were developed. The three subcategories
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are the following. Firstly, several (n=7) participants explained that no one had 
really offered the e-invoice for them. Thus, they were expecting the start up of 

using e-invoice to be on issuers’ responsibility. For second subcategory, it was 

mentioned several times (n=5) that one was too lazy or busy to put effort on 
searching for the needed information. Thirdly, lack of clarity or necessary 

information (n=4) was claimed to contribute to non-adoption. This category 

emphasizes that although one had the intention to start using e-invoice, lack 
of necessary information related to adoption contributed to failed intentions. 

For these participants to have actualized their adoption intentions, the issuer 

should have taken the responsibility. This means that although the 
participants had stated an adoption intention, they had not formed clear 

implementation intentions with specific plans of how, when and where to 
adopt. The information was missing. There was no time or willingness to 

invest effort in finding out the information by oneself. Finally, the issuers 

were blamed by stating that the intention had not actualized because no one 
had offered e-invoice to them. 

The second theme (mentioned by 6) is about compatibility issues. The 

participants mentioned that e-invoice does not fit into their current invoicing 
system. This was justified by explaining for example that receiving invoices in 

electronic format would result in forgetting to pay them. The participants 

described having created suitable paying system that was working for them. 
Adopting e-invoice would require changes in their paying systems. 

The third category (n=5) was perceived behavioral control. The two 

subcategories under this theme shared the commonality of being worried of 
potential  problems.  These  problems  were  perceived  as  being  out  of  the  

participants’ control. This perceived behavioral control was divided into two 

subcategories. Within the first subcategory (n=3) the participants were 
suspecting that there could be technical or other problems within the system. 

Technical problems referred to assuming that it could be technically unstable 

or insecure. Also it was perceived that e-invoice maintains less control for the 
consumer making it difficult to ascertain that there is no malpractice 

occurring on the part of the service providers, issuers, banks or other parties. 

In  the  second  subcategory  (n=2)  difficulty  of  the  adoption  process  was  
mentioned. This refers to perceiving the actual adoption situation difficult 

which is not under the direct control of the consumer. Thus it is implied that 
perhaps these two had tried to adopt or at least sought for the information. 

The last  category (n=3) was defined as being related to habits.  Two stated 

no need for e-invoice as the current system satisfies the invoicing needs and 
one  stated  being  so  accustomed  to  the  current  habit  and  therefore  lazy  to  

make changes. These explanations, however, are not about automatic 

habituation that is unconsciously controlled by environmental cues. In these 
explanations habit as a term is used rather loosely referring to behavior that 
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is around the so called comfort zone. Thus the participants are comfortable, 

accustomed, or satisfied with the current habit and do not want to invest 
effort in changing the status quo. It is noteworthy that regardless of this 

comfort zone of the current habit, these participants stated adoption 

intention in the first round of the data collection. Therefore, they did intend 
to use e-invoice but when failing to implement the intentions some 

rationalized having no need for it or being lazy. 

 
 

5.3 Essay III – Partial adoption of e-invoice: an unexpected 
phenomenon within IS adoption  
 

The aim of essay III was to identify the salient reasons behind partial 
adoption in voluntary consumer contexts. The sub-research question 

addressed in this essay was: 
 

RQ3:  how  does  change  resistance  affect  the  extent  of  adoption  in  voluntary  

consumer context? 

 

The research question was addressed by two data sets. First part consisted of 
open-ended questions of a survey, whereas the second part was established as 

semi-structured interviews as described in methodology chapter 4. The extent 
of adoption was addressed as a phenomenon of partial adoption. Partial 

adoption refers to co-existence of the old and new means.  

Within the first part of the data 64 partial adopters, i.e. consumers who 
used e-invoice for one or few of their invoices but not all, were identified. The 

reasons for adoption remaining only partial were looked into. 13 participants 

mentioned that e-invoicing had not met their expectations or there had been 
some problems, which understandably might decrease the willingness to 

increase adoption rate. However, 29 respondents altogether raised issues 

referring to external factors i.e. the active offering from the issuer’s part, 
difficulty or effort in searching the information, uncertainty on how the 

technology works or who offers e-invoices. The findings seem to indicate that 

although one’s own (negative or lack of positive) experience might decrease 
willingness to increase adoption it does not offer full explanation. For those 

who did not have negative experiences, other reasons, dependent on the 

external factors, were of concern. This suggests the importance of looking 
into the external factors in more detail. As these data left the more in-depth 

understanding of this aspect open, I collected interview data to complement 

it. 
The second part of the data consisted of semi-structured interviews with 16 

consumers. 7 were identified as partial adopters. All of the partial adopters 
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except one had accepted e-invoices only from one or few issuers even though 
more would be available, therefore making the partial adoption voluntary. 

When asked to elaborate on the adoption situation, partial adopters mostly 

described that the initiative came from the issuer, either through e-bank or 
attached to a paper invoice. Thus these people had not actively sought for the 

possibility to receive an e-invoice.  

 
“Well, I have seen that [information] at work, but we don’t take that. But at home, I 

think I have taken one [e-invoice] issued by Saunalahti (a mobile operator), into use 

because they informed me about that. It was about half a year ago. /// Maybe they 

sent  me  a  phone  bill  with  information  about  that  or  something  like  that.  I  cannot  

really think of any other route. Yes, either attached to the bill or on my e-bank.” R1 

For  some  of  the  participants,  adoption  occurred  only  after  multiple  contacts:  

“Respondent (R): I  haven’t  seen much info.  I  guess they only had some adds on e-

bank  if  I  want  to  get  an  e-invoice.  /  Interviewee  (I):  Did  you  pay  attention?  /  R:  

Well that much that I did order it. / I: Had you seen the ad several times? / R: Yeah, 

a  few  times.  It  was  there  somehow  that  when  I  paid  the  bill  there  appeared  a  

question of whether I want it as an e-invoice in the future” R8. 

 

After reaching awareness and the technology being adopted, the situation is 

changed as now the consumer has personal experience and knowledge about 
the service and adoption. However, the adoption rate had not increased and 

behavior failed to generalize to other similar invoices. The reasons for these, 

according to our participants, were the lack of further initiatives from the 
issuers. The consumers still did not seem to know from whom and how they 

could receive more e-invoices. 

 
“I would take all of them [invoices] as e-invoices if it would be possible just because 

of  the  reasons  I  have  been  telling.  ///  Yeah,  it’s  that  I  don’t  know  if  others  

[companies] have it.  I  think they should be active.  It’s  that I  don’t  feel  to bother to 

try and find out about those things. /// If  they would offer me I would take them. 

But I’m not going to start finding out about anything, it’s  too much work” R1.  This 

same applied to many others: “Mmmm, I didn’t know that it was be possible. So if I 

would  have  received  a  notification  about  the  possibility,  most  likely  I  would  have  

taken that [more e-invoices]” R9.  

 
Although having personal experience, the impact of external factors and lack 

of implementation intention did not change. The initiative for increased 

adoption was still expected from external parties, as in initial adoption. The 
knowledge of who else offers e-invoices was claimed to be non-existing, and 

the attitude still seems to be that the issuer is the one who should make the 
effort for the consumer to adopt, not the consumer herself. Thus, the invoice 

issuer should push the consumer to form the implementation intention. 

Personal experience did not seem to have changed this way of thinking. One 
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participant did, however, raise the point of positive experiences influencing 

the advance of adoption. He explained that the past experiences should have 
been extremely positive, i.e. surprised him in a positive way, to have 

motivated him to actively seek for new e-invoices. He told having had high 

expectations, which e-invoice failed to meet, and he didn’t invest any further 
effort to accept new e-invoices. E-invoice was not really a disappointment 

either, so he supposed that the adoption rate would increase as more 

companies actively offer it to him, but for him to actively do something, the 
outcome of the initial adoption should have been a more positive surprise. 

“Well as I said I could slowly move to full adopter without even noticing, if I would, 

for some reason receive just, for example, a notice about that hey you should change 

this invoice to an e-invoice. Then I would be like, okay, and then I’d do it if I had the 

time at that moment. But for me to actively collect my invoices and go through them 

to check which ones I can get [as e-invoices], I guess I haven’t done that just because 

it has not been really that positive an experience that I expected. So it kind of did not 

exceed my current ways that much. I cannot say that I would have been 

disappointed either but kind of I guess my expectations just were higher than what 

it was.” R10 

To summarize the findings in essay III, it is noted that external factors and 
lack of specific implementation intentions play a major role in partial 

adoption. The effect on initial adoption is clear as the awareness of a new 

service typically comes from external sources and it might be a difficult 
process to reach attention of consumers and create positive attitudes and 

willingness to adopt. The right information, the right source, and an 
opportune moment are all of importance. Thus in the non-adopters’ 

explanations related to external factors, the key issue is the lack of specific 

information and plan related to the adoption process. This lack is a favorable 
ground for doubts. Some feel that since it is not actively offered for them, it is 

not a realistic option. 

The information of other potential e-invoices and the plan for their 
adoption is lacking. The external factors seem to be similar to those who have 

not adopted. The adopters would be expected to be more active in increasing 

their adoption rate since they already know from their own experience a) how 
to take an e-invoice into use, b) how it actually works, c) what benefits it 

offers in relation to paper invoices, and most importantly d) have positive 

attitude, as all did in our second part of the data. Although having personal 
experience, drive for full adoption did not occur for the partial adopters 

showing the importance of external factors even after initial adoption. The 

consumers do not seem to generalize from prior experience and extend their 
behavior to other invoices but rather evaluate each separately. The external 
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party is expected to make the initiative in developing implementation 
intentions on behalf of the consumer. 

 

 

5.4 Essay IV – Acting against one's better judgment: 
Consumer resistance in IT adoption 
 

The aim of essay IV was to identify the types of change resistance affecting 

adoption of new technologies by consumers. The research question was: 
 

RQ4: what are the underlying reasons behind consumers resisting new technologies 

regardless of their positive attitude? 

 

The research question was addressed by semi-structured interviews as 

explained in the previous section. Change resistance is defined to occur if one 

perceives the new technology to be beneficial and thus has a positive attitude 
towards it, but still does not adopt. The theoretical background consisted of 

the internal and external sources contributing to change resistance identified 

from prior research. Internal sources include attention, drive for consistency, 
sunk costs, regret avoidance, and the need to feel in control. External sources 

include social norms and situation. The theoretical background is explained 

in  more  detail  in  section  3.3,  as  well  as  in  essay  IV.  The  following  table  
summarizes the theoretical constructs. 

 
Table 5-3 Summary of the theoretical constructs and the interview framework 

Construct Proposition Abbreviation 

Attention I do not pay attention to information related to e-invoices. A 

Social norms 

When I make decisions concerning using e-invoices, I would 
like to consider the opinions of people who are important to 

me. 

N 

Sunk costs 

I have already invested so much effort in getting accustomed 
with my current way of handling it [current substitute for e-

invoices], that getting on with e-invoices seems like a waste 

of effort. 

C 

Regret 

avoidance 

If e-invoices do not turn out to be as good as promised I 

would regret not sticking with my current way. 
R 

Drive for 

consistency 

As I am already using a system that I find practical, there is 

no point in switching to e-invoices. 
D 

Feel in 

control 
I have a right to choose not to go for e-invoices. F 

Habit versus 

situation 

My use of e-invoices might depend on whether I end up in a 
situation where it is most practical to use it. 

S 
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The results of the data analysis were compared and summarized utilizing the 

Comparative Method  (Ragin 1987; Ragin 1989; Alasuutari 1999). According 
to the analysis, there were clear differences between the adopters and 

resisters, suggesting the applicability of the constructs related to change 

resistance. The adopters shared the commonality that the change resistance 
constructs were not supported within the interview discussions. When using 

normal size letters for applicable constructs and minimized letters for non-

applicable constructs the combination leading to adoption is following: 

Adoption = ACRDFS 

Thus the change resistance constructs  were not  interpreted as being part  of  

their adoption process. The constructs that contributed to adoption were 
attention and situation. Attention indicates that they are open to new e-

invoice related information and they do pay attention to that. Situation 

indicates that the contextual factors within the potential adoption situation 
impact their adoption decision. 

On the other hand, when looking into the applicable constructs for those 

who resisted e-invoicing, there was a much larger heterogeneity. In fact six 
different combinations of the constructs could be identified. This indicates 

that the appearance of change resistance is more personally dependent. It 

must be noted that for resisters minimized letter A indicates ignoring 
information and thus applicability of the construct attention. The 

combinations are following: 

Resistance = ACRDFS + ACRDFS + ACRDFS + ACRDFS + ACRDFS + ACRDFS 

After identifying all the different combinations, they can be minimized 
according to the Comparative Method (Ragin 1987; Ragin 1989; Alasuutari 

1999) by keeping the commonalities.  The minimized combinations are the 

following: 

= ADS  + ADS 

Although there is more variation among the individuals on how change 

resistance occurs, two common patterns can be found. To summarize, change 

resistance occurs in different ways for each individual. However, when 
searching for commonalities, two ways can be identified: external and 

internal. First option is external. Although being aware of the existence of the 

e-invoice, no attention is paid to it. In fact e-invoicing-related information is
totally ignored. For these individuals the drive for consistency is not

applicable, but the importance of adoption situation is highlighted.
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Highlighting the importance of the situation refers to the adoption context 
not made appealing and plausible enough creating resistance. 

Second way emphasizes paying attention and strong drive for consistency, 

whereas situation is not a defining factor. This means that in addition to 
being generally aware of the fact that e-invoicing exists, the consumers also 

pay attention to e-invoice related information. They might, for example, read 

e-invoice-related articles in newspapers. However, regardless of being
somewhat interested in this information, drive for consistency appears also

relevant, leading to the fact that appealing adoption context is not enough to

overcome resistance.

5.5 Summary of results 

All  of  the  essays  I-IV  contributed  to  the  general  aim  of  this  dissertation:  to  

elaborate on how consumers do or do not adopt new technologies even if they 

have a positive attitude towards it from the perspective of resistance. The first 
and second essays addressed this phenomenon of consumers change 

resistance by first looking into the overt behavior by structural equation 
modeling. In both of the first two essays, it was shown that prior behavior is a 

stronger predictor of future behavior than behavioral intention. This was 

demonstrated in two different contexts of technologies offered to consumers: 
first the mobile ticket aimed for sequential use, and the second electronic 

invoice aimed for continued use. 

In  the  next  phase,  in  essays  I  and  II,  the  reasons  behind  this  were
elaborated on. In essay I, it was found that consumers’ adoption behavior of 

mobile tickets is rather adaptive and contextual while also deliberate. On the 

other hand in the second essay, in the context of e-invoice, it was found that 
implementation intentions provided by the issuer play an important role. 

This implies also adaptive behavior. Consumer had intentions but failed to 

meet them due to the lack of specific implementation plans. 
In the third phase I looked into the extent of adoption and how consumers’ 

change resistance impacts this. This is addressed in essay III on partial 

adoption. Partial adoption refers to the use of new and old technologies 
concurrently, when adoption is not reaching its fullest. I found that, again, 

consumers’ lack of specific implementation plans is strong. Partial adopters 

had already adopted one or few e-invoices, and were thus having first-hand 
experience on its use. Adding the fact of positive experience, full adoption 

would be expected. It turned out that consumers did not generalize their 

experiences with prior e-invoices into new potential invoices but were still 
expecting implementation intentions from the issuer. 
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In the fourth phase of this dissertation I looked into the underlying reasons 

behind consumers’ change resistance. It became apparent that all of the 
adopters perceived the resistance constructs similarly. There was greater 

variance among resisters. When looking into the similarities among the 

resisters, I found two patterns leading to consumers’ change resistance. The 
first was the internal pattern, where internal drive for consistency overcomes 

the perceived appeal of the new technology. The second was the external 

pattern, where contextual factors were emphasized within the adoption 
situation. 

Overall the findings in this dissertation highlight the importance of 

contextual factors within IS adoption. To address the research question, I 
summarize that consumers resist new technologies towards which they have a 

positive attitude because: 1) adoption behavior is adaptive to its context, and 

consumers need specific implementation plans provided by an external party 
to respond to the context by adopting, and 2) for some people internal drive 

for consistency is strong enough to overcome the possible appeal of the new. 
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6. Discussion and conclusions

“Happy  families  are  all  alike;  every  unhappy  family  is  unhappy  in  its  own  way.”  

(Tolstoi in Anna Karenina) 

I approached the problem of consumers’ resistance towards using new 
technologies in this dissertation. What comes to the constructs behind this 

resistance, it appeared that the universal wisdom in Anna Karenina written 

by Tolstoi applies also in this context. Adopters were all alike; every resister 
was resisting in his or her own way. However, when looking into these 

consumers showing unique resistance, it became apparent that common 

patterns could be identified underlying this first impression. 
The findings of this dissertation call for more emphasis on contextual and 

adaptive behavior of consumers than has been offered in prior IS adoption 

research. The emphasis on contextual factors has implications for both IS 
adoption researchers as well as practitioners. 

6.1 Theoretical contributions 

The findings of this dissertation have theoretical contribution for IS adoption 

researchers. I have looked into consumers’ resistance of new technologies 
before and after initial adoption. I have first demonstrated that consumption 

history has strong predictive power on behavior, stronger than intentions. 

Therefore, IS adoption researchers should not take the intention – behavior 
chain as granted. 

I have shown that consumers’ adoption behavior both initially, and after 

initial adoption are incidental: contextual and adaptive. It appears that the 
consumption environment contributes to the instability of intention – 

behavior chain. Therefore the IS adoption research should shift its focus to be 

related to its context, rather than treating adoption decision as an internal 
consideration for the consumer or related to beliefs as within the TAM-based 

(Davis 1989; Davis et al. 1989) mainstream. 

This dissertation especially contributes to understanding consumers’ 
resistance to applications offering instrumental value despite having a 

positive attitude towards their use. In order to understand low adoption rates, 
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both initially and in the form of partial adoption, it is important to look into 

the underlying reasons.  As this study shows in the contexts of mobile ticket 
and e-invoice, it is not enough to evaluate whether one believes the 

application would be useful or easy to use. There are still several other factors 

contributing to resistance. 
In this dissertation I classified the change resistance constructs into 

internally and externally appearing factors based on critical examination of 

prior theory and my empirical findings. Previously factors explaining users’ 
resistance  towards  IT  have  been  addressed,  for  example,  by  status  quo  bias  

theory (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988; Kim and Kankanhalli 2009). 

Within this theory the reasons for resistance are classified into three 
categories: rational reasons, cognitive misperceptions and psychological 

commitments. The category of rational reasons is excluded from my further 

discussion. This is because resistance appears due to rational reasons and 
evaluation. Therefore we can barely talk about change resistance as such, 

which is the perspective of my dissertation. The two other categories deserve 

closer examination, though. Earlier on in the presentation by Samuelson and 
Zeckhauser (1988), cognitive misperception referred to loss aversion largely 

addressed by Kahneman and Tversky (e.g. 1979). Psychological commitments 

involved sunk costs, regret avoidance, drive for consistency, and the need to 
feel in control. Both sunk costs and regret avoidance are conceptually very 

similar to loss aversion, although these were separated within the 

categorization. It can be questioned why this very similar aspect is 
categorized as its own. The presentation of the reasons by Kim and 

Kankanhalli (2009) is somewhat different from that by Samuelson and 
Zeckhauser (1988). Kim and Kankanhalli presented psychological 

commitments as involving three subcategories: sunk costs, social norms and 

the need to feel in control. To combine these two views of the status quo bias, 
the reasons leading to the resistance are presented in Figure 6-1. Thus in 

order to lead to actual use, resistance may occur due to these reasons. Based 

on the conceptualization and definition of change resistance within my 
dissertation, these factors violate the expected causality between positive 

attitude and corresponding behavior. 
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Figure 6-1 Factors contributing to users’ resistance according to the status quo 

bias theory 

As I mentioned, when revisiting the categorization, loss aversion is very 
similar to regret avoidance and sunk costs, which questions the separate 

category for loss aversion that is called a cognitive misperception. It can be 

argued that in regret avoidance – or loss aversion – some of the psychological 
factors (drive for consistency, sunk costs and need to feel in control) appear 

internally as one considers adoption. These are internal psychological factors 

not appearing from external sources. In addition, where one directs attention 
to is also typically determined internally. Environment may provide 

information, but after the awareness one decides what message is perceived 
credible and how the information is interpreted. This is called as selective 

perception by Rogers (2003). In addition to these internal sources of 

resistance Kim and Kankanhalli (2009) added social norms into the category 
of psychological commitments. This placement can be debated as social 

norms, i.e. subjective norm, social influence, or peer pressure appear 

externally of the particular user. The other people around the user are the 
ones who create the possible peer pressure. Also the particular use context 

appears externally. Based on these observations of the prior theoretical 

categorization and my empirical findings, the conclusion is that change 
resistance may arise internally or from external sources. The empirical 

findings supported the categorization into two ways although not all the 

constructs were found applicable in explaining resistance within my study 
context. The findings within this categorization are summarized in Figure 

6-2. 
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Figure 6-2 Concluding the findings related to the external and internal sources of 

resistance 

Thus I classified social norms and adoption context as externally arising 

change resistance constructs. Social norms are perceived as an important 

factor by some consumers. However, it appeared relatively sporadically 
among the adopters and resisters, and was therefore not a central construct 

contributing to resistance alone.  The adoption context was even more 

important. It was found that adoption behavior was rather adaptive to the 
particular context. It is important to note the following. Regardless of the 

expressed concerns that enhanced resistance in this research, for some a 

simple adoption or trial situation could help overcome the resistance. It was 
quite often perceived that if the e-invoice issuer could do the technical 

adoption process for them, adoption could occur. This was a perception of 

both non-adopters as well as partial adopters. Unlike assumed in prior 
studies, in this study I found the adoption for initial and continued use to be 

surprisingly similar in terms of factors impacting adoption or resistance. 

The internal source is supported also by Laukkanen et al. (2008) who found 
in the context of consumer use of e-banking psychological barriers to be 

higher determinants of resistance than value and usage. In internally arising 

change resistance directed attention and drive for consistency were found 
central. The other internal change resistance constructs in this study (sunk 

costs, regret avoidance and the need to feel in control) were not perceived to 
be important similarly to all participants. Thus the internal drive for 

consistency overcomes the perceived potential value, although the value and 

usage are highlighted in the dominant deliberative theories (as e.g. in TAM 
Davis 1989; Davis et al. 1989).  

To  conclude,  the  adoption  situation  is  of  key  importance  as  it  can  be

controlled by external players, unlike internal psychological aspects. 
Therefore the adoption context should be central in adoption research. More 

specifically, I found the lack of specific implementation intentions 

contributing to behavioral resistance. If no specific implementation plans are 
created  for  adoption,  the  adaptive  nature  of  consumers’  behavior  leads  to  

non-adoption in the particular adoption situation. This means that there are 

no stepwise plans for adoptions that could be activated when the service is 
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offered for adoption. The importance of implementation intentions, i.e. the 
specific plans, is also supported in prior research (Gollwitzer and 

Brandstätter  1997;  Gollwitzer  1999;  Sheeran  and  Orbell  1999;  Ajzen  2002).  

Perhaps IS adoption researchers could place more emphasis on this and 
acknowledge the context specificity of technology adoption. Acknowledging 

the importance of the context and specific plans for adoption may contribute 

to the adoption research in bringing the predictions and actual adoption 
closer to each other. 

6.2 Practical contributions 

This dissertation has also contributions for practitioners working with mobile 

ticket or e-invoicing or similar types of applications. For them, it is of value to 
understand the reasons behind low adoption rates among consumers, in 

order to be able to respond to consumers’ concerns and improve the launch 

process.  
The notion of the differences in the two paths to resistance: internal and 

external is especially important for practitioners. The external path can be 
influenced by external players i.e. practitioners, whereas the internal path is 

rather hard to impact. Therefore the practitioners could place some more 

effort into this aspect that they can have influence on. Since this consumers’ 
adoption behavior is demonstrated to be highly contextual and adaptive, the 

adoption rates could be improved by the service providers if more systematic 

steps were taken. Several practitioners are putting effort in spreading the 
information related to new useful technological applications. This 

information remains too unattached to adoption in practice. Consumers 

might show intention to adopt but this fails or consumers might not even 
have any intentions. However, for both types, initial and continued adoption, 

consumers tend to demonstrate behavioral resistance in the same way. The 

external use context is out of the consumer’s control and requires rather 
adaptive behavior. Specific implementation i.e. adoption plans could be 

provided by an external party to enhance adoption as the possibility for 

adoption arises. 
The service provider may respond to this finding by making the adoption 

situation effortless and by offering stronger support and clear steps for 

adoption.  Shah  et  al.  (2007)  found  enhanced  customer  service  to  be  one  of  
the critical success factors for e-banking. My findings seem to suggest that the 

needed enhancement in customer service could be actualized by stronger 

support for adoption situation. This is different from the concept of ease of 
use  offered  by  TAM  (Davis  1989;  Davis  et  al.  1989).  Ease  of  use  refers  to  

simplicity of using the technology or absorbing the first-hand knowledge on 
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how to use it. In this study, the situation refers to the actual act of accepting 

to receive e-invoices or buying mobile tickets in the future. 
The two contexts, mobile ticket and e-invoice, are different in the way they 

are used. Mobile ticket is used sporadically, if no superior means are present. 

Therefore the resistance is quite strongly tied to the situation when the need 
arises. E-invoice is aimed for continued use, where one needs to accept 

starting to receive e-invoices regularly. The acceptance for e-invoices from 

each issuer must be done separately. Therefore full adoption requires 
sequential adoption from several organizations. In this resistance is tied to 

every situation when this possibility to make an e-invoice contract arises. 

Especially in the case of e-invoice when consumers evaluate changing paper 
invoices to electronic ones, the actual act is not tied to a specific situation 

when only one can leap to the opportunity. Rather, if strong implementation 

plans are created one may act accordingly not only when the possibility is 
offered but also of one’s own initiative. The likelihood for one’s own initiative 

to occur was low among the participants of my research. Therefore the 

practitioners need to provide specific implementation plans on behalf of the 
potential e-invoice users to ease the adoption. In addition to creating easy 

stepwise plan for adoption it is also essential to create the adoption situation 

according to the plans.   
Consumers also tend to listen to their peers or personal information more 

than general marketing material, although not all consumers do this. Still, 

organizations could make the most of this information by utilizing their 
customers who already use the system. In addition, the adoption situation 

could be made more personal by introducing it in personal customer service 
situations rather than only providing general information to consumers. 

 

 

6.3 Limitations 
 

This dissertation also has some limitations. First of all, I approached the 

research question in two very specific contexts: mobile ticket and e-invoice. 
Both of these contexts offer a voluntary adoption decision for consumers. 

Also in both contexts, one can make the adoption decision sequentially. When 

using mobile ticket the consumer may choose to purchase one every time he 
or she is using public transportation and does not have a clearly superior 

means of payment. When using e-invoice one may choose to adopt it from 

every issuer separately. Due to these specific contexts, it is not certain to what 
extent the findings are generalized in the contexts of other types of 

technological services that are characterized by different ways of adopting.  

Still,  the similarity  of  the findings on these two study contexts  supports  the 
generalizability to similar types of technological services. 
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Also, the country context i.e. Finland has some cultural characteristics such 
as individualist orientation (Hofstede and Hofstede 2005), which naturally 

reinforces certain behavior. In fact Yoon (2009) found that some of the 

cultural values have a moderate effect on for example the relationship 
between ease of use or usefulness and intention. Thus it is possible that the 

cultural characteristics might cause bias in this study and thus limit 

generalizability to other country contexts with more collectivist orientation, 
for example. 

There are also some limitations related to the participants of the empirical 

part. The participants of the survey on e-invoice (utilized in essays II and III) 
were from the consumer panel of the National Consumer Research Centre. 

Therefore the participants may not represent average Finnish consumers. 
Rather they are likely more interested in consumption and research related 

issues than average consumers. However, I found this compromise worth the 

higher response rate. 
The participants in the interviews (utilized in essays III  and IV) were of  a  

quite homogeneous consumer group: relatively young and educated 

consumers. Therefore it is questionable whether other types of consumer 
groups would have lead to the same findings. I considered this beforehand 

and decided to apply this judgment sampling strategy. This is because using a 

very  heterogeneous  sample  could  cause  variations  that  are  due  to  other
unknown and uncontrolled factors. Controlling the demographics by a 

homogeneous group limits the bias in this sense. 

Also relatively small sample sizes in the open ended question data (utilized 
in essays I, II and III) as well as within the interviews (essays III and IV) may 

contribute as a limitation. However, saturation was reached, and a common 

pattern including all observations was found. Therefore, the sample sizes 
seem to be large enough for these research purposes. 

6.4 Future research 

There is a great variety of different types of technological applications and 

services offered to consumers. Further research could address the problem of 
consumers’ resistance by addressing the limitations of this dissertation. 

Therefore different contexts could be applied to investigate the same 

phenomenon. Also different types of consumer groups could be chosen. 
On  a  broader  level,  I  suggest  further  research  to  acknowledge  the

importance of contextual and adaptive nature of consumers’ adoption 

behavior. The implementation intentions were of key importance in this 
dissertation to address consumers’ resistance. Instead of following the 
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traditional path paved by TAM-based research, further research could head to 

the direction of this dissertation. 
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Abstract 
Information technology is increasingly diffusing into consumer contexts, 
and this  trend has challenged our knowledge about the determinants of  IT 
adoption  and  use.  It  is  generally  agreed  that  behavior  results  from  the
interaction between an organism and its environment. There is no 
consensus, however, over the form of influence the environment has on 
behavior. The intentional stance and the contextual stance have taken their 
turns as the preferred source of  explanations for behavior.  The intentional  
stance states that prior planning produces behavior while the contextual 
stance proposes that mental processes co-exist with or even follow behavior. 
In recent information technology consumption literature, past behavior – 
later  behavior  consistency  has  often  been  taken  as  an  indication  of  the  
latter. 

In  this  paper,  we  test  the  capacity  of  past  behavior  –  later  behavior
consistency  to  indicate  the  strength  of  habit  in  one’s  behavior.  Our  results  
suggest that this relationship, as such, should not be interpreted to indicate 
that habit is in control of behavior. While such consistency tells us about the 
stability  of  the  environment  in  which  the  behavior  is  executed,  it  does  not  
inform us about automaticity in behavior. Further, low behavioral intention 
– behavior relationship did not indicate habit either. It rather reflected the
inability of consumers to predict the demands of the consumption context.
This  resulted  in  behavior  that  was  neither  habitual  nor  planned,  but
reasoned and adaptive.

Introduction 
“Plans are of little importance, but planning is essential.” Winston Churchill 

Planned behavior has long served as the modal conduct in information 

technology (IT) adoption and use studies. The definitive models, such as the 

technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis 1989), and its derivatives (see e.g. 
Venkatesh and Davis 2000; Venkatesh, Morris et al. 2003), have been built 

on the deliberative theories of social psychology, the theories of reasoned 

action (TRA) (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980) and planned behavior (TPB) (Ajzen 
1988), which seek to explain and predict behavior through the preceding 

mental processes. The advantage of using plans, termed behavioral intentions 
in the deliberative theories, as determinants of future action is that intentions 

can be measured, at least in theory, well in advance of action. Hence, they 

may provide useful information about the motives of behavior to be used in 
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product development, market forecasts, and marketing communication. Long 
term predictions, of course, are possible only if plans remain stable over a 

period of time and, hence, the deliberative theories emphasize that steady 

environments are needed to maintain stable intentions. IT adoption models 
have been developed in organizational environments which are relatively 

stable, and their good performance has demonstrated fit between the 

environment and the models. However, when these models have been applied 
to consumer contexts, which are characteristically unstable, evidence about 

their limited predictive capability has started to accumulate (see e.g. Mallat, 

Rossi et al. 2009). 

Recent information systems (IS) research suggests that measures of past 

behavior may improve predictions of behavior over those provided by 
attitudes or intentions alone. A further tendency in IS research is to refer to 

repetitious behavior as habit. Venkatesh et al. (2003) suggested that habit 

may explain a sizeable portion of information technology use. Gefen (2003) 
found that habit partly determined the cognitive antecedents of IT use, 

usefulness and ease of use, and the related behavioral intention. Habit also 

accounted for a large proportion of the variance in the continued use of a 
website. Kim and Malhotra (2005) studied postadoption use of information 

technology and, similarly, found that habit determined both behavioral 

beliefs and intentions. Habit also predicted the continued use of a website, 
which behavioral intentions failed to foretell. Most studies have relied on the 

frequency of past behavior indicating the presence of habit. This position, 

however, has been implicitly challenged by Limayem and his associates 
(Limayem, Hirt et al. 2007; Limayem and Cheung 2008), who promote “IS 

habit  as  the  extent  to  which  people  tend  to  perform  behaviors  (use  IS)

automatically because of learning.” They also refer to habit as a “mind-set” 
and maintain that “habit is not the same as behavior.” Clearly, then, they 

distance their concept of habit from ones that define habit as a mechanistic 

response to environmental stimuli (e.g. Ouellette and Wood 1998). In line 
with Limayem and his associates, Ajzen (2002) reminds that temporal 

consistency of behavior merely indicates a stable environment rather than the 

presence of habit. 

Further, planned behavior and habit do not cover the whole range of 

consumer choices. In consumer behavior literature the majority of repetitive 
choice behaviors have been characterized as adaptive rather than either 

planned or habitual (Sheth and Raju 1974). While Sheth and Raju label the 

modal behavior habit driven choice, they define it clearly in cognitive terms 
as automatic attitudes. Vera and Simon (1993), while discussing situated 

actions, suggest that a considerable portion of human behavior falls in the 

domain of adaptive behavior in which “plans are not specifications of fixed 
sequences of actions, but strategies that determine each successive action as a 
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function of current information about the situation.” Similarly, the 

deliberative theories recognize conditional intentions (Ajzen and Fishbein 
1980, pp. 48-49), which are implemented subject to the occurrence of some 

external event. Adaptive choices often have to be made relatively quickly, 

which may not allow for lengthy deliberation. Ajzen (2002) suggests that 
automatic invocation of attitudes can account for such instant triggering of 

even complex behaviors. 

We can, thus, identify at least two widely accepted explanations for high past 
behavior – later behavior relationship in the absence of strong behavioral 

intention – behavior relationship: habit and adaptive choice behavior. These 

processes may produce similar behaviors, which remain consistent over 
considerable lengths of time yet at the same time are difficult to predict 

through measuring prior attitudes and intentions. The behaviors do have, 

however, very different antecedents, and different methods should be applied 
when trying to influence the behaviors: Habits are resistant to informational 

influences yet are very amenable to changes in the behavioral environment, 

which contains the cues that control behavior (Wood, Tam et al. 2005). 
Adaptive behaviors can be influenced with information as well as changing 

the behavioral environment. The different processes that give birth to and 

maintain habitual and adaptive behaviors, and the difference in ways changes 
can be instituted make it important to be able to correctly identify the control 

mechanism in charge of IT use. 

In this paper, we seek to identify whether the residual effects of past behavior 

on later behavior not captured by behavioral intentions in the mobile services 

context should be ascribed to habits or adaptive behavior. Our observations 
suggest that adaptive behavior is the better explanation in our data. A 

corollary is that the frequency of past behavior cannot be trusted to indicate 

the presence of habit, even for relatively frequent and uncomplicated 
behaviors engaged in relatively stable environments. Our observations don’t 

deny the existence of habits. They merely point that the absence of fixed plans 

and consistency of behavior over time cannot be taken as evidence for the 
existence of habit. Whether habits control IT use related decisions remains an 

empirical question, not one of logic. 

IT consumption as controlled by planning 
Information technology adoption models typically focus on finding the 

technological characteristics that can best explain either the initial or 
continued use of IT, or both. This trend reflects the common legacy shared by 

mainstream models, such as the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis 

1989), its redevelopments (e.g. TAM2) (Venkatesh and Davis 2000), the 
Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) (Venkatesh, 
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Morris et al. 2003), and the Decomposed Theory of Planned Behavior (DTPB) 
(Taylor and Todd 1995). All of the aforementioned models borrow heavily 

from the deliberative theories of social psychology: the Theory of Reasoned 

Action (TRA) (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980), and the Theory of Planned Behavior 
(TPB) (Ajzen 2005). 

The main message of the deliberative theories is that changes in one’s 

behavior are caused by new information, which modifies one’s expectations 
about the outcomes of alternative behaviors. IT adoption literature has 

successfully  applied a select  set  of  ideas and conceptual  constructs  found in 

the deliberative theories. Perhaps the most important ideas that have been 
adopted are the specificity of attitudes and the principle of compatibility in 

independent and dependent measurements. Accurate predictions are likelier 
when specific behaviors are determined with equally specific dispositions. 

Ajzen (1988, p. 94) maintains that any measure of behavioral disposition “can 

be defined in terms of four elements: the target at which the disposition is 
directed, the particular action or actions involved, the context in which the 

action occurs, and the time of its occurrence.” 

The most notable difference between the IT adoption and usage models and 
the deliberative theories of social psychology is that the IT models have 

mostly  dispensed  with  the  concept  of  attitude  that  is  so  central  in  the  

deliberative theories. A likely reason for such departure is that the IT 
adoption models have focused on identifying the technological characteristics 

that can be modified to influence adoption. The behavioral beliefs that feature 

most regularly in the information technology adoption models are usefulness 
and ease of use, explored in the original technology acceptance model (Davis 

1989). Usefulness and ease of use are constructs that have been found to be 

powerful determinants of behavioral intention in the organizational context, 
the context for which TAM was originally developed. These beliefs have 

received little competition even though some early studies (Moore and 

Benbasat 1991; Taylor and Todd 1995) chose to take their salient behavioral 
beliefs from the diffusion of innovations theory (Rogers 2003). 

During the last decade various extensions of TAM have proliferated. We take 

this as an indication that the original belief constructs are becoming 
increasingly strained as information technology is diffusing to every nook and 

cranny of the society. The organizational context may have been stable 
enough for a solitary set of behavioral beliefs to capture the deliberative 

process at the level of cognitions. Yet, the consumption context seems to be 

much  more  varied  and,  as  a  result,  a  number  of  behavioral  beliefs  such  as  
trust  (Jarvenpaa,  Tractinsky  et  al.  2000;  Featherman  and  Pavlou  2003;  

Pavlou 2003) and fun/hedonic value (Van der Heijden 2004) have been 

added to the original behavioral beliefs of the Technology Acceptance Model 
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to determine IT use. This need for context specific determinants calls into 

question the possibility of finding a single set of modal behavioral beliefs for 
information systems adoption and it proves the point made by both Ajzen and 

Fishbein (1980, pp. 62-73)  and Rogers (2003, p. 225): salient behavioral 

beliefs that discriminate between positive and negative behavioral attitude 
should always be identified anew for each study as beliefs are context specific. 

Regardless of the various beliefs constructs, this mainstream research has in 

common a faith in the deliberative theories. Thus this research path leads to 
the general hypothesis of behavior being deliberate. 

Hypothesis A: Technology use is intentional, planned behavior. 

This hypothesis can be divided into two testable research hypotheses: 

H1: Attitude towards behavior determines behavioral intention 

H2: Behavioral intention determines the frequency of later behavior 

These hypotheses reflect the mainstream thinking of attitudes leading to 
consistent intention. Intention is the direct antecedent of behavior. 

We  will  next  have  a  closer  look  at  the  prospective  alternatives  to  planned  

behavior. In particular, we will focus on those two observed characteristics of 
behavior that do not fit well with planned behavior, and which, when they 

exist together, have been taken to indicate the presence of habit: 1) the 

observed consistency of past behavior and later behavior and, 2) the apparent 
independence of behavioral intentions and behavior. We will next discuss the 

two competing explanations that can be found in the social psychological 
discourse for such observations, habit and adaptive behavior. 

IT consumption and habit 
Lately, habit has emerged as the most important alternative to behavioral 

intention as the determinant of information technology use. While intention 

is a product of conscious deliberation, habit results from behavior becoming 
automatic. Already, Venkatesh et al. (2003) suggested that habit may explain 

a sizeable portion of information technology use. Gefen (2003) found that 

past use indeed partly determined the attitudinal antecedents of IT use, 
usefulness and ease of use, and the related behavioral intention in an online 

shopping context.  It  also accounted for  a  large proportion of  the variance in 

the continued use of a website. Kim and Malhotra (2005) studied 
postadoption use of information technology and, similarly, found that past 

use determined both IT use related behavioral beliefs and behavioral 

intentions. It also predicted continued use of a website, which behavioral 
intentions failed to foretell in this study. Following these observations, it has 

been suggested that initial use and continued use constitute two different 
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types of use decisions. While the initial decision to adopt information 
technology is still deemed to be controlled by deliberation, the same may not 

hold for postadoption use. At the time of deciding whether to continue to use 

IT or not, the user already has firsthand experience with the system, and 
satisfaction and habit, it has been suggested, often play a significant role on 

continuance intention (Bhattacherjee 2001; Gefen 2003), or continuance use, 

or both (Kim and Malhotra 2005a; Kim and Malhotra 2005b; Limayem, Hirt 
et al. 2007; Limayem and Cheung 2008). 

Although past behavior has received strong empirical support as a 

determinant of later IT use, the actual mechanism through which one’s 
personal past influences IT use remains under dispute. Limayem et al. (2007) 

and Limayem and Cheung (2008) have treated habit as a moderator between 
intention and behavior in Bhattacherjee’s (2001) IT continuance model. 

Incorporating habit as a moderator signifies that it does not eliminate the 

connection between intention and behavior, but impacts the strength of the 
intention-behavior relation. Thus, they maintain that “intention to continue 

using IT positively relates to IT continuance behavior. This relationship is 

moderated by the degree to which the behavior in question has become 
habitual.”  (Limayem,  Hirt  et  al.  2007)  On  the  other  hand,  Gefen  (2003)

posits that habit, being devoid of rational assessment, impacts continuance 

intention directly and indirectly through perceived ease of use and 
usefulness: systems that are used habitually are perceived both useful and 

easy to use. 

It must be noted that in addition to different perceptions on how habit may 
impact  behavior,  the  very  concept  of  habit  itself  is  not  quite  clear.  Most

accounts of habit seem to agree that it is an automatic, learned, response to a 

familiar situation. It is an action that is not controlled by conscious attitude 
or intention. Rather, the behavioral environment determines a person’s 

response.  Only  when  the  response  is  consistently  the  same  in  a  given

situation, can we call the behavior habitual. 

Habit is a behavioral concept that has been used to label a wide range of 

automatic behaviors: It has been associated to deeds of experts as well as 

addicts. Such a wide range of explained behaviors suggests that there is likely 
some variation in the mechanisms that maintain automatic behaviors we 

term habitual. Bargh (1994) suggests that four distinct and independent 
features can be used to characterize automatic processes: awareness, 

intention, efficiency, and control. Any of the features may be present or 

absent in a process and, hence, many variants of automaticity can be 
identified.  

We can draw the following conclusion: Automaticity is a necessary, but not 

sufficient indication of the behavior being habitual. In general, researchers 
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have experienced apparent difficulties in finding habit in action. We know of 

no research that had measured all four aspects of behavior that Bargh (1994) 
identified as characteristics of automatic action. We can identify two 

strategies  in  IS  research  for  searching  support  for  the  existence  of  habit:  1)  

the past behavior frequency as habit strength approach and, 2) the habit as a 
disposition approach. While these approaches rely on different measures of 

habit strength, they are conceptually identical. Ajzen (Ajzen 2002) traces the 

tendency to identify past behavior frequency with habit strength to Triandis’s 
(1977) model of interpersonal behavior, which suggests that the probability of 

performing an act is a function of intentions and habits, and habit strength “is 

measured by the number of times the act has already been performed by the 
person” (Triandis 1977, p. 10). This has also been the modal approach in IT 

usage research (see e.g. Kim and Malhotra 2005; Kim 2009). The habit as a 

disposition approach has been applied more recently by e.g. Limayem and his 
colleagues (Limayem, Hirt et al. 2007; Limayem and Cheung 2008). 

If we throw aside the measurement problems, we can see that the 

conceptualization put forth by Limayem et al. (2007) is actually quite close to 
the idea of automatic attitudes, as described by Ajzen (2002). Both are 

dispositions. A closer look at the measures of behavioral intention and habit 

in the Limayem et al. study reveals that the constructs are strongly correlated, 
which suggests that they share much of their variance. Put together, the 

evidence points to habit as a disposition being both conceptually and 
operationally an overlapping concept with behavioral intention. We interpret 

this suggesting presence of automatic attitudes rather than mechanistic 

habits in WWW usage in the given setting (Limayem, Hirt et al. 2007). 
Hence,  we  conclude  that  the  habit  concept  of  Limayem  et  al.  (Ibid.) is 

indicative of intentional rather than habitual behavior. As it is, the judgment 

Ajzen (Ibid.) made about habit as determinant of behavior seems to remain 
valid:  

“I  question  the  idea  that  the  residual  effect  of  past  on  later  behavior  can  be

attributed to habituation. The habituation perspective cannot account for residual 

effects in the prediction of low-opportunity behaviors performed in unstable 

contexts, no accepted independent measure of habit is available, and empirical 

tests of the habituation hypothesis have so far met with little success.” (Ajzen 2002) 

To summarize, in IS research habit has been offered as an alternative for 

deliberative and intentional behavior. This leads to our second general 
hypothesis of behavior being controlled by habit. 

Hypothesis B: Technology use is non-intentional and controlled by 
habit. 
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As the impact mechanism of habit is not fully agreed on, we formulated two 
testable research hypotheses that suggest two different routes for past 

behavior impacting future behavior: 

H3: Frequency of past behavior determines behavioral intention 

H4: Frequency of past behavior determines the frequency of later behavior 

Adaptive behavior 
Planning remains the default control mechanism of IT consumption related 

behaviors. Consumers are widely expected to make reasoned choices well in 

advance of actually adopting information technological novelties. Consumer 
behavior and social psychology, however, suggest that planning is not the 

modal control mechanism in everyday actions. Bargh and his associates 
(2001), for example, posit that many goals in everyday life are unconsciously 

activated, and that they “effectively guide action, enabling adaptation to 

ongoing situational demands.“ Goals are thus situation specific and as such 
they may be difficult to foresee. Should one correctly predict future 

contingencies, prior attitudes should be consistent with later behavior. Ajzen 

and Fishbein (1980, pp. 48-49) effectively discuss the same phenomenon 
when  they  suggest  that  the  accuracy  of  long-range  predictions  could  be

increased by trying to “identify likely extraneous events whose occurrence 

would change intentions.” Intentions are often conditional to external events 
the individual has little or no control over, such as the weather or an increase 

in the price of gasoline. 

The fact that most behavioral contingencies are not entirely controlled by the 
actor introduces the influence of the behavioral environment into the 

equation. Stable environment produces stable attitudes and intentions 

towards the behavior. Unchanged behavior may, thus, result from the 
consumer getting no information that would affect his opinion about the 

outcomes of the said actions (Ajzen 2002). Hence, deliberative theories do 

not require that a choice is analyzed anew every time. It is sufficient that the 
person is aware of the different choice alternatives and acts according to his 

attitude. Ajzen and Fishbein are explicit in their argument that attitude 

formation does not necessarily result from deep thoughts. People acquire an 
attitude toward a behavior automatically and simultaneously as they form 

beliefs about the behavior by associating it with its outcomes (Ajzen and 
Fishbein 1980, p. 63). Similarly, when faced with a choice we do not 

necessarily have to search for attitudes toward alternative behaviors. 

Routinization of behavior is consistent with the reasoned action perspective 
(Ajzen 2002). The deliberative theories do not propose that individuals 

review their beliefs “prior to every enactment of a frequently performed 
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behavior. Instead, attitudes and intentions – once formed and well-

established – are assumed to be activated automatically and to guide 
behavior without the necessity of conscious supervision.” (Ajzen 2002) In this 

respect the deliberative theories are fully capable of embracing choice 

behaviors that have been termed habitual in consumer behavior: Sheth and 
Raju  (1974)  posit  that  a  strong  affective  or  conative  tendency  is  the  sole  

criterion in habit-controlled choice behavior. Ajzen (2002) notes that the 

implications of the habituation and the automatic activation of attitudes 
perspectives are quite similar: “So long as the context remains relatively 

unchanged, routinized behavior is performed in a largely automatic fashion 

with minimal conscious control.” 

This does not mean, however, that behaviors would be fully automatic, or that 

they occurred beyond consciousness. While acknowledging the existence of 

automaticity in behavior, Ajzen (2002) also makes a point of its limits. While 
there is abundant evidence to show that attitudes, intentions, and simple acts 

can indeed be activated automatically (Fazio, Sanbonmatsu et al. 1986; 

Bargh,  Chen et  al.  1996;  Bargh and Chartrand 1999;  Gollwitzer  1999),  most  
routines in everyday life, including consumption behaviors, are best 

described as semiautomatic response patterns that include both controlled 

and autonomous phases (Abelson 1981; Logan and Cowan 1984; Bargh 1989; 
Wegner  and  Bargh  1998).  The  point  these  authors  make  is  that  we  often  

perceive our environment in an automatic fashion, yet these perceptions 
seldom, produce automatic responses (Bargh and Barndollar 1996); at least 

some amount of mental processing is needed in between perceptions and 

motor actions (Bargh 1990). Ajzen (2002) contends that “all action is 
controlled by such cognitive factors as beliefs, attitudes, and intentions –  

effortfully at the controlled end and automatically at the spontaneous end. 

This view contrasts with the habituation perspective that assumes that 
routinized behavior is under the direct control of stimulus cues.” 

The benefit of flexibility in goal attainment is that absence of rigid plans 

enables goal attainment in situations that have not been foreseen. The 
flexibility of goal pursuit can also be detrimental to one’s performance when 

it  comes  to  swiftly  acting  on  one’s  goals,  for  people  have  to  decide  how  to  

implement their goals (Gollwitzer 1999). The implementation decisions 
usually deal with issues such as determining the behaviors that are most 

likely to help in goal attainment, and the situations most favorable for 

performing them. Gollwitzer (Ibid.) also suggests that determining the most 
prospective situation for a given action is often the most difficult choice one 

has to make, as it involves comparison of the possible contingencies and 

matching the current competing goals to them. Making such decisions in situ, 
rather than ahead of time, may hamper goal pursuit. In situ, people typically 
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consider  the  competing  goals  to  decide  which  one  best  matches  the  present  
situation. Such a procedure can easily lead to some goals being repeatedly 

overlooked, and their implementation being postponed to perpetuity. As a 

middle road to goal implementation, Gollwitzer (1993) suggests 
implementation intentions. He defined implementation intentions, 

distinguished from goal intentions, as “the predeciding of the when, where, 

and how of goal implementation.” The strength of such anticipative decisions 
lies in them being less restricted than either following intentions or making in 

situ decisions: They “allow for incorporation of the whole array of possible 

opportunities and instrumental behaviors.” (Ibid.) Implementation 
intentions can be characterized as associations of goals with salient 

environmental cues (Gollwitzer 1993, p. 173), which acquire control of 
implementing the goal. Thus creation of implementation intentions may lead 

to a variety of automaticity, even if the learning mechanism is different from 

that related to habituation. Implementation intentions are especially effective 
“when people are highly absorbed in an ongoing activity, wrapped up in 

ruminations, gripped by an intense emotional experience, or simply tired.” 

(Gollwitzer  1999)  Under  such  circumstances  people  are  unlikely  to  seize  an  
opportunity to act on their goals because the opportunity fails to attract their 

attention. Implementation intentions may act as markers for action in such 

situations. 

Thus to summarize our third general hypothesis we posit that behavior rather 

adapts to the environment. 

Hypothesis C: Technology use is intentional yet unplanned 
behavior. 

Planned behavior 
As adaptive behavior is a form of reasoned action, we feel it necessary to 

compare it to other forms of reasoning, such as planned behavior. This 

enables  us  to  distinguish  between  types  of  reasoned  behavior  and  also
provides us with an opportunity to discuss the substance that  various forms 

of reasoning share. We will approach this topic through the salient concepts 

of intentional behavior, attitude toward behavior and behavioral intention. 

Attitude is the central concept in the deliberative theories of social 

psychology,  the  theory  of  reasoned  action  (TRA)  (Ajzen  and  Fishbein  1980)  
and the theory of planned behavior (TPB) (Ajzen 1988). As such, it deserves 

closer examination. From the point of view of the deliberative theories “an 

attitude  toward  any  concept  is  simply  a  person’s  general  feeling  of
favorableness or unfavorableness for that concept.” (Ajzen and Fishbein 

1980, p. 54) The attitude concept of the deliberative theories has been 

profoundly influenced by the observations that general attitudes, personality 
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and traits, are wanting determinants of behavior (Foxall 2005, pp. 52-53). 

Early on, LaPiere (1934) demonstrated that consistency of general attitudes 
and  overt  behaviors  should  not  be  taken  for  granted.  Wicker’s   (1969)

extensive analysis showed that since then attitude research had produced 

generally positive but weak relationships between attitudes and behaviors. He 
went  on  to  propose  that  attitudes  and  measures  should  be  measured  in

similar situational conditions. So strong was the effect of Wicker’s study that 

social psychologists were resigned to admit that evidence favored attitudes 
being determined by behavior rather than the other way around (see e.g. 

Fishbein 1972). 

Another influential paper was published by deFleur and Westie (1963) who 
concluded in their critique on general attitudes that attitudes “appear to be 

most usefully conceptualized as specific, in the sense that they may be viewed 

as probabilities of specific forms of response to specific social objects, or 
specific classes of social objects.” Even though deFleur and Westie clearly 

favored the behavior analytical conception of attitude, that attitude is a 

probability of response rather than a latent mental process that determines 
the response, their advice was applied to latent process accounts of attitude 

research as well. Shifting the focus from general attitudes to attitudes specific 

to behaviors produced the breakthrough in attitude research that directly led 
to birth of the deliberative models that underlie our current view of much of 

consumer behavior, including IT adoption and use in consumption contexts. 

The idea that attitude1 is a context specific concept is reflected in many ways 

in the deliberative theories. First, attitudes towards actions, rather than 

attitudes towards objects, are the object of interest in the deliberative theories 
(Ajzen and Fishbein 1980, pp. 54-57). Attitudes towards behaviors are more 

specific than attitudes towards objects, which tend to be rather general in 

nature. Second, all measurements should be explicitly made in reference to 
the behavioral setting. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, pp. 34-35) instruct that 

attitude towards behavior should be measured in reference to the following 

behavioral elements: 1) action, 2) target, 3) context, and 4) time. To maintain 
a compatibility of measures, behavioral beliefs, subjective norm, and 

behavioral intentions should be measured with the same level of specificity. 

Only measuring all components in reference to the same behavioral context 
ensures that intra-model relations with satisfactory predictive power can be 

achieved. Third, when the beliefs behind attitudes are of interest, only salient 

beliefs should be brought into the equation. The decision space is limited by 

1
The technology acceptance model and the models derived from it have dispensed with 

the attitude concept.  As a result,  they end up offering a single set of modal behavioral 
beliefs for all IT related choices. This stand is unique to IS literature and it is a marked 
departure from the related accounts of choice behavior in social psychology, consumer 
behavior, and decisions sciences.
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the boundaries of working memory. An average person can keep only a few 
items in their working memory (Miller 1956). Different factors affect a 

person’s measured span, but recent research proposes that the capacity of 

working memory is about four chunks for young adults and less for children 
and  older  adults  (Cowan  2001).  These  salient  beliefs  constitute  the  set  of  

beliefs relevant to the behavioral choice (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980, p. 63). 

Even though people have their personal sets of beliefs, we can usually identify 
a set of modal beliefs. Modal beliefs are those “salient in a given population” 

(Ajzen and Fishbein 1980, pp. 68-69). It should be noted that the deliberative 

theories offer no logic for the modal beliefs to carry on from decision to 
decision. Rather, modal beliefs should be uncovered for every behavior and 

population anew (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980, pp. 63-64). This is another point, 
on which the technology acceptance models have clearly departed from the 

deliberative theories, as two salient beliefs, usefulness and ease of use, are 

expected to determine adoption and use phenomena independent on the 
object (technology) and its use. 

Attitude towards behavior is a key factor of behavior as positive attitudes tend 

to lead to behavioral intentions, in other words a will to act. A positive 
attitude towards a choice alternative does not guarantee that the person will 

act on it, if some uncertainty prevails over the contingencies of behavior. The 

deliberative theories have adopted slightly different approaches to account 
for such environmental influence on behavior. The theory of reasoned action 

merely notes that behavioral intentions may be thwarted by unfavorable 

environmental contingencies while theory of planned behavior seeks to 
incorporate such effects through additional elements, beliefs about behavioral 

control. 

Intention is assumed to be the immediate antecedent of behavior. Many 
behaviors, however pose difficulties of execution that may limit volitional 

control. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p. 48) list such idiosyncratic events as 

sudden illness; a fortuitous inheritance; injury; natural disasters, such as 
tornadoes, floods, or earthquakes; loss of job; unexpected pregnancy; 

economic recession; and other people behaving against one’s expectations. 

Ajzen  and  Fishbein  (1980,  pp.  48-49)  suggest  that  accuracy  of  long-range  
predictions could be increased by trying to “identify likely extraneous events 

whose occurrence would change intentions.” Intentions are often conditional 
to external events the individual has little or no control over, such as the 

weather or an increase in the price of gasoline. To the extent such events are 

difficult, or even impossible, to foresee, they can’t be factored in when 
determining preceding behavioral intentions. When such an event occurs, it 

results in changes in one’s behavioral intention. A downpour, for example, 

may prompt one to write off a plan for a walk, and take the bus instead and 
buy a single fare mobile ticket. Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p. 47) acknowledge 
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that intention will not always be a good predictor of behavior as intentions 

can change over time. Intention is the immediate determinant of behavior 
(1980, p. 41), and the longer the interval between measurement and behavior, 

the less accurate the prediction of behavior from intention tends to be (1980, 

p. 47).

To account for a degree of the influence of these events, TPB considers 

perceived behavioral control as an additional determinant of behavior. 

Control beliefs, beliefs about the presence of factors that may facilitate or 
impede performance of the behavior give rise to perceived behavioral control, 

which can serve as a proxy for actual control and contribute to the prediction 

of the behavior in question (Ajzen 2002). Given that TRA preceded TPB, we 
can say that the development of the deliberative theories reflect the growing 

need to account for contextual influence in order to gain better predictive 

accuracy. Despite this development, the influence of the decision context is 
mostly left to the limitations and to the operationalization of the deliberative 

theories. Ajzen (2002) instructs that the residual effect of past behavior on 

future action is attenuated when the following additional conditions are met: 
1) all measurements are mutually compatible, i.e. measured in reference to

the same context, 2) intentions are strong and well formed, 3) expectations

are realistic and, 4) specific plans for intention implementation have been
developed.

Summary 
We have identified three fundamental mechanisms of behavioral control A) 

planning, B) habit, and C) adaptation. While planned and habitual behavior 
have received considerably more attention than adaptive behavior in the IS 

literature, none of the mechanisms is evidently a more prospective 

explanation for mobile services use than the rest. To test their relative impact 
on mobile services use, we present the following hypotheses: 

A) Technology use is intentional, planned behavior.

B) Technology use is non-intentional and controlled by habit.

C) Technology use is intentional yet unplanned behavior.

We  cannot  verify  all  of  our  hypotheses  with  a  single  test.  Hypothesis  A
(planning controls mobile services use) and B (habit controls mobile services 

use) will be tested with structural equation modeling. Our hypotheses are not, 

as such, directly testable. To test the first two hypotheses, we formulate the 
following testable research hypotheses: 

H1: Attitude towards behavior determines behavioral intention. 

H2: Behavioral intention determines the frequency of later behavior. 
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To test the hypothesis B, we formulate the following research hypotheses: 

H3: Frequency of past behavior determines behavioral intention. 

H4: Frequency of past behavior determines the frequency of later 
behavior. 

Thus we will test hypothesized relationships between attitude, intention and 

behavior, as the deliberative theories suggest. In addition, the impact of habit 

in the guise of past consumption history will be tested. The hypothesized 
relationships are illustrated in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Research hypotheses  
  

Hypothesis C, about mobile services use being intentional yet unplanned 
behavior, referring to adaptive behavior, will be tested by analyzing the 

content of respondents’ stories of mobile ticket use / non-use. The research 

hypothesis can be formulated as follows: 

H5:  Failure  to  act  on  one’s  behavioral  intention  is  attributed  to  
situational causes rather than habit.  

Methodology 

Instrument development 

Ajzen and Fishbein (1983) suggest that behavioral intentions are direct 

precedents of future actions. They are the conative components of the mental 
process of deliberation. A will to act follows favorable impressions of the 

imagined outcomes of  the action.  In theory,  it  should be possible  to predict  

intentions with these impressions, i.e. behavior specific attitudes. In practice, 
this is possible only if appropriate measures are used: both independent and 

dependent variables should be measured with the same level of specificity 

with regards the behavioral elements previously discussed (action, target, 
context, and time). Lack of correspondence may impair the observed 
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relationship between behavior and its mental precedents, attitude and 

intention (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980, p. 76). 

We developed measurement items for behavioral intention, and attitude 

towards behavior, as well as the salient beliefs underlying the attitudes, by 

combining current knowledge of information technology adoption and 
explorative data from the Helsinki Public Transport’s customer survey for the 

mobile ticketing users (HPT, 2003). We carefully followed the advice given by 

Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, p. 38) to maintain a consistent level of specificity 
in our measurement items in relation to the behavioral elements. In addition 

to mobile ticket use related attitudes and intentions, we also measured the 

frequency of past mobile ticket use. Causality between plans for action and 
actual behavior is usually demonstrated by measuring them in at least two 

phases. In consumer contexts behavioral intentions and actual behavior are 

typically measured a few months apart, for consumers should be given 
sufficient time to realize their plans, yet a limit of three months appears to be 

often used, as most people cannot remember their past in detail for longer 

periods of time, which tends to increase recall error (Estelami and Lehmann 
2001). In our second questionnaire we added the behavioral criterion, the 

frequency of buying mobile single fare tickets during the three months that 

lapsed  between  the  two  phases  of  the  survey.  Next  we  will  discuss,  in  more  
detail, the measures for the components of our research model. 

Attitude. Attitude is, according to the deliberative models of social 
psychology, the direct precedent of behavioral intention. It is an often 

neglected measure in information systems adoption models due to the early 

example  set  by  TAM  (Davis  1989).  In  that  particular  study,  attitude  toward  
adoption failed to fully mediate the influence of behavioral beliefs on 

behavioral intention. The weight of evidence, however, points to attitude 

being an indispensable construct in predicting behavior. Ajzen and Fishbein 
(1980, p. 76) are adamant that behavioral beliefs cannot be substituted for 

attitude unless it has been shown that the set of behavioral beliefs do indeed 

predict the attitude toward the behavior. This is because attitude, not any set 
of behavioral beliefs, is the overall evaluation of how favorable the outcomes 

of an action are. In this study, we test whether IS habit is a viable alternative 

to planning as the control mechanism of consumer behavior rather than seek 
behavioral beliefs determining mobile services consumption. Hence, we 

choose to dispense with behavioral beliefs and use the composite measure of 

attitude instead as prescribed by the theories of reasoned action and planned 
behavior. 

We sourced theories of reasoned action and planned behavior to measure the 

attitude towards using mobile handheld devices to buy single fare mobile 
tickets in the time frame of three months following the questionnaire. We 
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based our evaluative scales on the semantic differentials (Osgood, Suci & 
Tannenbaum, 1957) suggested by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980). During the 

translation, we found that multiple items shared one or both of the only 

obvious end point adjectives. Due to difficulties in directly translating the 
scale items from English to Finnish, we embedded the semantic differentials 

in the measurement items and used ‘totally agree’ and ‘totally disagree’ as the 

end points for the scales. The evaluative scales used to measure the behavior 
specific attitude were as follows: 

Table 1: The evaluative scales. 

Variable Measurement item 

ATT1 It is a good idea to buy single fare tickets with a mobile phone. 

ATT2 It is wise to buy single fare tickets with a mobile phone. 

ATT3 I like the idea of buying single fare tickets with a mobile phone. 

ATT4 It is pleasing to buy single fare tickets with a mobile phone. 

Behavioral intention. “According to the theory of reasoned action, intention 
is  the  immediate  determinant  of  behavior  and  thus  allows  us  to  predict
behavior.”  (Ajzen  and  Fishbein  1980,  p.  90)  We  chose  to  measure  mobile  

ticket related purchase (use) intentions (Blackwell, Miniard et al. 2001, pp. 
283-4) rather than adoption intentions or usage intentions, which are the

more conventional measures for subjective judgments about future action in

the information systems context (Kim and Malhotra 2005). We deemed
purchase intentions to be the best measure as the diffusion process of the

mobile ticket was already under way at the time of the first data collection

round. The evaluative scales used to measure behavioral intention were as
follows:

Table 2: Behavioral intention scale. 

Variable Measurement item 

INT1 I intend to buy single fare mobile tickets during the next three months. 

INT2 I believe I will buy single fare mobile tickets during the next three months. 

Behavioral criterion. While social psychology provides us with detailed 
advice for measuring the mental components of deliberation, the same does 

not unfortunately hold for behavioral criterion or habit. We chose to measure 

behavioral criterion as the frequency of buying single fare tram tickets during 
the three month period following the initial measuring of attitudes and 

intentions. The same three month period was included in the measurement 

items of attitudes and intentions as the time frame of target action. While 
objective data, such as computer logs (Kim and Malhotra 2005) of actual use, 

would provide the most unbiased measures for the phenomenon, no such 
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records were available to us. We, therefore, had to resort to self-reports of the 

frequency  of  actual  use  of  the  system  in  question.  Ajzen  (1988,  p.  103)  
documents that empirical evidence points to self-reports being acceptably 

accurate in most everyday contexts: “when  the  behavior  of  interest  is  not  
particularly sensitive, self-reports tend to be quite accurate.”  

To maintain the specificity of variables our measure of behavioral criterion 

specified the action (buying), target (mobile single fare ticket), general 

context (Helsinki city public transportation) and time frame (three months) 
for compatibility with the measures of behavioral attitudes and intention as 

suggested by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980, pp. 42-47). 

Table 3: Behavioral criterion. 

Variable Measurement item 

USE How many times have you used a mobile ticket during the last three months? 

 

Habit. Habitual behavior is a difficult phenomenon to measure. First, no 

generally accepted measures for habit exist (Ajzen 2002). Habit is thought to 

lie in the domain of the subconscious and, therefore, it is difficult to measure 
through verbal reports. As a result, habit has been measured in most 

empirical studies as the frequency of past action. Frequency of action, 

unfortunately, is in no way limited to accounting for non-deliberated 
behavior. Further, frequency of past actions is usually measured with a scale 

similar to the one used to measure the behavioral criterion, which may results 

in autocorrelation. Behavioral intentions, on the other hand, are usually 
measured with a semantic differential scale, such as Osgood scale, and, hence, 

their strength of association with behavioral criterion is (negatively) affected 

by the lower compatibility of the measurement instruments. 

We  have  adopted  the  suggestion  of  Ajzen  (2002)  to  measure  habit  as  a  

frequency  index  of  behaviors  close  to  the  behavior  under  focus.  In  our  case  

these behaviors included buying of single fare tickets for public 
transportation in the Helsinki city area. The index is a summated scale of 

frequencies of buying mobile tickets in trams, the subway, local trains, and 
certain ferries and buses operated by Helsinki Public Transport. The 

individual scale items were categorical measures, with the end points to the 

question “Have you bought single fare mobile tickets for the following means 
of transportation” being “never” and “daily”. 

We  pre-tested  the  questionnaire  with  a  small  group  of  subjects  from  the  

information systems science faculty and doctoral students at Helsinki School 
of Economics, and modified the scales according to feedback we received. The 

questionnaire was next tested with a sample of 47 business school personnel 
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and students. This test resulted in some further modifications to the wording 
of scale items. 

Context of the study 

The context of the study is the single fare mobile ticketing service developed 
by the Helsinki Public Transport for the Helsinki metropolitan area. In 2001 

a short message (SMS) based system was launched to cover the city’s trams. 

Later  the system was extended to the subway,  local  trains,  ferries  and some 
buses.  In  2006,  five  years  after  the  initial  launch  of  the  system,  close  to  

1.900.000  mobile  tickets  were  sold  yearly,  and  more  than  17  percent  of  all  

adult single fare tickets were purchased through the mobile channel. Thus, at 
the time of the first data collection, the system was well established, and its 

diffusion was deemed to have gained the critical mass (Rogers 2003, pp. 343-

344), yet the market was not yet saturated. 

The single fare mobile ticket service works as follows. The ticket has to be 

bought before entering the vehicle or the subway platform area. One buys the 

ticket  by  sending  a  four  character  SMS  to  a  premium  service  number.  The  
token one gets in return is an SMS which contains the validity time and area, 

the identification number and the sender number. The ticket is valid for one 

hour on trams, the subway, local trains, and certain ferries and buses. The 
ticket is billed through the mobile phone operator’s billing systems. The ticket 

cost  €1.90 in 2006 and was somewhat (10 cents)  cheaper than a single fare 

ticket bought in the vehicle and paid in cash. Other options for purchasing 
single fare tickets for public transport are cash and a smart card system called 

the Travel Card. 

Data collection 

The  target  population  for  both  actual  surveys  was  all  citizens  of  Helsinki.  

According  to  the  Helsinki  Public  Transport  customer  survey  (HPT  2003),

there were more mobile ticketing users in relation to population in the inner 
city area. As it was important for our study to reach a representative sample 

of  both  users  and  non-users  of  the  mobile  ticketing  service,  we  used  a

stratified sampling method where the population is divided into non-
overlapping strata, samples are randomly drawn from each stratum, and the 

results  are  pooled.  The  two  strata  in  our  study  were  the  Helsinki  inner  and  

outer city regions, identified and separated by postal codes. The participants 
were chosen by random sampling in both strata among 15 to 50 year old 

citizens. Younger and older age groups were excluded from the sample 

because they are entitled to reduced fares for public transportation and are 
therefore not target groups for the mobile ticketing service.  
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We arranged two rounds of questionnaires: The first round for measuring 

behavior specific attitudes, behavioral intentions, and past mobile ticket 
usage history, and the second round for measuring the behavioral criterion, 

i.e. realization of behavioral intentions. A self-administered mail survey was 

sent to 500 inner city and 500 outer city citizens in December 2006. For an 
extra incentive to participate, a draw of a mobile phone and 15 public 

transport travel cards was organized among the respondents. Questionnaires 

were mailed with addressed and stamped return envelopes, a reply coupon to 
the  draw,  and  a  cover  letter.  A  reminder  letter  was  sent  during  the  second  

week  of  the  two  week  response  time  period  to  those  who  had  not  returned  

their questionnaire. We repeated this procedure after the three month period 
specified as the time horizon of subjective evaluation of future actions. In the 

first round we mailed 1000 questionnaires, of which 373 were returned and 

360 passed screening. The response rate of the first round survey was 36 %, 
which is on par with recent social sciences studies and, hence, acceptable. In 

the second round we mailed 360 questionnaires for those participants who 

had submitted a completed questionnaire during the first round. We received 
210 completed questionnaires, which translates to 58% response rate. 

Results 

Measurement model 

The measurement model is generally evaluated through convergent validity 
and discriminant validity. Convergent validity is assessed by evaluating the 

factor loadings. A guideline is that loadings should be minimum of 0.50 but 
preferably more than 0.70, variance-extracted measures should equal or 

exceed 0.50 while again 0.70 is the threshold for reliability. For discriminant 

validity, correlations are typically presented. All items within a construct 
should correlate strongly with each others. (Hair et al. 2006)  

Attitude is measured with a multi-item scale (ATT1 … ATT4) and intention  

with a two-item scale (INT1, INT2). History and behavior are measured with 
single-items. Therefore convergent validity and discriminant validity are 

evaluated for attitude and intention. 

First, the measures of attitude and intention were assessed by confirmatory 
factor analysis by LISREL 8.53. The exact estimates from the measure model 

for Attitude are: 

 
ATTITUD1 =  5.74  +  1.42*Attitude, Errorvar.= 0.78  , R² = 0.72 
           (0.12)   (0.097)                             
             48.24    14.65                                 
  
 ATTITUD2 =  5.20  +  1.59*Attitude, Errorvar.= 0.66  , R² = 0.79 
            (0.13)   (0.10)                               
             40.83    15.83                                  
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 ATTITUD3 =  4.96  +  1.87*Attitude, Errorvar.= 0.46  , R² = 0.88 
 (0.14)   (0.11)                              
 34.95    17.36

 ATTITUD4 =  4.82  +  1.64*Attitude, Errorvar.= 0.88 , R² = 0.75 
 (0.13)   (0.11)                    
35.74    15.21

The measurement models for Intent are: 

INT1 =  3.60  +  2.24*Intent, Errorvar.= 0.23, R² = 0.96 
(0.16)   (0.11)            
 22.08     2.13             

 INT2 =  3.69  +  2.29*Intent, Errorvar.= 0.14, R² = 0.97 
(0.17)   (0.065)                            
22.30    35.13  

To evaluate the convergent validity, factor loadings for attitude and intention 
are presented in table 4. Here factor 1 represents attitude and factor 2 

represents intention. Cronbach’s  for attitude is 0.93, whereas for intention 

it  is  0.98.  It  is  found  that  all  factor  loadings  clearly  exceed  the  required
minimum.  

Table 4: Factor loadings 

Factor 1 Factor 2
ATT1 0.879 0.187
ATT2 0.887 0.240
ATT3 0.901 0.277
ATT4 0.842 0.324
INT1 0.266 0.954
INT2 0.275 0.950

In addition, for attitude AVE is 0.77 and Composite reliability is 0.93. For 

intention AVE is 0.91 and Composite reliability is 0.95. These clearly exceed 
the required threshold values. 

To demonstrate discriminant validity, table 5 provides the correlations 

between the items of attitude and intention. This table clearly shows that the 
items within both measures correlate more strongly with each other, than 

with the items in the other measure. 
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Table 5: Correlations of attitude and intention constructs 

ATT1 ATT2 ATT3 ATT4 INT1 INT2
ATT1 1.000 0.767 0.789 0.713 0.419 0.436
ATT2 0.767 1.000 0.827 0.760 0.463 0.478
ATT3 0.789 0.827 1.000 0.831 0.505 0.503
ATT4 0.713 0.760 0.831 1.000 0.525 0.522
INT1 0.419 0.463 0.505 0.525 1.000 0.960
INT2 0.436 0.478 0.503 0.522 0.960 1.000  

Test of Research Model and Hypotheses 

Structural  Equation  Modeling  technique  and  LISREL  8.53  was  used  to  test  

the hypothesized relationships. The fit of our model is excellent: with 17 
degrees of freedom the Chi-square of our model is 14.84. The usual rule of 

rule of determining model fit, near equal magnitude of the Chi2 and df 

measures, says that the model fits extremely well. The P-value for fit equals P 
= 0.61. The findings are illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

 
 
Figure 2: Findings (Standardized Solution) 
 
The exact structural parameters are: 
 
Intent =   0.42*History + 0.42*Attitude, Errorvar.= 0.53, R² = 0.47 
            (0.061)      (0.062)            
              6.89             6.73              
  
 Behavior =   - 0.059*Intent + 0.62*History, Errorvar.= 0.66, R² = 0.34 
               (0.071)             (0.077)               

- 0.83                 8.07                                   
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The fit is again quite good excepting the relationship between Intent and 
Behavior. The covariance matrix between latent variables is presented in 

table 6. 

Table 6: Covariance Matrix of Latent Variables. 
Attitude Intent Behavior History 

Attitude 1.00 
Intent 0.56 1.00 
Behavior 0.17 0.29 1.00 
History 0.34 0.56 0.58 1.00 

Altogether, the model fits the data extremely well, but does not show signs of 

over-fitting. 

Our structural equations model shows a strong link between attitude and 
behavioral intention, thus supporting H1. Consumption history, however, also 

acted as a powerful determinant of behavioral intention (accept H3), 

explaining an equal share of variation in intentions as behavioral attitude did. 
Hence, it appears that behavioral attitudes may not capture all relevant 

aspects of forming behavioral intentions. 

While the attitude – intention link holds, behavioral intention does not 

determine overt behavior (reject H2) in our model as consumption history 

drove  its  explanatory  power  to  the  margin  as  predicted  (support  H4). Our 
observations suggest that even if attitudes and intentions are measured 

relative to the contextual constraints of the subject, object, and timing of 

action, cognitive measures may fail to capture aspects of behavior relevant to 
choice. Thus hypothesis A and the suggestion of mobile services use being 

controlled by planning are rejected. On the other hand, hypothesis B, which 

suggested  that  mobile  services  use  being  controlled  by  habit,  is  accepted  to  
the extent that habit is measured by use history. Still these results do not 

suggest  any  superiority  of  B  or  C.  Next  we  will  discuss  the  findings  for

hypothesis C based on the qualitative data analysis. 

Qualitative analyses of open-ended questions 

The structural equation modeling demonstrates two things: 1) mobile ticket 

purchase behavior is remarkably consistent over time (support for hypothesis 
B) and, 2) this consistency is not reflected in attitudes and intentions (reject

hypothesis A). The deliberative theories prescribe that stable environment

produces little new information to act on. Therefore, it could be expected that
attitudes and intentions would remain unchanged and, hence, highly

predictive. As neither frequency of behavior nor self reported measures of

habit strength can inform us about the presence of habit, we will now turn to
open-ended questions about the motives of use or non-use of mobile tickets,

in an effort to deem the influence of habit on consumer choice in mobile
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ticketing. We included two open-ended questions in our questionnaires, one 

for motives behind use, and one for those behind non-use. 

We first transformed the measures of behavioral intention, past behavior, and 

later behavior into dichotomous variables, which we cross-tabulated with 

each other (see Table table 7. This cross-tabulation demonstrates the 
relatively good determining capacity of both behavioral intention and past 

behavior. Behavioral intention, turned into a two value measure, predicted 

correctly  157  out  of  210,  or  75  per  cent  of  the  observations,  while  past  
behavior  managed  predict  correctly  170  observations,  or  81  per  cent  of  the  

observations. While past behavior outperformed behavioral intention, the 

difference  was  not  all  that  dramatic.  Our  data  suggest  that  people  mostly  
observe their behavior even if these observations may not lead to perfect 

analyses about the behavior. 

Table 7: Crosstabulation of behavior and its expected determinants. 

  Determinant 

  Past 
behavior 

Behavioral 
intention 

Prediction 
Incorrect 40 53 

Correct 170 157 

 
It is important to understand the reasons behind the behavioral intention – 

behavior inconsistency. Hence, we next cross-tabulated the binary measures 

of behavioral intention with past behavior to deem in which cases past 
behavior excelled over behavioral intention as a determinant of later behavior 

(see  table  8).  In  one  hundred  and  forty  four  cases  both  measures  made  an  

identical prediction. In 26 cases both behavioral intention and past behavior 
produced incorrect predictions. In 13 cases behavioral intention predicted 

behavior correctly while past behavior did not, and in 27 cases past behavior 
predicted correctly while behavioral intention did not. 

From our point of view, those 27 cases, in which past behavior predicted later 

behavior correctly while behavioral intention did not, are the most interesting 
ones. They should indicate if the mobile ticketing use has become habitual. In 

current IS literature habits  are strongly linked with the continued use of  IS.  

Routines are not expected to influence adoption, as that decision is thought to 
be under cognitive control. Hence, the behavior of those participants who 

have used mobile ticketing in the past, whose past behavior is predictive of 

later behavior, and whose behavioral intention is not predictive of their later 
behavior should demonstrate automaticity if habit was in control of it. Quite 

surprisingly, in 19 cases out of 27 the participant had not actually used mobile 

ticketing before. Non-users cannot have developed mobile ticketing use 
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related routines. Therefore, the conventional view of habit as continued use of 
IT cannot account for these observations. 

Table 8: Crosstabulation of behavioral intention and past behavior. 

  Behavioral intention 

  Incorrect Correct 

Past behavior 
Incorrect 26 13 

Correct 27 144 

 
One possible explanation for the observation is the one proposed by Ajzen 
(Ajzen 2002). He suggested that past behavior frequency, as such, should not 

be interpreted as an indication of habit strength: New behaviors do not 

usually develop in a vacuum. Rather, they usually supersede older behaviors, 
which may have become routines. Thus, habits may prevent or at least 

postpone adoption of new behaviors. Our observation can be taken as an 

indication of habit, if habit is understood as an influence on IT adoption and 
continued use alike. Such behavior alone cannot explain why behavioral 

intentions failed to predict later behavior. A possible complementary 

explanation is that at least some of those 19 participants were guided by 
impression management (see e.g. Malle, Knobe et al. 2007) related motives 

when they responded to the attitude scale items in the questionnaires. They 

were, even if unconsciously, trying to please. 

A closer look at those 27 cases in which past behavior predicted later behavior 

correctly while behavioral intention did not, tells us that only nine 

participants had used mobile ticketing previously. Hence, if their behavior is 
controlled by habit, the habit is related to continued use of the competing 

methods of buying tickets rather than to mobile ticketing. The reasons given 
by the eight participants who had previous experience and acted consistent 

with their past behavior yet did not follow their intentions are given in table 

9. The reasons for action lend little support for habituation. Rather, they tend 
to support the position of mobile ticket use being conditional to situational 

factors. Should we try to measure the rational motives behind consumer 

behavior, we would find out that consumers can’t tell. Infrequent behavior is 
difficult to predict. Salient but untypical encounters often dominate one’s 

idea about his behavior biasing predictions of future behavior (Tversky and 

Kahnemann 1973). More typical encounters, on the other hand, fail to register 
as  they  are  made  in  a  hurry  and  are  not  seen  important  enough  to  warrant  

closer analysis. 
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Table 9: Reasons for continued use that behavioral intention failed to 
predict. 

Answers to the open-ended question 

If my period ticket (on a travel card) has expired and I need a ticket, I buy a mobile ticket as it 
is the easiest option. 

You can get the conventional (single fare) ticket more quickly. 

I seldom use Helsinki City Transport, and I have the mobile ticket (short message) stored in 
my cell phone.  

I have a prepaid subscription and if I have used my balance I won’t be able to buy mobile 
tickets. 

I buy mobile tickets when I have forgotten my travel card in the pocket of another coat of 
mine. 

If my period ticket has expired and I have had no cash. 

My travel card has had no period nor value (digital cash) while I have been on vacation. 

Speed, if you don’t have value in your travel card, effortlessness. 

Reason for seemingly consistent behavior 

Class of reason  Count 

Attitude change 1 

Behavioral control 1 

Non-use 1 

Implementation intention 1 

Conditional intention 4 

Total 8 

 
To sum up, there is no indication that frequency of past behavior would imply 

strength of habit in our data. Rather, in those cases, in which past behavior 
was better determinant of later behavior than behavioral intention was, the 

answers given to open-ended questions about motives of behavior suggest 
that behavior was adaptive. A need for mobile ticketing resulted mostly from 

inner  causes  such  as  forgetting  to  “load  up”  the  travel  card.  As  such,  these  

cases certainly don’t qualify as being habit controlled behavior, nor do they 
qualify for being planned behavior. Plans can be foiled by external causes, 

such  as  bad  weather,  sudden  illness,  or  unexpected  increase  in  oil  price,  

which the deliberative theories seek to deal through the concepts of 
conditional intentions and perceived behavioral control. Some behavioral 

intentions appear to be conditional in our data as well, yet they are 

conditional to spontaneous inner causes, such as forgetting to the travel card 
home and having no money. 

People are blind to, or at least myopic about many infrequently occurring 

actions. It is actually rather easy to predict relatively rare and, hence, salient 
behaviors, and behaviors that are committed every day. It is a no-brainer for 

a sportsaholic to predict whether he will do his daily exercise. Likewise, for 

most of us it is easy to predict where we will spend our next summer vacation. 
What is difficult to foretell is the infrequent behaviors that are subservient to 
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a plan. Paying for a ticket is seldom an end in itself. Rather, it is a means of 
travel, which is a means of getting to a certain destination. There is often a 

pattern even to infrequent actions in one’s life. In our case the most 

important  cycle  appeared  to  be  the  time  period  in  between  of  charging  up  
one’s travel card and seasonal changes. Travel cards are typically charged up 

in 1 – 3 months intervals. When the valid time has lapsed, there is often need 

for complementary means of paying for travel as people tend forget to load up 
their cards. Seasonal changes cause adjustment of clothing and, incidentally, 

mobile ticket use, as travel cards are being left in the pockets of the “other 

coat.” There seems to be some myopia about the effect of such cycles. We 
can’t expect the unexpected, but we also fail to expect consistency in our own 

behavior if the short term behavior appears inconsistent even though there is 
a consistent long-term pattern. 

Conclusions 
The study of this topic is complicated by the fact that it effectively transcends 

a paradigmatic shift line. While planning is deeply rooted in the cognitive 

paradigm, habit is best located in the domain of behavioral analysis. These 
two paradigms take profoundly divergent views to the nature of information 

and the process of learning. Cognitive psychology models human behavior 

essentially as resulting from information processing. Thoughts take a central 
role in such a process: They are self-instructions for future action. Both overt 

behavior (actual doing) and the related verbal behavior (talking about doing) 

are  usually  thought  to  be  instructed  by  the  same  set  of  thoughts,  usually
labeled  attitudes.  Hence,  answers  to  a  questionnaire  can  be  seen  as  both  

indicative of an attitude and predictive of the related behavior.  

Behavior analysis, on the other hand, takes a much more constrained view on 
the relationship between verbal and overt behaviors. All behaviors are 

awarded an equal status: Doing something and talking about it are both 

separate behaviors. Behaviors are shaped and maintained by their 
consequences. Positive consequences reinforce behavior while negative 

consequences inhibit it. Doing and talking about it may share some of their 

consequences, yet, there is no logical connection. Articulating purchase 
intentions in an interview, for example, does not commit one to paying and 

the possible responsibilities of ownership as the actual purchase does. The 
degree to which the consequences correlate and, thus, the degree to which 

talking is predictive of doing, is an empirical question and not one of logic. 

There is no prima facie connection between the two behaviors. 

Attitude towards behavior and behavioral intention appear to be unreliable 

determinants of mobile services consumption if the forecast period is of 

practical length. The behaviors that intentions fail to predict occur precisely 
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in those contexts in which cognitive effort is expected to be needed. 

Disruptions in one’s life are suggested as the prime drivers of deliberation 
(Wood,  Tam  et  al.  2005).  Novel  situations  call  for  adjustment  of  behavior,  

and such adjustments are what cognition was designed for (Damasio 2005). 

The problem is that novel situations are often difficult to foretell and, hence, 
we often misjudge the need for adjustment in our futures. 

The poor predictive power of behavioral attitudes and intentions cannot be 

explained  by  the  strength  of  habits,  however.  Habit  appeared  to  be  an  even  
worse explanation for behavior than the deliberative constructs were. Even 

though behavior was characterized by regularity that didn’t show in attitudes 

or intentions, this regularity appeared to have little to do with frequent 
repetition of the act in a stable environment which produced consistent 

results. The behavior we observed was relatively infrequent which speaks 

against habituation. Also, behavioral intentions overestimated overt behavior 
rather than underestimated it, which would have been the case, had habits 

played a role in our equation. Behavioral intentions do, however, predict 

behavior that has occurred with some frequency in the past quite well; 
experience is often the best source of information for cognition as suggested 

by e.g. Ajzen (2002). 

Our conclusion is that pre-behavioral attitudes and intentions cannot be 
trusted as long term predictions of future behavior. Habit, on the other hand, 

is not really a realistic alternative. Our analyses clearly demonstrate that a 
consistent frequency of behavior does not necessarily indicate the presence of 

habit. This observation casts doubt over if we have any reliable evidence in 

support of habits influencing IT consumption. The fact that we don’t have any 
independent measures of habit and that frequency of behavior is 

demonstrably unreliable indicator of habit suggests that habit does not meet 

the scientific standards for a viable concept. 

Reliable long term predictions of consumer behavior have always been a 

challenge, and they are likely to remain so. As much as it pains us to offer no 

viable alternative for a determinant, it is often of value to understand what we 
do  not  know  to  be  able  to  appreciate  the  limits  of  our  knowledge.  Our

observations also remind us about the central role of theory in academic 

reasoning. It is important to try to understand the phenomenon behind the 
numbers, as numbers are indifferent to their causes and effects. Our analyses 

suggest that habit, as understood in the IS literature, is a myth. And we 

consider that myth now busted. 
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Abstract. Favorable perceptions about the use of certain technology are 
conventionally thought to be the necessary and sufficient conditions for 
technology acceptance. Recently, however, a discontinuation between such 
perceptions and actual behavior has been documented in information 
technology adoption literature. People reporting favorable attitudes towards 
using and intention to use certain innovation fail to act on their intentions.  
This paper looks into the mechanisms behind failed behavioral intentions. 
The  empirical  data  consists  of  two  parts,  both  in  the  context  of  electronic  
invoicing offered to consumers. The first part of data analysis suggests that 
prior behavior betters behavioral intention as predictor of e-invoice adoption. 
We found that the most frequent cause for failed adoption intention was lack 
of implementation intention, a plan for acting on the intention. 

Keywords. Adoption, IT adoption, intentions, adoption intentions, 
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1. Introduction 

Information technology (IT) use is mostly pictured as intentional behavior. 

The adoption decision in particular has been modeled as a conscious, 

deliberated choice, which results from weighing the pros and cons of using 
the technology. Especially two beliefs about the outcomes of adoption, 

usefulness and ease of use of technology, have been regularly observed to 
dominate these decisions (Davis 1989). These two beliefs are certainly 

important considerations in organizational contexts. Usefulness and ease of 

use are not, however, the only or even the most important considerations in 
all information technology adoption and use decisions. Indeed, Lee et al. 

(2003)  counted  more  than  20  external  variables  added  to  the  technology  

acceptance model (TAM) since its introduction. Depending on the decision’s 
context variables such as environment-based voluntariness (Wu and Lederer 

2009), perceived security (Shin 2009) and self-efficacy (Chen et al. 2009) 

have been found to influence IT related choice. Irrespective of the set of 
behavioral beliefs used to explain IT adoption and use, TAM and its 

derivatives have fared relatively well in their original context, that of an 

organization. When the models have been applied to consumer contexts, 
however, they have been found wanting. 
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The most pressing problem in IT adoption and use research is that the 
behavioral intentions reported by consumers do not seem to reliably predict 

actual behavior. A recurrent observation has been that behavioral beliefs and 

intentions result from behavior rather than determine it (Kim and Malhotra 
2005a). Information systems researchers have solved this conflict between 

theory and empirical observations by complementing reason based 

explanations for technology adoption with another mechanism of behavioral 
control, habit (Gefen 2003). The current view holds adoption decisions 

controlled by reason with continued use becoming increasingly routinized 

and being subject to unconscious influence by the behavioral environment 
(Kim 2009). Technology adoption decisions are therefore based on weighing 

the pros and cons of using the technology. The same beliefs may continue to 
control later use as well, yet frequent use of IT may also turn into conditioned 

behavior, triggered by environmental cues. While the habit concept offers an 

explanation for the disturbing inconsistency observed between behavioral 
intentions and actual behavior, it is not without its faults. 

Ajzen (2002) strongly criticizes the use of habit as complementing the 
reasoned mode of operation assumed by models based on the deliberative 

theories1 of social psychology. He asserts that the observed correlation 

between frequency of prior and later behavior is no more than an indication 
that the behavior in question is stable over time. The deliberative theories of 

social psychology explain that behavioral change resulting from new 

information is reflecting environmental changes. Therefore even fully 
intentional behavior remains unchanged in a stable environment. Frequency 

of past behavior is evidently not an unequivocal indicator of habitual 

behavior. Ajzen suggests that automatic activation of attitudes and intentions 
is a better explanation than habit for actions that defy behavioral intentions. 

Cognitive determinants of action, behavioral attitudes and intentions, do not 

necessarily result from profound analyzing of information. Attitudes tend to 
develop over time relative unnoticed. Thus, we cannot decompose all of our 

attitudes into their constituent beliefs as we have neither observed nor 

analyzed their sources. In addition to being a source of information, the 
behavioral environment may also automatically activate attitudes and 

intentions. Impulse buying is perhaps the most evident example of 
automatically activated intentions in consumer context. 

Researchers of unconscious influences on behavior have questioned the 
usefulness  of  the  habit  concept  as  most  human  behavior  is  open  to

1
The theories of reasoned action (TRA) and planned behavior (TPB) are regularly 

referred to as the deliberative theories in behavioral literature.
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unconscious influences (Bargh 1984). Behavioral environment has been 
found to influence both the perceptual mechanisms (Bargh 1989) and setting 

of behavioral goals (Bargh 1990). Thus, all human behavior is, to a degree, 

subject to unconscious, or automatic, influences. That prior planning in the 
form of behavioral intentions fails to predict actual behavior informs us about 

unconscious influences on behavior, yet tell us little about behavior having 

grown habitual. Psychological literature offers alternative explanations for 
information technology use that behavioral intentions fail to predict. The 

most prospective explanation is related to automatic activation of behavioral 

goals. Unconsciously activated goals effectively guide action enabling 
adaptation to ongoing situational demands (Bargh et al. 2001). 

In this paper, we document how information technology use can be predicted 
with a very specific mechanism related to unconsciously activated goals. 

Implementation intentions are plans of realizing behavioral intentions  
(Gollwitzer 1999). They comprise sequences of concrete actions, which are 

associated to the behavioral environment and can be automatically activated 

by environmental cues. We have tested the explanatory power of 
implementation intentions against that of automatic habits (Ouellette and 

Wood 1998) using structural equation modeling (SEM) and content analysis 

with a sample of 117 consumers. Our observations suggest that the frequency 
of past behavior should not be interpreted as an indicator of habit strength, 

and that adaptive behavior rather than habituation is responsible for the 

observed low behavioral intention – behavior relation. Lack of 
implementation intentions was found to be the determining factor for acting 

against one’s behavioral intentions. 

2. Theoretical basis 

Within IS adoption research, the emphasis has been mainly on identifying 
reasons that get people to adopt new technologies. In addition, the adoption 

process has been viewed as including at least some level of deliberation. The 

mainstream research around Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis 
1989;  Davis  et  al.  1989),  is  built  on  social  psychology  theories  of  reasoned  

action (TRA) and planned behavior (TPB) (Ajzen and Fishbein 1980; Ajzen 

1988; 1991). Since these model behavior as a chain of attitudes, intentions 
and behavior, it is also the starting point in our study. In addition it is found 

that also habits might play a significant role when explaining behavior or 

behavioral intentions (Chaudhuri 2001; Gefen 2003; Kim and Malhotra 
2005a;  2005b;  Limayem  et  al.  2007;  Limayem  and  Cheung  2008)  and  

circumstances in which the habits occur is a key issue in trying to change the 

habits (Wood et al. 2005). Therefore it is reasonable to include habit in our 
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model. However, habit as a theoretical construct is rather ambiguous and 
contradictory. To address the context dependent and adaptive nature of 

behavior we also look into the factors within the external consumption 

environment. 

2.1. Attitude 

Ajzen (1988, p. 21) presents that attitudes are always inferred from specific 
responses to attitude objects.  Attitude is  conceptualized as being the sum of  

beliefs. Beliefs might be very specific, whereas attitude is broader. Therefore 

looking into one specific belief might not reveal much, but summing up to the 
attitude might reveal more of the general behavior.  

Attitude is a complicated factor in predicting behavior. IS research is quite 
largely basing on TRA and TPB where attitude is a key construct in predicting 

behavior. Although TRA and TPB are from the cognitive school of thought in 

the field of social psychology, other theorists in the same field see things 
differently. It is not even agreed on how attitude should be defined let alone 

how it affects actual behavior. Mittal (1988) summed up that behavior is 
traditionally seen as a function of attitudes in the field of psychology. 

According to one of the most known definitions (by Allport 1954) attitude is a 

learned  tendency  to  think,  feel  and  behave  in  a  certain  way  towards  a
particular object (Erwin 2001). Thus by definition it would involve 

information concerning the object; emotions towards it, as well as behavior. 

Although some schools of thought do have very contradictory views on how 
much attitudes actually predict behavior (Cacioppo et al. 1981; Erwin 2001), 

attitude is quite generally seen as a person’s state of mind towards the object, 

for example certain IS application.  

The TRA and TPB models (Ajzen 1988) thus perceive attitude to be one of the 

major antecedents for behavioral intention. Also the research tradition in the 
field of information systems science builds its models on this general 

assumption. Still it is worth noting that started with TAM, the attitude is 

quite often substituted with specific beliefs. In the context of TAM attitude is 
substituted  with  ease  of  use  and  usefulness,  which  directly  makes  it  more  

context dependent. Still the basic mechanism of the decision making process 

is similar to TRA and TPB. However, it is worth noting that leaving attitude 
out of the model and substituting it with two specific beliefs makes the model 

very context specific. In TRA and TPB the beliefs are very specific, which 

creates the more general attitude towards the behavior in question. 
Substituting the general belief with only two specific beliefs violates the 

generalizability and predictive power of the theory. Therefore, to increase its 
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power, new context specific attributes need to be added every time the 
context changes. As attitude rather than specific beliefs is central in the 

original theories, we preferred to keep that in the model. Thus the central 

assumption is that attitude is the main antecedent of behavioral intention. 

H1: Attitude determines intention. 

Thus, attitude is hypothesized to lead to behavioral intentions. When 

proceeding from behavioral intention to actual behavior, intention becomes 

the key construct. 

2.2. Intention 

Even as behavioral intention refers to whether one plans to conduct certain 
action,  as  a  concept  it  is  separate  from  actual  behavior.  It  is  quite  often  

assumed that as one intends to conduct certain behavior it automatically 

leads to particular behavior. TRA fully assumed intention to lead to behavior, 
but it was noted in TPB that in some cases there might be other factors that 

prevent the intention from actualizing. Therefore perceived behavioral 
control was added to affect not only intention but also the actual behavior. It 

was also noted in these models that for example the specificity of the intended 

behavior as well as the time period between the intention and the behavior 
might decrease the likelihood of the intention to actualize. (Ajzen 1988; 1991) 

Nevertheless, the link from intentions to behavior is generally adapted and 
redeveloped in IS field. Regardless of the fact that intentions are not always 

actualized, several researchers consider it so minor a detail, that the adoption 

models quite often focus only on the antecedents of intentions and leave the 
link of intentions and behavior beyond consideration (in e.g. Bhattacherjee 

2001;  Gefen  2003;  Angst  and  Agarwal  2009).  One  of  the  reasons  might  of  

course be not considering it irrelevant but rather the limited ability to go back 
and collect data on actualized behavior. Following the general belief of 

intentions leading to behavior the second hypothesis tests this assumption of 

behavioral intention being the direct antecedent of actual behavior. 

H2: Intention determines overt behavior. 

Although these two hypotheses are well established in prior research, there 

are also clear shortcomings in these hypotheses. These assumptions build on 

cognitive school of thought: that people receive information, learn, evaluate 
the new knowledge and modify their future behavior based on that. Therefore 

the theoretical stream is limited to deliberate decision situations. There are 

also other viewpoints that take into account also the subconsciousness or the 
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behavior that occurs without careful consideration. Quite a large proportion 
of our behavior and adoption situations might occur without careful 

deliberation and planned behavior. Having the basis on the cognitive thinking 

excludes the adoption situations that do not involve planned behavior. For 
example the Elaboration Likelihood Model (Petty and Cacioppo 1996), notes 

that in addition to the cognitive information processing, there might also be a 

so called “peripheral route” through which the information passes when the 
motivation or ability for explicit information processing is weakened. 

2.3. Behavior 

In addition to these, the IS applied models contain another major problem 

that relates more to research practice. As mentioned, several research 

projects concentrate on antecedents of intention, excluding the overt 
behavior from the research model (e.g. Bhattacherjee 2001; Gefen 2003). In 

these, it is possible that intention and behavior are implicitly assumed to be 

equal, and therefore behavior is not measured separately in data collection. In 
some cases it  might be excluded purely due to practical  reasons.  Measuring 

both intention and behavior would require repetition in data collection. After 
measuring the intentions, the researchers would need to go back after a 

certain period of time and collect the data of the actual behavior. This 

requires more time and effort and in some cases might even be impossible. 
Regardless of the reason, it is possible that in the cases where intention and 

behavior would not match, this type of adoption research concentrating on 

antecedents of intention is not actually research on IS adoption but only on 
intentions. The whole adoption process chain until the actualized behavior 

would need to be taken into consideration. Therefore we perceive also the 

execution of the actual behavior rather than only behavioral intention as 
being of key importance in this study. 

2.4. Prior behavior vs. habit 

Not all research relies on the predictive power of intention alone. Some of it 

also looks into other explanatory variables when predicting overt behavior. In 

some fields of research there is strong evidence that prior behavior or habit is 
a better predictor of future behavior than intention (e.g. Wittenbraker et al. 

1983; Trafimow and Borrie 1999). Quite often following habits is similar to 

doing nothing, thus maintaining the status quo. Maintaining the status quo 
might not be resisting the specific adoption situation because of its quality or 

features but simply because it means making no changes and therefore no 

effort. (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988; Kim and Kankanhalli 2009) To 
change the status quo there should be a clear reason for that. 
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In  the  field  of  IS,  habit  has  risen  as  the  most  important  competitor  to
intention when predicting behavior. This seems very simple: future behavior 

is predicted by prior behavior as people like to keep things as they are. In IS, 

habit has been modeled as a moderator or substitute to intention or its 
antecedent in several research models (Gefen 2003; Kim and Malhotra 

2005b; 2005a; Limayem et al. 2007; Limayem and Cheung 2008). The 

authors do not yet share a common agreement on how the habit impacts the 
behavior: as a moderator or direct effect and on intention or behavior. Yet it 

seems  that  some  authors  still  agree  on  that  TAM  based  modeling  is  more  

proper for initial adoption than continuance, as these are different types of 
adoption situations: in initial adoption the consumer does not have prior 

experience on particular IS, unlike in continuance decision, where first-hand 
experience and thus satisfaction plays an important role. (Bhattacherjee 

2001; Limayem et al. 2007; Limayem and Cheung 2008)  

Habit is a complex concept to define. Limayem et al. (2007) define habit as 

the extent to which people tend to perform behavior automatically because 
of learning (p.  705).  Verplanken  and  Orbell  (2003)  have  the  same  idea  as  
they define that habits are learned sequences of acts. These acts have become 

automatic  responses  to  specific  cues.  It  is  hard  for  an  outside  observer  to  

claim at what point one’s behavior is automatic. Typically this requires 
repeating the behavior. This also excludes deliberation. The so called habits 

are  found  to  be  very  context  dependent,  and  therefore  changes  in  habit

related circumstances might also change the habits (Wood et al. 2005). It 
seems that habit is often treated in research as a synonym to prior behavior 

that has occurred several times (e.g. in Kim and Malhotra 2005b). 

The definitions of habit seem to include tautological reasoning: habit is 

learned and repeated behavior and people tend to follow their habits because 

they are habits. In this study we use simply the prior behavior, as we discuss 
its impact on attitude, intention and behavior. This construct of prior 

behavior is in some cases close or identical to habits. Still it discharges us 

from the liability of knowing whether the behavior is automatic or without 
consciousness.  

It is suggested that prior behavior determines attitudes as people seek to find 
consistency between behavior and attitudes. In general people like to think of 

themselves as behaving consistently with their attitudes and values (Cialdini 
1988). For example Trafimow and Borrie (1999) discussed the attitude-

change hypothesis based on the theory of cognitive dissonance (Festinger 

1957; 1964). In this Trafimow and Borrie (1999) explain that people face an 
unpleasant mental state of dissonance if their behavior and attitudes do not 
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match. This can cause an attitude change in an attempt to reduce dissonance, 
and find the preferred consistency between behavior and attitude. Thus 

seeking for the pleasant state of consonance, people tend to change their 

attitudes to match with their behavior. The classical theory of self-perception 
(Bem 1967) explains this phenomenon from a behavioral perspective: people 

draw conclusions on their attitudes by observing their own behavior. As one 

finds him or herself doing something one concludes that he or she must like 
it. The same way we make conclusions on others’ attitudes: by viewing their 

behavior. Therefore it is hypothesized based on prior research that prior 

behavior might determine future attitude. 

H3: Prior behavior determines attitude. 

It is found that prior behavior increases the likelihood of future intentions 

(Trafimow and Borrie 1999). This is also demonstrated in IS context (Gefen 
2003), when habit was found to impact the intention. This might be 

explained in the same way as in the context of attitudes: people prefer to find 

consistency in their behavior as it is generally valued (Cialdini 1988),  and 
thus intend to follow their prior behavior. It could also be because intending 

to continue prior behavior does not require putting the effort of considering 

the intentions repeatedly, but enabling people to use their effort on 
something more important. 

H4: Prior behavior determines intention. 

As mentioned, authors have not fully agreed on the influence mechanism of 

habit or prior behavior. For example Kim and Malhotra (2005b) found that as 
prior use is added to intention, the predictive power increases. Also Limayem 

and Cheung (2008) found that the predictive power of intention is affected by 

habit and therefore intention should not be considered as the only predictor 
of behavior. Therefore it seems valid to test also the moderator effect of prior 

behavior in the intention-behavior equation. 

H5: Prior behavior moderates the relationship between intention and overt 
behavior. 

Finally, habit or prior use has been found to be a better predictor of behavior 

than intention alone in several researches (in different contexts e.g. 

Wittenbraker et al. 1983; Chaudhuri 2001; Kim and Malhotra 2005a; 2005b). 
Therefore, the direct effect of prior behavior on overt behavior is 

hypothesized. 

H6: Prior behavior determines overt behavior. 
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2.5. Cognitive explanations for unintentional behavior 

There are also some findings suggesting that intentions do not always 

actualize. An often and well grounded explanation for this is perceived 
behavioral  control  (Ajzen  1988;  1991).  In  addition,  it  is  noted  that  people  

might show change resistance, where two main effects are the degree of 

change required and the level of conflict with the consumer’s belief structures 
(Kleijnen et al. 2009). In other words, this implies that compatibility with 

current systems may impact the behavior. Thirdly, implementation intentions 

are  suggested  (Ajzen  2002)  to  impact  the  actualization  of  intentions.  In  the  
next  sections  we  will  shortly  describe  how  and  why  these  may  lead  to  

unintentional behavior. 

2.5.1 Perceived behavioral control 

Perceived behavioral control is well established within Theory of Planned 
Behavior (TPB) (Ajzen 1988; 1991). Ajzen (1988, p. 132) defines the degree of 

perceived behavioral control as “the perceived ease or difficulty of performing 

the  behavior  and  it  is  assumed  to  reflect  past  experiences  as  well  as  
anticipated impediments and obstacles”. Within TPB, perceived behavioral 

control has an effect on behavior both through intention and directly. Thus 

perceived behavioral control is assumed to impact the degree of intentions. 
The more control one perceives over the behavior i.e. the more realistic one 

perceives it, the stronger the intention. In addition to this, perceived 
behavioral control impacts the behavior directly. This implies that even if 

intention to behave is formed, the perceived behavioral control may hinder it. 

Basis for this rationalization is found also from Bandura’s (1977; 1982; 1993) 
concept self efficacy, which is very close to the idea of perceived behavioral 

control. Self efficacy means peoples’ evaluation of their capability of executing 

a certain action. As Bandura (1982) notes, acting on misjudgments of 
personal efficacy can produce unfavorable consequences. Therefore, along 

with environmental settings, judgments of self efficacy, accurate or faulty, 

influence our choices of activities. We assume that one of the reasons for 
possible behavior that is inconsistent with intentions might be the degree of 

perceived behavioral control. 

2.5.2 Compatibility 

Indeed Kleijnen (2009) presents that the two main factors impacting 
resistance are the degree of change required and the level of conflict with the 

consumer’s belief structures. Therefore we rationalize that compatibility of 

the intended behavior and the current system might contribute to failed 
intentions. Compatibility is also one of the constructs explaining adoption 
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within the diffusion of innovations theory (Rogers 2003). Rogers (2003, p. 
240) defines compatibility as “the degree to which an innovation is perceived

as consistent with the existing values, past experiences, and needs of potential

adopters”. If one intends to perform behavior which is not compatible with
the current systems, one might fail in actualizing the intentions. We therefore

assume that one of the reasons for possible behavior that is inconsistent with

intentions might be the degree of perceived compatibility of the intended
behavior and the prior behavior.

2.5.3 Implementation intentions 

Ajzen (2002) discusses implementation intentions, referring to specific plans 

of how, when and where to execute the intended behavior. The idea is that if 
these plans are not created, the intentions might actualize less likely. An early 

empirical account about the importance of implementation intentions comes 

from Levanthal and his associates (1965). Implementation plans are 
especially important when the intentions are poorly specified or they can be 

acted  on  in  different  ways.  Such  plans  have  been  found  to  act  as  a  self-
regulatory tool that enables overcoming of typical obstacles in executing 

behavioral intentions (Gollwitzer and Brandstätter 1997). Implementation 

intentions act effectively because their forming allows the person to pass the 
control of the particular behavior to the environmental cues that are 

incorporated in the implementation intention (Gollwitzer 1999; Sheeran and 

Orbell 1999). Such cues could also otherwise have strong impact on our 
behavior. According to Bargh (1982) self-relevant information appearing 

from the environment can activate internal memory representations without 

one’s conscious awareness. He (1984)  presents a possibility that our social 
behavior and cognition are directly controlled by the environment. This 

means that the environment may automatically activate the internal memory 

representations influencing our acts (Bargh 1990). Simply put this means that 
by forming the implementation intention one mentally links the behavior 

with the environmental cue. As the cue appears it activates the related 

behavior, and execution of specific plans is more likely to occur. Therefore we 
assume that one of the reasons for possible behavior that is inconsistent with 

intentions might be lack of implementation intentions. 

2.6. Summary of theoretical basis and research model 

To summarize, there are roughly two competing views in IS to predict overt 

behavior, the first one being based on traditional deliberation model and 
planned behavior and the other one putting emphasis on habit and prior 

behavior. Our research model incorporates both views to see which one is a 
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better predictor in consumer context. More specifically we test the model in 
the context of e-invoicing offered to consumers. The research model is 

presented in the following figure. 

Figure 1 Research model 

The hypotheses are tested with SEM. However, the external factors and the 

adaptive nature of human behavior are not included in the testable research 
model. This is because the factors affecting our adaptive and unique behavior 

cannot be measured within a survey. We feel that it necessitates more in-

depth data. Therefore the potential cognitive explanations for unintentional 
behavior were studied with open-ended questions in the end of the survey. A 

separate qualitative data analysis was performed to this data. Next we will 

present and discuss our empirical setting. 

3. Methodology

The empirical investigation for the partial adoption phenomenon consists of 

two parts. The data was collected through a web survey. The first part consists 

of  the  survey  items  analyzed  through  SEM.  The  second  part  consists  of  the  
open-ended questions in the survey. 

3.1. Context and participants 

In this research, e-invoicing offered to consumers was chosen as the context. 

The majority of active consumers in Finland have their own electronic 

banking accounts that can be used to manage personal finances including 
settling of payments. Currently most invoices are received through mail in 

print. Consumers log in to their personal e-bank accounts and type in the 
invoice details, such as the index number of the invoice and the amount of 

payment.  
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All consumers who use e-banking can receive e-invoices. They are sent 
directly  to the personal  e-bank accounts,  where the consumer can check the 

invoice and accept it for payment. The major benefit over the printed invoice 

is that no payment information needs to be manually typed in, and the paid 
invoices are automatically archived in one’s personal e-banking account. Also, 

e-invoices are delivered faster to the customer than traditional invoices,

which in some cases means longer payment time for the consumer.

The participants in our study came from the consumer panel of the National 

Consumer Research Centre in Finland. The consumer panel consists of 
consumers who have voluntarily joined it, and it is used for consumer 

research purposes by the Research Centre. The membership of the panel 

follows the central demographics of the whole population, although some 
other non-specific differences may exist. For example, the panelist may be in 

general more interested in research and consumer related issues than the 
average consumer. At the moment of data collection 758 of the members of 

the consumer panel had an e-mail address. We randomly sampled half of 

them, i.e. 379 participants for our study. We e-mailed a link to our web survey 
to the participants in June 2008.  We repeated the survey in December with 

some additional questions to measure changes in the participants’ e-invoice 

behavior. Altogether 303 individuals responded to our questionnaires in one 
or both of the two rounds. 125 responded in both rounds and were utilized in 

data the analysis. Due to missing data in some of the items used, the total 

effective sample size for our SEM analysis was 117. For the second part of the 
data analysis we identified the participants whose intention and behavior did 

not match. 

3.2. Part I method 

The data analysis method for the first data part was Structural Equation 

Modeling  (SEM)  using  LISREL8.53  (Jöreskog  and  Dag  1993;
Diamantopoulos and Siguaw 2008). To test the research model attitude, 

intention, behavior, and prior behavior were each measured separately, overt 

behavior being the dependent variable while attitude, intention and habit 
remained independent variables. 

Dependent variable: overt behavior 

Although overt behavior is the crucial part of the whole behavioral equation, 

several researches exclude it. Sometimes it might be impossible to collect a 
second round of the data, and therefore only sometimes the antecedents of 

intention are looked into. 
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Overt behavior means the actually occurred behavior and is thus different 
from planned behavior or intentions. Overt behavior is most reliably 

measured by observation. Due to practical reasons, when overt behavior is 

included in a research model as a measurable variable, it is often measured by 
self  reports  (e.g.  Limayem  et  al.  2007;  Limayem  and  Cheung  2008;

Venkatesh et al. 2008). In this study overt behavior is also determined if the 

subjects have claimed to have used the application. Thus, behavior was 
measured in the second round questionnaire by asking how many percent of 

invoices the respondents receive as e-invoices. 

Independent variables: attitude, intention, and prior behavior 

Attitude, being theoretically  conceptualized as a  sum of  specific  beliefs,  was 
measured by using a multi-item measure, each statement measured by seven-

step Osgood scales,  with only the end point  values of  totally  agree to totally  
disagree. The attitude measure contained 7 statements: “ I am sure that..:”. 

These are presented in the following table. 

Table 1 Attitude measure in the survey 

ATTA ...using e-invoice is useful for me 

ATTB  ...using e-invoice is easy for me 

ATTC  ...e-invoice will help me to control my invoicing 

ATTD …e-invoice is well compatible with my invoicing habits 

ATTE  ...using e-invoice will not cause me problems 

ATTF  ...e-invoice is an ecological option 

ATTG ...e-invoice is the cheapest mean for me to pay my invoices 

Behavioral intention was measured by asking the respondents to estimate the 

likelihood that he or she will use the e-invoicing within next six months. This 

was asked using two questions, the first question asking the response on scale 
1 to 7 and the second question asking the respondents to estimate the 

percentage of the likelihood. Kim and Malhotra (2005b) found in their study 

that a measure of continuous-open approach, where respondents were asked 
to enter the estimated number, was a more robust measure than continuous-

closed method, where respondents were given categories from which to 
choose. According to this, having the respondents choose the percentage to 

an open question should be a  better  measure than the 1  to 7  scale  question.  

However,  we  decided  to  include  both  to  be  able  to  evaluate  if  that  makes  a  
difference in results. 

To test the effect of prior behavior the first round questionnaire also involved 
a question of how many percent of invoices the respondents receive as e-
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invoices. By using this type of measure instead of just whether the 
respondents used e-invoicing or not, we were able to also track whether the 

amount of receiving e-invoices had dramatically changed. As mentioned, the 

definition of habit as the extent to which people tend to perform behavior 
automatically because of learning (Limayem  et  al.  2007  p.  705)  is  quite

complex. Measuring whether behavior is automatic and due to learning is 

impossible  in  this  type  of  research,  and  therefore  we  had  to  simplify  the
measurement to the extent of prior use. 

3.3. Part II method 

The aim of the second part of the empirical analysis was to find explanations 

to supplement the findings from the first part. The survey involved questions 

concerning consumers’ use of different means of payment to identify the 
intensity of e-invoice usage in both data collection rounds. At the end there 

were open questions concerning the participants’ thoughts about their 

adoption behavior. The answers to the open questions were analyzed to find 
explanations for their behavior. As mentioned the answers were analyzed 

from 36 participants whose intentions and behavior were inconsistent within 
the 6 months (the period between the two data collection rounds). 

4. Results

4.1. Part I analysis and findings 

Measurement Model 

The measurement model is generally evaluated through convergent validity 
and discriminant validity. Convergent validity is assessed through evaluating 

the factor loadings.  A guideline is  that  loadings should be minimum of  0.50 

but preferably more than 0.70, variance-extracted measures should equal or 
exceed 0.50 while again 0.70 is the threshold for reliability. For discriminant 

validity, correlations are typically presented. Each item within a construct 

should correlate strongly with each other. (Hair et al. 2006)  

In the research model, direct effects of attitude to intention (H1), intention to 
behavior (H2),  and  prior  behavior  to  attitude  (H3), intention (H4) and 

behavior (H6) were hypothesized. In addition, prior behavior was 

hypothesized to act as a moderator between intention and behavior (H5). The 
measure of attitude is a latent variable measured with multiple items, thus 

the convergent and discriminant validity should be assessed for this 

construct. The other constructs use single-item measures in the final research 
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model. Thus the tests for convergent and discriminant validity are established 
only for attitude measure. 

Firstly, the measure of attitude was assessed using confirmatory factor 
analysis  (CFA)  by  LISREL8.53  (Jöreskog  and  Dag  1993).  Originally  7  items  

were used in attitude. After CFA the model needed improvement (Chi-

Square=74.65, df=14, P-value=0.000, RMSEA=0.194). First we looked at the 
modification indices that clearly suggested eliminating two items, and based 

on the loadings, also a third one was eliminated. Thus, original items ATTB, 

ATTE, ATTF were eliminated. These modifications clearly improved the 
model fit. For this four item (ATTA, ATTC, ATTD, ATTG) measurement 

model: Chi-Square=5.11, df=2, P-value=0.078, RMSEA=0.116. P-value is 

usually set to 0.05 and with 2 degrees of freedom. Since the critical value of 
Chi-Square at 5% is 5.99, Chi-Square value of 5.11 is non-significant. Based 

on the Chi-Square value we can accept the null hypothesis that there is no 
difference between the patterns of our model and the data, and therefore the 

data fits the model. (Diamantopoulos and Siguaw 2008) Thus four items 

were retained for attitude.  

The measurement equations for attitude are:  

ATTA = 1.000*Attitude, Errorvar. = 0.506, R2 = 0.832 
(0.107) 
4.749  

ATTC = 1.072*Attitude, Errorvar. = 0.438, R2 = 0.868 
(0.0668) (0.110) 
16.058 3.965 

ATTD = 0.876*Attitude, Errorvar. = 1.122, R2 = 0.632 
(0.0758) (0.167) 
11.552 6.719 

ATTG = 0.931*Attitude, Errorvar. = 1.147, R2 = 0.655 
(0.0778) (0.173) 
11.965 6.619 

To evaluate the convergent validity, the factor loadings are presented in table 
2, along with the Cronbach’s alpha. It is found that all the factor loadings 

exceed the required minimum. In addition, AVE was 0.77 also exceeding the 

suggested threshold. Composite Reliability was 0.93. 
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Table 2 Factor loadings and Cronbach’s alpha for attitude 

Item Factor loading
ATT1 0.93
ATT2 0.90
ATT3 0.84
ATT4 0.84
Cronbach's 0.90

To demonstrate discriminant validity, table 3 provides the correlations. These 
are reported between each of the items measuring attitude. 

Table 3 Correlations of attitude construct 

ATTA ATTC ATTD ATTG
ATTA 1.000 0.844 0.753 0.733
ATTC 0.844 1.000 0.737 0.774
ATTD 0.753 0.737 1.000 0.593
ATTG 0.733 0.774 0.593 1.000

Intention, prior behavior and behavior were measured using single items. In 
this study the moderator effect was tested using the residual-centered 

interaction term, created by regression analysis in SPSS. To test the model we 

needed to decrease the amount of parameters to be estimated, which we did 
by estimating the error terms for single item measures. To calculate the error 

terms  we  followed  what  Jöreskog  and  Dag  (1993)  suggest:  estimating  the  

error variance to be 15%. It is more reasonable to assume some measurement 
error than no measurement error at  all,  and thus 15% of  error variance was 

calculated in the model for intention, behavior and prior behavior items as 

well as for the moderator term.  

Test of Research Model and Hypotheses 

The Structural Equation Modeling technique and LISREL8.53 was used 

(Jöreskog  and  Dag  1993)  to  test  the  research  model.  Following  the  basic  
model of Ajzen and Fishbein (e.g. Ajzen 1988), we first tested our research 

model in its simpler form, containing only paths from attitude to intention 
(H1) and intention to behavior (H2). In this, intention was measured in 

percentages. The model fit was good and the path estimates were significant, 

which is shown in the following table. 
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Table 4 The path estimates for attitude and intention 

Hypothesis Standardized path estimate T-value

H1: Attitude to Intention 0.60 6.56 

H2: Intention to behavior 0.36 3.10 

The model showed that when other variables are not included the paths from 

attitude to intention and finally to behavior are valid as in previous research. 

Attitude explains 35.5% of the variance in intention, but intention explains 
only 10.5% of the variance in overt behavior. The structural equations are as 

follows: 

Intention = 12.097*Attitude, Errorvar. = 674.076, R2 = 0.355 
(1.843) (115.849)  
6.563 5.819 

Behavior = 0.081*Intention, Errorvar. = 57,611, R2 = 0.105 
(0.026) (9.201) 
3.103 6.261 

After this we tested the research model including prior behavior. The research 

model  was  first  tested  without  the  moderator  (H5). Intention was still 

measured as likelihood in percentages, showing a very good model fit: Chi-
Square=13.95, df=12, P-value=0.304, RMSEA=0.037. Also NFI, NNFI, CFI, 

GFI, and AGFI were all clearly above 0.9, indicating good fit. However, after 

including prior behavior in the model, the path from intention to behavior 
was no longer significant (0.05, T-value=0.36). Although, the continuous-

open response is assumed to be a more robust measure (Kim and Malhotra 

2005b), we also tested the model with intention measured by the likelihood 
of  using  e-invoicing  in  a  scale  from  1  to  7.  We  wanted  to  see  if  this  change  

would change the model fit or improve the significance of the path from 

intention to behavior. The change showed about the same kind of estimates 
and t-values, thus showing no difference in the relationships between the 

variables but a very small deterioration in model fit (Chi-Square=14.3, df=12, 

P-value=0.282, RMSEA=0.041). For this reason we decided to keep the
previous model, with intention measured in percentages. Within the model,

all path estimates were high and significant except for the path from intention
to behavior (0.05, T-value=0.36).

To test the moderator effect (H5), we added the moderator term to the model. 
When adding the moderator term, there were signs of overfitting (Chi-

Square=17.06, df=17, P-value=0.45036, RMSEA=0.005). Also, the path from 

the moderator term showed a loading of only 0.03 with a non-significant T-

Chi-Square=11.07, df=9, P-value=0.271, RMSEA=0.045 
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value of 0.30. Therefore, when looking into all hypothesized relationships, all 
path estimates were high and significant except for the path from intention to 

behavior and the moderator effect. Thus hypotheses H1, H3, H4, and H6 were 

accepted, whereas hypotheses H2 and H5 were rejected. When these rejected 
paths are left out of the final model, significant path estimates and very good 

model fit were still observed, as shown in the following table 5 and figure 2.  

Table 5 The path estimates for research model 

The correlations between the variables are shown in the following table. 

Table 6 Correlations matrix 

Attitude Intention Behavior Prior behavior 

Attitude 1.000 

Intention 0.595 1.000 

Behavior 0.191 0.295 1.000 

Prior behavior 0.364 0.563 0.524 1.000 

The model shows that prior behavior alone is a better predictor for behavior 

than intention. Prior behavior explains 27.5% of the variance in behavior, 

whereas  in  the  simpler  model  10.5%  of  the  variance  was  explained  by
intention. Also, 49.2% of the variance in intention is explained by attitude 

and prior behavior, and 13.3% of the variance in attitude is explained by prior 

behavior. The exact structural equations are: 

Attitude = 0.0612*PriorBeh, Errorvar. = 2.204, R2 = 0.133 
(0.0167) (0.356) 
3.670 6.189 

Intention = 9.117*Attitude + 1.362*PriorBeh, Errorvar. = 530.992, R2 = 0.492 
(1.838) (0.318) (99.491) 
4.959 4.278 5.337 

Behavior = 0.444*PriorBeh, Errorvar. = 46,688, R2 = 0.275 
(0.083) (8.007) 
5.350 5.831 

Hypothesis Standardized path estimate T-value 

H1: Attitude to Intention 0.45 4.96 

H3: prior behavior to Attitude 0.36 3.67 

H4: prior behavior to Intention 0.40 4.28 

H6: prior behavior to later Behavior 0.52 5.35 

Chi-Square=14.06, df=13, P-value=0.369, RMSEA=0.027 
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Our results clearly support the notion that prior behavior has a direct impact 
on attitude, intention, and most of all, on actual behavior. As hypothesized, 

attitude is a determinant of intention, although intention is not found to be a 

significant determinant of actual overt behavior. The findings are illustrated 
in the following figure. 

Figure 2 Findings (Standardized Solution) 

4.2. Part II analysis and findings 

The participants were inconsistent in their intentions and behavior in two 
ways: either showing no intention but then actually using e-invoice or 

intending to use it but failing to actualize the intentions. A clear majority 
(29/36) of these were intending to use e-invoice but had failed to actualize 

the intentions. Only 7 had not intended to use e-invoicing but had still used it. 

Thus it is clearly more common to fail in actualizing intentions. These groups 
are now discussed separately, starting with those who originally showed no 

adoption intentions. 

For those who had not intended to use e-invoice but had done so, external 

factors played a major role. The participants raised up two reasons for this 

behavior: price and offering. Price aspect means that an issuer had informed 
the consumer that in the future they would charge a small fee for paper 

invoices. In order to avoid paying the extra costs, the consumers decided to 

take e-invoice into use from the particular issuer. Offering refers to active 
initiative from the issuer: “the issuer has offered that, and the adoption was 
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easy  in  my  e-bank” R213. Therefore, as the actual adoption situation was 
made easy, the consumer decided to take e-invoice into use, although there 

was no strong intention beforehand. 

The other group, those who had intended to adopt but had failed to actualize 

the intentions, two participants mentioned that they were not always 

connected to internet or e-bank, preventing their use. In addition, four 
groups of explanations were identified. These reasons are summarized in the 

following table. The first two columns specify the number of participants 

identified mentioning the particular category of reasons. The third and fourth 
columns specify the sub categories and numbers of participants in each of 

them. The last column presents examples from the participants. Note that 

some participants mentioned several different reasons whereas some did not 
really address the questions, thus the number of identified mentions in each 

category is different from the total number of participants. 

Table 7 Summary of part II findings 

Category n= Subcategory n= Example 

1 Lack of 
implementation 
intention 

15 1.1 Has not 
been offered 

7 “No one has offered the possibility!” R61 

1.2 Lazy / too 
busy to search 
for information 

5 ”There is no time or energy to learn new 
things at home, my life is so busy already” 
R160 
“I just haven’t got around to do that yet” 
R263 

1.3 Unclarity / 
lack of 
information 

4 ”For example the exiguity of information 
has slowed down my adoption” R208 
”I don’t know enough of the topic” R242 

2 Compatibility 6 ”If I start using e-invoice, I will simply 
forget to pay them… / if I forget to pay them 
it will cost me more than with my current 
system which is almost watertight: I see my 
unpaid invoices every day on the top of my 
computer screen as I stare at this screen” 
R68 

3 Perceived 
behavioral control 

5 3.1 Technical 
difficulties / 
unstable in use 

3 “It increases the risk of issuers’, 
bureaucracy’s and banks’ malpractice, as 
well as technical risks of malfunction or 
terror” R365 

3.2 Adoption 
process 
perceived 
difficult 

2 “Too complicated start-up situation” R289 

4 Habit 3 4.1 No need to 
change 

2 ”Direct debit and using e-bank as it is have 
fulfilled my invoicing needs” R282 

4.2 Accustomed 
to current 

1 ”Perhaps my own laziness, I’m too lazy to 
change my paying habit. I’m so accustomed 
to the old system” R89 
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The theme most commonly brought up when explaining failure in actualizing 

e-invoice related adoption intentions is the lack of implementation intention

(n=15). This category consists of three different subcategories. Common to all
three is that due to lack of external initiative the participants had not

managed to actualize their original intentions. This indicates that no specific

implementation intentions were developed. The three subcategories are as
follows. First, several (n=7) participants explained that no one had really

offered e-invoicing to them. Thus, they expected that starting using e-

invoicing was the issuer’s responsibility. For the second subcategory, it was
mentioned several times (n=5) that the participant was too lazy or busy to put

the effort in searching for the needed information. Third, unclarity or lack of

necessary information (n=4) was claimed to contribute to non adoption. This
category emphasizes that although one had the intention to start using e-

invoices, a lack of necessary information related to the adoption contributed
to failed intentions. Thus for these participants to have actualized the

adoption intentions, the issuer ought to have taken responsibility. This means

that although the participants had stated an adoption intention, they had not
formed clear implementation intentions with specific plans of how, when and

where to adopt. The information was missing. There was no time or

willingness to invest effort in finding out the information by oneself. Finally,
the issuers were blamed by stating that the intention had not actualized

because no one had offered e-invoice to them.

The second theme (mentioned by 6) is about compatibility issues. The 

participants mentioned that e-invoice does not fit into their current invoicing 

system. This was justified by for example explaining that receiving invoices in 
an electronic format would result in forgetting to pay them. The participants 

describe having created a suitable paying system that was working for them. 

Adopting e-invoice would require changes in their paying systems. 

The third category (n=5) was perceived behavioral control. The two 

subcategories under this theme shared the participant being worried about 
potential problems. These problems were perceived of being out of the 

participant’s control. This perceived behavioral control was divided into two 

subcategories. Within the first subcategory (n=3) the participants were 
suspecting that there could be technical or other problems within the system, 

so they assumed that it could be technically unstable or insecure. Also it was 
perceived that e-invoice grants less control for the consumer making it 

difficult to ascertain that there is no malpractice occurring from the service 

providers, issuers, banks or other parties. In the second subcategory (n=2) 
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difficulty of the adoption process was mentioned. This refers to considering 
the actual adoption situation to be difficult and not under the direct control of 

the consumer. Perhaps these two had tried to adopt or at least sought for the 

information. 

We defined the last category (n=3) as being related to habits. Two stated no 

need for e-invoice as the current system satisfies the invoicing needs and one 
stated being so accustomed to the current habit  and thus unwilling to make 

changes. These explanations emphasizing the current paying habit indicates 

some type of habituation in invoicing. In these habit is not more specifically 
defined. Rather the answers refer to behavior that is within one’s comfort 

zone. Thus the participants are comfortable with, accustomed to, or satisfied 

with the current habit and do not want to invest effort in changing the status 
quo.   It  is  noteworthy  that  regardless  of  this  comfort  zone  of  current  habit,  

these participants stated an adoption intention in the first round of the data 
collection.  Therefore,  they  did  intend  to  use  e-invoice  but  when  failing  to  

implement the intentions some rationalize having no need for it or being lazy. 

4.3. Summary of findings 

The analysis of the first part of the data suggests that prior behavior has a 

potential to predict ones attitudes towards using a technology, ones intention 
to use it, as well as actual intention. Attitude predicts intention while 

intention fails to strongly predict actual behavior. This finding suggests that 

intention is not enough to predict behavior. Prior behavior, while being a 
stronger predictor, does not provide enough knowledge on the mechanism on 

how it impacts and why intentions failed to actualize for our participants. 

The second part of data analysis looks into the underlying reasons for the 

inconsistency between intentions and behavior as well as the consistency 

between  prior  and  current  behavior.  The  participants  had  four  types  of
reasons explaining why an intended use had not actualized. The first (n=15) 

type is a lack of implementation intentions. This includes lack of information 

and active offering from the service providers. The second (n=6) reason was 
about compatibility with the current way of paying. The third category (n=5) 

was related to perceived behavioral control. Finally, habit (n=3) was 

identified as contributing to failed intentions. It is interesting to note that 
although being satisfied with or skeptical of e-invoicing, all of these 

participants had intended to use e-invoices six months earlier. 

 The first type of reason, i.e. lack of implementation intentions was most 

commonly identified in responses. Thus it seems that a consumer’s intention 
to use e-invoice was conditionally tied to someone offering it. The intention 
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was not tied to a specific plan on executing the intentions i.e. the actual 
implementation intention was missing. 

5. Discussion

When asking consumers about their intentions to use a new technology, the 

intentions might imply a higher adoption rate than reality turns out to be. 
Consumer adoption of new technologies is different from adoption in an 

organizational context. In a consumer context many adoption decisions, such 

as the one concerning e-invoicing are voluntary. 

The analysis suggests that when predicting e-invoicing use, prior behavior is a 

stronger predictor than stated intentions. Simultaneously attitude is found to 
have impact on use intentions. Also, prior use impacts attitudes and 

intentions. Intention was not found to be a significant predictor of a 

consumer’s e-invoice use during the following six month period. This finding 
was followed by a qualitative data analysis on underlying reasons for these 

failed intentions.  

A lack of implementation intentions from the consumer’s part appeared as 

the most often identified explanation behind failed intentions. This indicates 

that consumer intention is still a weak predictor of actual adoption. After an 
implied positive use intention, the consumers expect the e-invoice issuer to 

take the initiative in adoption. Thus the specific plans for implementing the 
use  intention  are  expected  to  be  provided  by  an  external  party,  not  the

consumer himself. This indicates that a positive intention is not yet enough 

when predicting consumer adoption of a new technology. A consumer should 
create an implementation intention in order to actualize the intentions. This 

is in line with what Ajzen (2002) suggested. The specific plans on how, when 

and where to execute the intended behavior increases the probability of 
consistent behavior. In addition to non-adopters indicating lack of 

implementation intentions, this finding was also supported by those few 

participants who did not indicate intention but inconsistently adopted e-
invoicing. They explained that adoption occurred because it was offered. Our 

findings suggest that the e-invoice issuer is in a position to create the 

implementation intentions on behalf of the consumer if they want to increase 
the adoption rates.  

5.1. Theoretical contribution 

For IS researchers, this study contributes by increasing the understanding of 

consumer adoption of new technologies. The low adoption rates can be 

understood better and also improved if the underlying reasons are identified. 
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The IS adoption research should better understand the adaptive and 
environment-dependent nature of adoption behavior.  As this study shows, in 

an  e-invoice  context,  it  is  not  enough  to  evaluate  the  beliefs  or  attitudes  

related to adoption intentions. The actual adoption or more specifically, failed 
adoption could be addressed more thoroughly. This also addresses the 

concern  raised  by  Rogers  (2003),  that  more  should  be  known  about  failed  

adoption, and not just about rapidly diffusing and successful technologies.  
Thus the importance of implementation intentions on actual adoption, as 

demonstrated in this study, could be taken into account in IS adoption 

research. 

5.2. Practical contribution 

For practitioners working with e-invoicing or similar types of applications 
offered to consumers, it is of value to understand the underlying reasons for 

low adoption rates. The findings show that although consumers might 

indicate a positive attitude and usage intention, it may not lead to adoption. 
The main reason behind this inconsistency was implementation intentions. 

The findings clearly suggest that consumer adoption rates could be improved 
by  active  steps  from  the  e-invoice  issuer.  Some  participants  showed  no

adoption intention, but six months later adoption had occurred. This was due 

to the issuer’s active offering of the service. In addition for those who failed to 
actualize their positive usage intention, the most commonly identified 

explanation was lack of implementation intentions. In order to improve the 

adoption rates, the issuers could take a more active role in the adoption 
process. For example, organizations could utilize their current e-invoice users 

by spreading the information. Also, the offering of e-invoice could be made 

more  personal  and  targeted.  Thus,  they  key  is  to  offer  a  practical  and
effortless adoption possibility for the consumers. 

5.3. Limitations and further research 

This study has some limitations. First of all, the specific context – e-invoice – 

does not promise full generalizability to other contexts. Also, the sample was 

drawn from the consumer panel of the National Consumer Research Centre. 
Therefore the participants might be more interested in research and 

consumer issues than an average consumer. However, this choice was made 

to increase the likelihood of an acceptable response rate. The country context 
i.e. Finland may also contribute as a limitation to generalizability. Finland

has some cultural characteristics such as individualist orientation (Hofstede

and Hofstede 2005) which naturally reinforces certain behavior. In fact Yoon
(2009) found that  some of  the cultural  values have moderate impact  on,  for
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example, the relationships between ease of use or usefulness and intention. 
Thus it is possible that cultural characteristics can cause bias in this study. 

Finally, as mentioned, 36 participants were identified having behaved 

inconsistently between the first and second rounds of data collection. It is 
possible that with a larger sample some other reasons could have been 

identified. Still we believe that the clear majority indicating lack of 

implementation intentions as a reason for inconsistent behavior is enough to 
show its importance in adoption behavior. To further investigate the topic, 

these limitations could be overcome.  The research setting could be repeated 

in the context of another application, another consumer group, and in 
another country. 
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Abstract 
Partial adoption means that a perfect substitute 

fails to completely replace the older technologies in 
one’s personal use even though it is judged the 
superior alternative. The assumption is that 
consumers choose to only use the superior 
alternative, yet, we often observe coexistence of old 
and new technologies. The contribution of this paper 
is to offer insights to the phenomenon of partial 
adoption: a little investigated and thus a quite new 
phenomenon within IS research. Our empirical 
findings suggest that positive attitude toward 
adoption, and intention to adopt, are not sufficient 
drivers of full adoption. Consumers do not generalize 
the positive experiences related to the partially 
adopted technology to all use situations. Rather, they 
think that the service provider should be active and 
instruct them how, when, and where to change their 
behavior. Thus, consumers expect the service 
providers to take the responsibility of the adoption. 

1. Introduction

Partial adoption refers to a situation where an
innovation takes over only some of the uses of its 
predecessor leaving the adopter with multiple perfect 
substitutes in use. Adoption decisions do not always 
generalize beyond their context to all the possible 
uses of the technology. Due to partial adoption, use 
rate and market share of an innovation may remain 
below 100 per cent even after all potential adopters 
have put it to use. Partial adoption and coexistence of 
emerging and established systems is often reasonable 
as the new system may not fully fill the needs related 
to the old system. For example, the popularity of 
Facebook has not eliminated the previous means of 
keeping in contact with one’s friends. We still use 
previous means, for example, calling our friends. 

Still, for some new technologies full adoption 
would seem reasonable. This is particularly the case 
with perfect substitutes. E-invoice, offered to 
consumers, is an example. Full adoption of e-invoice 
would mean that the consumer changes all his 
invoices to electronic form as e-invoice is a digital 

equivalent of the conventional printed invoice. This 
is also the wish of many banks and issuers; diffusion 
of consumer e-invoice translates directly to savings in 
invoice handling costs. It has been estimated that e-
invoices would enable 80% cost savings in invoicing 
within Europe: € 300 billion annual savings [1]. 

Rogers [2] suggests that innovations made 
available for trial are adopted more rapidly. In fact 
one of the key technology characteristics, presented 
as an antecedent for full adoption decision in the 
diffusion of innovations theory is trialability.  

IS usage research suggests that initial adoption 
and continued use of IT have different antecedents. 
Continued use is more controlled by satisfaction 
rather than careful re-evaluation of adoption related 
beliefs [3-5]. Therefore, after initial adoption and the 
following positive attitude or satisfaction, one is 
expected to move to full adoption, if the initial 
adoption decision did not already result in full 
replacement of the previous means. This thinking is 
reflected in the recent reports that have documented 
the effects of habit as a factor of IT usage or use 
intention [4-9].In reality, we often observe consumer 
behavior falling short of full adoption. The adoption 
situation itself, i.e. factors external to the adopter and 
the innovation, is suggested to impact the actual 
adoption, sometimes even violating attitude towards 
adoption and the behavioral intentions. The impact of 
external factors is already noted in the of Theory of 
Reasoned Action (TRA) and Theory of Planned 
Behavior (TPB) [10-12]. These are the original social 
psychological roots of the Technology Acceptance 
Model (TAM) oriented research [13-16], which has 
dominated IS adoption research for nearly two 
decades. These deliberative models suggest that 
changing circumstances are reflected in changing 
attitudes and intentions, and it is the intention that 
leads to the choice of action. Thus, prior positive 
attitude towards behavior and behavioral intention do 
not guarantee the execution of behavior, as external 
factors may change them [12]. However, external 
factors do not only violate intentions, but they may 
create new ones. For example, marketing and product 
placement in a store may trigger consumers’ latent 
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needs. Therefore, introducing new alternatives may 
limit the use of old ones even before their diffusion 
has reached its full potential. Also, consumers often 
need some amount of reminding to make the 
adoption intention available at an opportune moment. 

The contribution of this paper is to offer insights 
to this little investigated phenomenon within IS 
adoption research: partial adoption. The main 
objective is to identify the salient reasons behind 
partial adoption in a voluntary consumer context. The 
empirical data was collected in two rounds. The first 
one consists of open ended questions in a web 
survey. After analyzing these, a second data set was 
collected through semi-structured interviews. E-
invoicing was selected as the object of adoption in 
our study since it was deemed a substitute product, 
not complementary, for paper invoices for those 
consumers who already exclusively used e-banking 
for their finances. E-invoicing refers to a service that 
offers invoices directly to consumers’ e-bank account 
instead of paper, saving time and effort in the paying 
process. Therefore to adopt e-invoicing, no dramatic 
change in paying process is required. 

In the theoretical part partial adoption is discussed 
in the light of the scarce existing literature. Partial 
adoption remains a relatively little investigated 
phenomenon overshadowed by full adoption and 
non-adoption, which are in reality two extremes of 
the continuum. The context and the participants to the 
studies are described in the empirical part. We first 
present the factors contributing to partial adoption 
using survey data. Next, we elaborate on the impact 
of external factors using interview data. Finally, the 
paper is closed with discussion and implications.  

2. Partial adoption

Partial adoption, in this paper, refers to one using
old and new technologies, which are perfect 
substitutes, as complementary means for satisfying 
certain needs. Previous research has given the 
concept various meanings. While some authors 
outside the IS field share our conceptualization, 
partial adoption of IS usually refers to selective use 
of technology. Either a subset of the features is put to 
use, or the technology is used only for a restricted set 
of tasks [17, 18]. Others have used the concept to 
express non-adoption from the technology provider’s 
perspective: some but not all customers adopt the 
technology [19]. Partial adoption may also refer to a 
situation where one is forced to use the new IT, for 
example, in the work premises, but actually avoids 
using it and keeps the use to the minimum. 

Within the IS research field partial adoption 
phenomenon has received little attention. It has been 
recognized, though, in the contexts of adopting 
Internet-based standards within an organization [18], 
technology adoption in horticultural production [20], 
and adoption of agriculture [21, 22]. 

In many adoption studies,  such as in the 
innovation of diffusion theory [2] the adoption 
decision is referred to as a choice to adopt or reject. 
Adoption means full use of the innovation and 
rejection is the decision not to use it at all.  More 
recent literature, however, has recognized a range of 
behaviors that fall in between full adoption and non-
adoption. Hovav et al. [18] refer to non-adoption and 
full adoption as the two extremes of a continuum and 
add in between them two types of partial adoption, as 
paths to full adoption: adoption through replacement 
and coexistence. Replacement means implementing 
the new technology in place of the old, although the 
features of the new technology are not fully utilized. 
Coexistence refers to both the new and the old 
technologies existing within the same organization. 
Also Jeyaraj and Sabherwal [17] identified four 
different adoption actions from prior literature: full 
adoption, partial adoption, experimentation, and non-
adoption. In this partial adoption denotes using only a 
subset of the innovation’s features or using it only to 
a restricted set of tasks. Experimentation, which was 
not explicitly acknowledged by Hovav et al. [18], 
refers to using the new technology for only a limited 
time or playing around with it to understand its 
features. Trial is also brought up in the diffusion of 
innovations theory, where Rogers [2] notes that some 
individuals do not adopt the innovation without a 
trial. Not all innovations are available for trial, but it 
is suggested, that those innovations that are, are 
generally adopted more rapidly. Indeed in reality 
quite a big proportion of adoption is partial: 
somewhere between full adoption and full rejection.  

2.1. Causes of partial adoption 

The cause for partial adoption might sometimes 
be quite sensible. In the context of adopting internet 
standards, for example, the need to maintain 
interoperability with other companies and willingness 
to take advantage of incentives are found to 
contribute to partial adoption [18]. In the context of 
daily consumption a sizeable portion of consumption 
may occur without conscious evaluation or decision 
[23]. Pantzar [24] suggests two ways for innovations 
to enter into consumers’ lives: accommodation and 
assimilation. Accommodation refers to daily patterns 
of consumption being changed. Assimilation means 
replacing the old with the new, without changing the 
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consumption system. If the new system changes our 
ways of living, adoption is more likely to remain 
partial as there is strong willingness to keep the 
current way of living. When the new product is 
expected to be adopted through assimilation, i.e. to 
replace the old without changing one’s daily life, 
partial adoption is not that logical as no change is 
required in consumers’ lives. E-invoice is a service 
that applies to assimilation. Therefore the cause for 
partial adoption must be found from somewhere else 
than resistance towards dramatic change or incentives 
to keep the current substitute. 

It is noted in the context of deliberative theories 
of social psychology, TRA and TPB [11, 12] that 
external factors may impact on individual’s behavior 
and can create new needs preventing prior intentions 
from actualizing. Even if one is satisfied with the IT 
and wants to become a full adopter, unexpected 
external factors may prevent him from implementing 
his intention. We conjecture that external factors may 
render consumer behavior rather unpredictable from 
the perspective of deliberated theories. Therefore, 
satisfaction, which is often offered as one predictor 
for continuous adoption in prior research [3-5], may 
not impact as much as one would assume. 

E-invoicing is an application that needs to be
adopted sequentially from different issuers in order to 
become fully adopted. It is clear that the consumers 
do not generalize their past perceptions to the new 
sequentially occurring adoption situations, since the 
adoption rate does not increase with experience. 
Something seems to be amiss in many potential 
adoption situations as the consumer does not repeat 
the previous successful behavior. As the technology 
remains unchanged and there is no variance in the 
adoption procedure, situational factors external to 
both the technology and the adopter are left as the 
most likely suspects for partial adoption. How can 
these external factors that differentiate sequential 
adoption situations be addressed?  

Traditionally, social psychological theories have 
treated environmental influence to behavior as 
unanticipated interruptions. Ajzen and Fishbein [11] 
concede that behavioral intentions may be 
conditional to external influences such as the 
weather. TPB even tries to capture such influence 
through the concept of perceived behavioral control 
[12]. It is also noted that externally appearing self-
relevant information can activate internal memory 
representations without one’s conscious awareness 
[25]. Therefore the environment may automatically 
activate the internal memory representations, 
influencing our acts [26]. 

Ajzen [27] has also promoted more subtle 
environmental influences that may control carrying 

out one’s intentions. He discusses implementation 
intentions, referring to specific plans of how, when 
and where to execute the intended behavior. 
Implementation intentions are more than just plans of 
action. They provide the access path to the behavioral 
intention in one’s memory. They associate behavioral 
intentions to some salient features of the behavioral 
context, which can trigger the action. Placing unpaid 
bills beside one’s computer to be paid later is an 
example of an implementation intention. The bills act 
as a cue that triggers the intended behavior: paying 
the bills. The notion of implementation intentions has 
been paid little attention to in IS adoption research. 
Still it is noted in other contexts. An early empirical 
account about the importance of implementation 
intentions comes from Levanthal and his associates 
[28]. Plans for implementation are especially 
important when the intentions are poorly specified or 
they can be acted on in different ways. Such plans 
have been found to act as a self-regulatory tool that 
enables overcoming of typical obstacles in executing 
behavioral intentions [29]. Thus, implementation 
intentions act effectively, because forming them 
allows the person to pass the control of the particular 
behavior to the environmental cues that are 
incorporated in the implementation intention [30, 31]. 
Thus, by forming the implementation intention one 
mentally links the behavior with the environmental 
cue. As the cue appears it activates the behavior. 

We propose that external factors make the 
sequential adoption situations seem different from the 
prior ones. Therefore in sequential adoption decisions 
the consumers face a novel situation every time, 
determined by the external factors. Thus consumers 
do not sufficiently generalize the benefits and 
satisfaction from previous situations. For the 
sequential adoption to occur, consumers need to be 
provided with a plan for implementation. This would 
activate their memory representations of the adoption 
as the possibility arises. This is especially important 
as unexpected external factors may constantly 
provide alternative and competing ways of behaving. 
We propose that with low-interest consumption 
behavior, such as adopting e-invoice, the consumer 
herself might not be motivated to prepare the specific 
implementation intention, but the responsibility for 
this remains with the issuer. 

2.2. Consequences of partial adoption 

The consequence of the phenomenon is that 
consumers perceive each adoption situation as a new 
decision. The consumers are unable to generalize 
their prior experience and satisfaction with e-
invoicing to new possible e-invoices. Therefore, as a 
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new organization offers e-invoicing to the consumer, 
the situation is perceived as something new. 

This occurs rather often, as the adoption rates of 
several applications are lower than expected. 
Although adoption is often perceived as either or 
[e.g. in 2], in reality actual adoption is often 
somewhere between full adoption or full rejection of 
the technology. Especially in e-invoicing, adoption is 
largely partial. Organizations have not acknowledged 
the consequence that the e-invoice offering should be 
treated as an initial adoption possibility for each new 
e-invoice contract. This is demonstrated as the lack of
forming implementation intentions [27-29] for
consumers by the issuing organizations when
offering e-invoices.

3. Context and methodology

The empirical investigation consists of two parts
with two data sets. The first set was collected through 
a web questionnaire which contained open-ended 
questions. We sought indications for whether external 
factors play a role in partial adoption. The second 
part of the data was collected through semi-structured 
interviews to deepen the understanding of partial 
adoption versus non- or full adoption. 

E-invoicing offered to consumers, was chosen as
the context. The majority of active consumers in 
Finland have their own electronic banking accounts, 
which can be used to manage most personal finances 
including settling of payments. Currently, most 
invoices are received through mail in print. 
Consumers log in to their personal e-bank accounts 
and type in the invoice details, such as the index 
number of the invoice and the amount of payment.  

All consumers who use e-banking can receive e-
invoices. They are sent directly to the personal e-
bank accounts, where the consumer can check the 
invoice and accept it for payment. The major benefit 
over the printed invoice is that no payment 
information needs to be manually typed in, and the 
paid invoices are automatically archived in one’s 
personal e-banking account. Also, e-invoices are 
delivered faster to the customer than traditional 
invoices, which in some cases means longer payment 
time for the consumer.  

3.1. Part I method and respondents 

The first part of the data collection was done in 
two rounds in 2008 (June & December) with a web 
survey. Despite the relatively high penetration of e-
banking, there are still people who do not have 
personal internet access or e-bank account and, 

hence, do not fit our sampling frame. To target only 
potential e-invoice adopters, we chose to use 
judgment sampling [32]. It refers to the researcher 
actively selecting the most productive sample for the 
particular research question. The participants for our 
study came from the consumer panel of the National 
Consumer Research Centre in Finland. 

The consumer panel consists of consumers who 
have voluntarily joined it, and it is used for consumer 
research purposes by the research centre. The 
membership of the panel follows the central 
demographics of the whole population, yet, some 
other, non-specific differences may exist. For 
example, the panelist may be, in general, more 
interested in research and consumer related issues 
than the average consumer. At the moment of data 
collection 758 of the members of the consumer panel 
had an e-mail address. We randomly sampled half of 
them, i.e. 379 participants for our study. We e-mailed 
a link to our web survey to the participants. The 
second round involved some additional questions to 
measure changes in the participants’ e-invoice 
behavior. Altogether, 303 individuals responded to 
our questionnaires in one or both of the two rounds. 

64 participants were identified as partial adopters. 
The survey involved questions concerning 
consumers’ use of different means of payment to 
identify the intensity of e-invoice usage. At the end 
there were open questions concerning the 
respondents’ thoughts about their adoption behavior. 
The answers to the open questions of the partial 
adopters were analyzed. 

3.2. Part II method and respondents 

The second part of data collection aimed at 
investigating the partial adoption phenomenon in 
more depth among regular consumers. The selection 
criteria for participants were as follows. First, minors 
and senior citizens were ruled out of the sample 
frame as the young had little need for e-invoicing 
while the seniors are less likely to have the skills and 
means required for using e-invoicing rendering the 
service of little relevance for them. Also membership 
of approximately the same age and educational group 
was preferred. Having a relatively homogenous group 
of participants enables excluding other potential 
uncontrolled factors created by too heterogeneous 
group and thus minimizes bias. The sampling 
strategy was again judgment sample. The snowball 
effect, i.e. subjects suggesting potential additional 
candidates, was also utilized. Therefore the 
participants were between 25 and 31 years old, 
holding at least a Bachelor’s degree from a 
University. Out of the total of 16 respondents 6 were 
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male and 10 were female. The data was collected 
through one-to-one semi-structured interviews. 

The aim of this research was to elaborate on how, 
which, and why external factors contribute to partial 
adoption, specifically why partial adoption does not 
lead to full adoption. The interviewees were first 
introduced to the e-invoicing concept to avoid 
misunderstandings. The participants were asked to 
describe their e-invoicing usage, including how they 
got their first e-invoice into use. Then they were 
asked to elaborate on why the adoption had not been 
extended to all invoices. Those who had not tried e-
invoicing yet were asked to describe and specify the 
circumstances in which it had been offered or 
advertised to them, and what had lead them not to try 
out e-invoicing. 

The interviews were recorded and transcribed for 
analysis, resulting in about 6 to 13 pages of 
transcribed text per interview, depending on the 
interviewee.  The data was analyzed both utilizing 
QSR NVivo 8 software and manually when looking 
into the unique findings of each interviewee.  

4. Findings

4.1. Part I findings 

The single most commonly mentioned theme 
(n=13) providing explanation to partial adoption was 
previous experiences. Participants had faced 
technical problems or the adoption or trial of e-
invoice had not met all the expectations. Either there 
have been some real difficulties such as false 
information in the invoice, or the consumers just had 
expected more from e-invoicing than it delivered. For 
example, one respondent explained: “The start-up 
situation was somewhat difficult, also the e-invoice 
has not always been paid on time” RQ6. 

The second most often mentioned aspect was lack 
of active offering (n=10) or the system not offering 
proper options (n=9). Active offering refers to 
adoption initially occurring or increasing as a 
consequence of the issuer’s efforts to market the e-
invoice option. This initiative made it easy for the 
consumer to try: “An issuer offered it and the actual 
start-up was easy in my e-bank” RQ30. It was also 
raised up that the adoption rate could increase if e-
invoice were offered more actively: “I have adopted 
e-invoices from those providers who have sent them
electronically or asked for a possibility to send them
as e-invoices” RQ23. Therefore these participants are
willing to increase the adoption rate but not to act on
it. Those who had not been offered a proper option
explained, for example, that: “CompanyX [mobile

phone operator] started to charge extra fee if you 
didn’t use e-invoice. So because I didn’t want to pay 
extra I had to take e-invoices” RQ41. Some 
participants (n=6) also mentioned that, as far as they 
knew, not all issuers offered e-invoices at the 
particular moment. Therefore it was not possible to 
reach full adoption. Also it was perceived difficult or 
too much trouble (n=5) to search for the information 
on how to receive more e-invoices.  

Table 1. Summary of part I findings. 
Category of 
reasons 

Sub categories 

n=29 
External 
factors 

n=10 Lack of active offering 
n=9 No other options for some 
n=6 Not available from all issuers 
n=5 Too much trouble in adoption 

n=13 Prior 
experience 

Experiences did not meet 
expectations 

The findings, as summarized in table 1, indicate 
that although one’s own experience might impact the 
willingness to increase adoption (n=13) it does not 
offer full explanation. For those who did not have 
negative experiences, other reasons, dependent on the 
external factors, were of a concern (n=29). This 
suggests the importance of looking into the external 
factors in more detail. 

4.2. Part II findings 

7 out of the 16 interviewed used e-invoices at 
least for one invoice, and only one (R6) used it for all 
possible invoices. Adopters were considered having a 
positive attitude towards e-invoicing in general and 
not having negative experiences that would prevent 
their further use. The rest of the interviewees (9) had 
not used e-invoices but 3 of them were almost 
adopters as they had considered. The participants are 
summarized in table 2 based on their adoption status. 

Table 2. Adoption status of participants in part II. 
Adoption status Reason for adoption status 
n=7 
Adopters: 
partial 
adopters 

n=1 Forced 
situation 

Not available from all 
issuers 

n=6 Own 
choice 

Lack of implementation 
intentions 

n=9 Non-
adopters 

n=3 Near 
adopters 

Had been considered and 
“almost” adopted 

n=6 not 
considered 

Not seriously considered 

4.2.1. Partial adopters. One (R6) sought actively 
for full adoption. She had started the adoption by 
trying few e-invoices at first. She assumed the 
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original initiative came from the issuer after she had 
already read about the possibility from her bank’s 
newspaper targeted for customers. “I have most likely 
waited, after reading that stuff, for the companies to 
somehow tell me that I’m able to get one [e-invoice]. 
And I think it was only afterwards, that I have started 
receiving them. After the companies have informed 
me; I have not myself searched for it.” R6 As she 
later moved to her new apartment and needed to 
inform her new address she decided to switch to e-
invoices for good. However, her e-invoice adoption 
remained partial since not all invoice issuers offered 
e-invoices at that particular moment. Later on she has
increased her share of e-invoices as soon as hearing
of new e-invoice issuers. She also actively sought for
information of new e-invoices every once in a while.
Therefore, for this particular person the adoption
remaining partial at this stage is not her own choice.

The rest of the partial adopters had accepted e-
invoices only from one or few issuers even if more e-
invoices would be available, therefore making the 
partial adoption voluntary. When asked to elaborate 
on the adoption situation, the rest of the partial 
adopters described that the initiative came from the 
issuer, either through e-bank or attached to a paper 
invoice. Thus these persons had not actively sought 
for the possibility to receive an e-invoice. “Well I 
have seen that [information] at work, but we don’t 
take that. But at home, I think I have taken one [e-
invoice] issued by Saunalahti (a mobile operator), 
into use as because they informed me about that. It 
was about half a year ago. / Maybe they sent me a 
phone bill with information about that or something 
like that. I cannot really think of any other route. Yes, 
either attached to the bill or on my e-bank.” R1 For 
some of the participants, adoption occurred only after 
the multiple contacts: “Respondent (R): I haven’t 
seen much info. I guess only on e-bank they had some 
adds if I want to get an e-invoice. / Interviewee (I): 
Did you pay attention? / R: Well that much that I did 
order it. / I: Had you seen the ad several times? / R: 
Yeah, few times. It was there somehow that when I 
paid the bill there appeared a question of whether I 
want it as en e-invoice in the future” R8. It was also 
claimed by some participants that the information 
does not appear that often. “It [info] came there 
when I was paying the bill. Most likely, I would say 
that it hadn’t been announced very actively, very few 
invoices have that info that they recommend to start 
taking e-invoices.” R10. 

After reaching awareness and being adopted, the 
situation is changed as now the consumer has 
personal experience and knowledge about the service 
and adoption. However, the adoption rate had not 
increased and behavior failed to generalize to other 

similar invoices. The reasons for these, according to 
our participants, were the lack of further initiatives 
from the issuers. The consumers still did not seem to 
know from who and how they could receive more e-
invoices. “I would take all of them [invoices] as e-
invoices if it would be possible just because of the 
reasons I have been telling. / Yeah, it’s that I don’t 
know if others [companies] have it. I think they 
should be active. It’s that I don’t feel to bother to try 
and find out about those things. / If they would offer 
me I would take them. But I’m not going to start 
finding out about anything, it’s too much work” R1. 
This same applied to many others: “Mmmm, I 
haven’t known that it would be possible. So if I would 
have received a notification about the possibility, 
most likely I would have taken that [more e-
invoices]” R9.  

Although having personal experience, the impact 
of external factors and lack of implementation 
intention did not change. The initiative for increased 
adoption was still expected from external parties, as 
in initial adoption. The knowledge of who else offers 
e-invoices is claimed to be non-existing, and the
attitude still was that the issuer is the one who should
make the effort for the consumer to adopt, not the
consumer herself. Thus, the invoice issuer should
push the consumer to form the implementation
intention. Personal experience did not seem to have
changed this thinking. One participant did, however,
raise the point of positive experiences influencing the
advance of adoption. He explained that the past
experiences should have been extremely positive, i.e.
surprised him in a positive way, to have motivated
him to actively seek for new e-invoices. He told
having had high expectations, which e-invoice failed
to meet, and he didn’t invest any further effort to
accept new e-invoices. E-invoice was not really a
disappointment either, so he supposed that the
adoption rate would increase as more companies
actively offer it to him, but for him to actively do
something, the outcome of the initial adoption should
have been a more positive surprise. “I could slowly
move to full adopter without even noticing, if I would,
for some reason receive just, for example, a notice
that hey you should change this invoice to an e-
invoice. Then I would be like, okay, and then I’d do it
if I had the time at that moment. but for me to actively
collect my invoices and go though them to check
which ones I can get [e-invoices], I guess I haven’t
done that just because it has not been really that
positive experience that I expected. So it kind of did
not exceed my current ways that much. I cannot say
that I would have been disappointed either but I
guess my expectations just were higher than what it
was.” R10
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Still no one regretted adopting, everyone showed 
positive attitude in general, and in principle all were 
willing to take new e-invoices as it was seen as a 
useful system. After having made the e-invoice 
contract and adopted the first e-invoice it ought to be 
a relatively small effort for these consumers to adopt 
a second one. Especially, as the issuers do actively 
offer their e-invoices. The fact that the participants 
still stated that they would not know who else offered 
e-invoices, or that they thought that the issuers should
make their offers more concrete, demonstrates the
great impact of external factors and lack of
implementation intention – an impact that clearly
exceeds those of satisfaction or positive attitude.

4.2.2. Non-adopters. The small majority of the 
participants (9/16) had not used e-invoices. They had 
heard of or read, or been offered one. Although 
having general information of e-invoice, a sufficient 
opportunity did not exist. It required personal effort 
for the consumer to seek for the information on how 
to take the e-invoice into use. Not all of these 
consumers were sure whether it would require action 
from their part or whether the e-invoice would 
automatically appear as generally taken into use by 
everyone. Therefore, not all of them even thought 
that some actions were necessary from them: “I kind 
of thought that I’ll figure it out when it comes” R11. 

It was perceived that even if action was expected, 
they should not be the ones needing to make the 
effort. It was felt that the issuer should be the active 
party and invest more into making it easier for the 
consumer to adopt. The initiative for this kind of 
services should come from the issuer. “I’m not really 
sure about how it [e-invoice] works, but it would be 
quite an effort to start thinking how I could get it to 
work now, and what I needed to do.” R3 

However, the interesting thing in not knowing 
how to get e-invoices into use is that most of the 
interviewees had been offered an e-invoice. Thus the 
information would have been available, but it had 
been actively ignored. It was quite common, that the 
participants had received notifications, encouraging 
them to use e-invoices. Also, some had received a 
letter attached to a paper invoice suggesting adoption 
of e-invoices for this particular issuer, but this letter 
had been ignored also. “I haven’t seen any info. / Hey 
wait, I think I got some letter from somewhere asking 
whether I wanted to start using e-invoices. Or that I 
should have taken some steps or call somewhere or 
something but I didn’t do anything.” R12 

When asked about the situations and reasons why 
one had not acted, the answer was quite often that 
one was not interested enough, or is too lazy to act. 
However it was claimed that if the adoption situation 

itself would have been made free of effort for the 
consumer, i.e. the issuer would do it for the 
consumer, the adoption would be more likely to 
occur. “It [initiative] could also come from the firm 
that we are moving to e-invoicing and that do you 
accept? And that I don’t have to do anything. That 
next time I receive it as an e-invoice. / That I don’t 
mind if it moves there [to e-invoicing] as long as I 
don’t need to do anything.” R3 “If it is easy to 
receive the info from some other source and just 
accept, yes. I would choose that option if I was 
clearly offered that, but I guess it requires that 
someone else explicitly offered it: that now we have 
this possibility that do you want it. / I am not 
interested or that way in to this that I would go and 
ask for that from them [companies] who send me 
invoices.” R4 

These explanations from non-adopters highlight 
the importance of external factors and 
implementation intentions created by the issuers. Or 
at least in what the participants in this study think of 
the potential adoption. They did not seem to count 
these several offerings as effort-free situations with 
clear implementation plans. Many perceived that 
paying invoices is a rather tiny, yet annoying, thing 
that just has to be done. E-invoicing would not 
radically change their paying habits, thus they do not 
want to waste their effort in actively seeking 
information or planning on how to use e-invoices. 
Also change resistance may contribute to this. Still 
they believe that e-invoicing would make their 
paying a bit more practical, easier and perhaps even 
more ecological, and thus hold a positive attitude. 
They think they could adopt it but the stimuli should 
be external. As an example, they suggested that as 
they pay an invoice the e-bank system would 
automatically recognize their information and suggest 
taking e-invoice so clearly that one cannot miss it, 
and the acceptance would be as easy as one click. 
Also the issuer could call them and they could just 
agree on taking e-invoice on the phone. An 
interesting point to make in here is that many were 
actually offered it just a few clicks away but this was 
ignored.  

4.2.3. Near adopters. Three of the non adopters 
had considered adoption. First one explained that this 
‘almost’ occurred while using e-bank and noticing a 
link with more information on how to approve e-
invoicing. He checked the information and was about 
to do it, but he rationalized in the interview that he 
was not sure how long time it would take to approve 
the e-invoice contract and it was so late in the 
evening that he decided to postpone it. Then the next 
day he did not feel like doing it anymore.  Another 
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near adopter had a same type of situation. She had 
heard of it earlier and once while being in internet 
she thought that now she could try it, but then “I just 
didn’t feel like doing the effort right now” R14.  

The third so called near adopter had been 
interested and wanted to try e-invoice. He tended to 
read payments related information. He had also 
discussed the topic with his peers, who had 
arguments concerning potential problems. Therefore 
he had come to the conclusion that the technology 
was not ready yet and not in use so widely that he 
could fully adopt it. Thus he claimed having sought 
for information but the information had convinced 
him that it is not the time yet, and he had decided to 
postpone the adoption.  

In all of these three cases, the respondents’ 
believed that the external factors had played a 
significant role. Either the timing of the situation was 
not favorable for the effort or external sources had 
convinced of immaturity of the technology. 

4.3. Summary 

It is noted that external factors and lack of 
specific implementation intentions play a major role 
in partial adoption. The impact for initial adoption is 
clear as the awareness of a new service typically 
comes from external sources and it might be a 
difficult process to reach attention of consumers and 
create positive attitudes and willingness to adopt. 
Thus in the non-adopters’ explanations related to 
external factors, the key issue is the lack of specific 
information and plan related to the adoption process. 
This lack is a favorable ground for doubts. 

The adopters were all partial adopters. The 
information of other potential e-invoices and the plan 
for their adoption is lacking. The external factors 
seem to be similar to those who have not adopted. 
The partial adopters are expected to be more active in 
increasing their adoption rate since they already 
know from their own experience a) how to take an e-
invoice in to use, b) how it actually works, c) what 
benefits it offers relative to paper invoices, and most 
importantly d) have positive attitude, as all did in our 
second part of the data. However, drive for full 
adoption did not occur for the partial adopters 
showing the importance of external factors even after 
initial adoption. The consumers do not generalize 
from prior experience and extend their behavior to 
other invoices but rather evaluate each separately. 
The external party is expected to make the initiative 
in developing implementation intentions on behalf of 
the consumer. 

5. Discussion

Partial adopters have been left behind in IS
adoption discussion. Adoption is often seen as full 
adoption or rejection. However it seems reasonable to 
claim that a big proportion of technologies offered to 
consumers leads to partial adoption instead of full 
adoption. We defined partial adoption as adopting the 
application for some but not all use contexts. Reasons 
for this might in some cases remain out of the control 
of the consumer if the application is not offered for 
all contexts. However it often occurs that it is offered 
but the consumer has the possibility to sequentially 
evaluate the adoption for new situations. An example 
of this is e-invoicing offered to consumers. Accepting 
an e-invoice from one issuer does not automatically 
lead to accepting it from all potential issuers. Based 
on prior research [e.g. 3, 4, 5] one could assume that 
as one already has positive experience on its use, it 
ought to increase willingness to adopt it for other 
contexts finally leading to full adoption. Therefore 
the external factors contributing to adoption decisions 
should be different for initial and partial adopters. 
Partial adoption is a rather unexpected phenomenon 
from the perspective of IS adoption research. 

Our empirical findings interestingly show the 
importance of external factors to improve the 
adoption rate among partial adopters. As e-invoice 
can be adopted sequentially from different 
organizations or for different contexts, there is need 
for the same type of external stimuli for continued 
adoption as there is for the initial adoption. Thus 
consumers do not generalize from one adoption 
situation to all others, but some situational details 
make the new situation seem different. It was 
mentioned by our participants that they did not know 
from whom else they could receive e-invoices. 
Discussion about the invoices that our subjects were 
receiving revealed that many did actually receive 
paper invoices from parties that offer e-invoices and 
have been promoting it visibly to their customers. 
Therefore the information is available but it is 
ignored – even by partial adopters. There is 
satisfaction with prior use and willingness to increase 
adoption. However, the implementation intentions, 
brought up in prior research [27, 29-31], are not 
created. Consumers participating in our study had not 
created implementation intentions, but were rather 
expecting the issuers to do that on their behalf. We 
conclude that the lack of implementation intentions 
contributes to partial adoption, especially in 
sequentially appearing adoption decisions, where 
external factors contribute to the situational diversity. 

These findings concerning the importance of 
external factors and the lack of implementation 
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intentions on partial adoption have implications for 
both researchers and practitioners. The IS adoption 
research has been largely concentrated on initial 
adoption or adoption intention. On the other hand, it 
has been concentrated on IS continuance or 
continuance intention, as these two were distinct. In 
initial adoption and/or intention, the emphasis has 
been on attitudes and specific beliefs. In continuance 
intention the emphasis seems to be on the importance 
of positive experience and satisfaction when 
predicting continuance. Indeed this is important, but 
our findings add to the understanding of the 
importance of external factors. Having positive 
experience and satisfaction on the particular IS in 
question does not seem to predict increased adoption 
in consumer context where the decisions can be made 
sequentially, as in the case of e-invoicing. This is 
different from work environment, where the IS as a 
work tool is constantly present. However in 
consumer services, where the possibility for use 
appears sequentially, the varying external factors and 
voluntariness complicate the adoption decision. Our 
findings show that the external factors seem to 
overrule own positive experiences. In fact the 
external factors seem to contribute the same way in 
the descriptions of both non adopters and partial 
adopters, which is a bit surprising. The unstable 
external adoption environment cannot be stabilized. 
The specific implementation intentions can contribute 
to increased sequential adoption decisions. Within a 
low-interest adoption situation, as e-invoice, the 
consumer might not be motivated enough to prepare 
specific plans. Therefore the issuer needs to respond 
to this to increase adoption rates. We suggest that 
within the mainstream IS adoption research too much 
emphasis has been put on technology, personality, or 
attitude related factors on the expense of external 
environment and the organization offering the 
application. 

The implications for practitioners are very 
straightforward. Adopting the service for one time is 
not enough to expect sequential and full adoption. 
The service that is perceived useful but not exceeding 
the expectations in the form of amusement is, 
according to our subjects, a low-interest service and 
on the issuer’s responsibility – not the consumer. 
Usefulness and practicality are not enough. 
Regardless of having adopted one e-invoice, the 
consumers do not seem to be more attentive to new 
offers – opposite to expectations. Therefore 
practitioners should note the fact that consumers do 
not generalize their experiences with one e-invoice to 
other potentials, at least not to the extent that it would 
automatically lead to full adoption. To contribute to 
increasing adoption, the issuers could emphasize the 

importance of implementation intentions. This could 
be done for example by approaching the customer 
with clear steps on where, when and how to adopt a 
new e-invoice. 

The limitation in this study is the response group 
and context. Our both samples and context were very 
specific and therefore we need to be cautious in 
making too ambitious generalizations outside the 
scope of this research. E-invoice is to be adopted 
sequentially by different issuers, and the findings 
could be generalized to similar types of applications. 
In further research the limitations could be addressed 
by looking into a different consumer group and 
service. The future direction of our research is to look 
into this phenomenon in different contexts and seek 
for more thorough understanding of the extent, 
reasons and consequences of the phenomenon. 
Partial adoption has yet not been largely studied in 
the context of technological services offered to 
consumers, although it seems that quite a big 
proportion of consumer adoption remains partial. 
Thus we call for more research on this perspective: to 
acknowledge the importance of adoption context and 
adopter’s implementation intentions.  
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Acting against one's better judgment: 

Consumer resistance in IT adoption 

Miira Juntumaa, Aalto University School of Economics 

Abstract. A favourable attitude towards a technology is normally thought to 

lead  to  its  acceptance.  Why,  then,  do  consumers  often  fail  to  act  despite  a  

favourable disposition? This paper looks into factors explaining consumer 

resistance. The data were collected through semi-structured interviews on 

using electronic invoicing. The Comparative Method is used to summarize 

and analyze the differences between adopters and resisters.  This is supported 

with a thorough analysis of the qualitative interview data focusing on the 

emerging types of consumer resistance towards using new technologies.  The 

analysis suggests two patterns leading to resistance: 1) internal: a drive for 

consistency overcomes the perceived appeal of the novelty, 2) external: 

emphasizing contextual factors within the adoption situation. These findings 

call for more emphasis on contextual factors within IS adoption research as 

well as in practice. 

Keywords. Resistance, Consumer, Consumers’ resistance, Change 

resistance, Adoption, Drive for consistency 

Introduction 

In many cases the adoption of new technologies by consumers would mean 

massive cost savings for companies and even for the whole economy. This is 

the case, for example, in the context of electronic invoicing: it has been 

estimated that the full use of e-invoices would enable 80% cost savings in 

invoicing  within  Europe  (EC  2007).  Clearly  not  all  consumers  are  equally  

interested in new technologies. Therefore, the adoption curve starts slowly, 

with the ones most interested, before reaching the majority. This observation 

of these so called innovators adopting novelties more rapidly than the 
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majority is well grounded in the innovations diffusion theory (Rogers 2003). 

However, not all technologies offered to consumers ever reach the majorities 

or  in  fact,  even  the  first  adopter  groups.  Due  to  resistance  to  the  new

technologies offered to consumers, their adoption process is sometimes slow 

and the adoption rates remain smaller than expected. Increased 

understanding in organizations on the resistance and the ability to enhance 

adoption rates have a potential to contribute to cost savings not only within 

the particular organizations but also throughout our economy.  

The current body of knowledge within IS adoption research has mainly 

focused on deliberation – rather than on the change resistance perspective. It 

must  also  be  noted  that  many  of  the  adoption  studies  focus  on  the

antecedents of intentions (e.g. in Dickinger et al. 2008; Qureshi et al. 2009; 

Deng et al. 2010) and thus forget the fact that intentions do not always equal 

the following behaviour. The basic constructs of the mainstream IS adoption 

research are beliefs, attitudes and intentions that are expected to predict 

actual behaviour. The constructs and the logic of the mainstream adoption 

models are adapted from social psychological theories of reasoned action and 

planned behaviour (TRA & TPB, Ajzen and Fishbein 1980; Ajzen 1988; 1991). 

Thus the mainstream in IS adoption research has been focusing on models 

following the path of the Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) (Davis 1989; 

Davis et al. 1989). It has been developed further (e.g. TAM2, Venkatesh and 

Davis 2000), tested in various occasions (e.g. Szajna 1996) and combined 

with other models (UTAUT, Venkatesh et al. 2003). This mainstream 

research is so plentiful that some (e.g. Benbasat and Barki 2007; Ortiz de 

Guinea and Markus 2009) are already concerned that the strong focus on the 

mainstream is turning the attention away from other important research 

theories.  
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To broaden the perspective, it has been found that also habits might play a 

significant role when explaining behaviour or behavioural intentions 

(Chaudhuri 2001; Gefen 2003; Kim and Malhotra 2005a; 2005b; Limayem et 

al. 2007; Limayem and Cheung 2008). The circumstances in which these 

habits occur are fundamental in trying to change the habits (Wood et al. 

2005). This perspective offers the idea that adoption may contain 

unconscious aspects as habits are repeated without deliberate evaluation. 

According to Bargh (1990) the environment may automatically activate the 

internal memory representations influencing our acts. These suggestions lead 

to hypothesizing that circumstances may have more impact on our behaviour 

than we would first think. 

Some authors suggest that there are internal factors such as natural human 

tendency  to  resist  change  (Markus  1983;  Martinko  et  al.  1996)  that  may

explain unwillingness to modify our behaviour and adopt new technologies. 

Clearly change resistance is not equal among all people and throughout all 

situations. Kleijnen et al. (2009) note that the two main impacts on resistance 

are the degree of change required and the level of conflict with the consumer’s 

belief structures.  

The aim of this paper is to identify the types of change resistance affecting 

adoption of new technologies by consumers. Thus, how does change 

resistance appear in a voluntary consumer context? We used semi-structured 

interviews to find answers to this question. The interview framework was 

derived from prior research on potential sources of change resistance. The 

questions were formed as direct propositions. Each of the propositions 

summarizes a theoretical construct. The idea behind the propositions is that 

each serves as an initiative in directing the interview discussion while 

encouraging free discussion and additional questioning. (This data collection 

method  is  used  in  e.g.  Vesala  and  Peura  2005.)  Electronic  invoicing  (e-
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invoicing) was chosen as the context of this study, because it is generally 

perceived as offering value for both parties: consumers and the organizations. 

E-invoicing refers to a service that offers invoices directly to a consumer’s e-

bank account instead of paper invoices, saving time and effort in the paying 

process. The respondent group consisted of relatively young and educated 

consumers, who most typically would find this type of application useful, if 

compared to, for example, older people. 

The study is organized as follows. The theoretical part presents the types of 

change resistance identified in prior literature. The ones applicable to the 

context of the change resistance of consumers are discussed in more detail. 

Next the e-invoicing context and the selection of the participants are justified. 

Also, the propositions derived from the theoretical constructs are presented. 

These propositions formed the semi-structured interview framework. In the 

results and analysis section the data is first presented and analyzed utilizing 

the Comparative Method (Ragin 1987; Ragin 1989) to illustrate and 

summarize the differences between the adopters and resisters. This is 

followed by a more detailed analysis of the interview data concentrating on 

each theoretical construct representing one cause of change resistance at a 

time. Finally, the paper is closed with discussion and implications. 

Change Resistance 

Change resistance may appear anywhere: at work and in personal lives. The 

focus  of  this  study  is  on  resistance  occurring  in  the  area  of  personal  life  or  

consumption. A symptom of change resistance is a low adoption rate of a new 

technology that might surprise the service provider and early adopters, who 

believe that the application is of value to consumers. Change resistance in a 

consumer context is different from resistance in an organizational context. 

The key differentiator is that in an organizational context change is often 
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forced. This might lead to demonstrating change resistance differently. For 

example, in an organizational context employees might be publicly 

supporting the new system while still passively resisting (Marakas and 

Hornik 1996). In a consumer context there is typically no need for this kind of 

behaviour. In an organizational context also, for example, the leadership may 

influence the adoption (Neufeld et al. 2007). Within the consumer context, 

each consumer is faced with a personal and voluntary decision of adoption or 

resistance.  

Attitude is the starting point for predicting adoption in several researches 

because attitude is seen as a direct antecedent for behavioural intention and 

consequently for behaviour (Ajzen 1988; Davis 1989; Davis et al. 1989). Also 

some of the definitions of attitude as a concept include behaviour, 

behavioural  tendency  or  mental  readiness  (Allport  1954;  Erwin  2001).

However,  the  attitude  towards  using  a  new  system  or  its  features  does  not  

always determine behaviour i.e. adoption or resistance. Marakas and Hornik 

(1996) remind that often the technology itself is not resisted, but rather the 

effect that it has on people’s lives. Thus, having positive beliefs and attitudes 

about a new application does not guarantee adoption. The positive attitude is 

somewhat invalidated by change resistance before reaching overt behaviour. 

The impact of change resistance is conceptualized in this research by the 

following equation: 

[positive attitude] – [change resistance] = [overt behaviour] 

The definition for consumer change resistance is following: one holds positive 

attitude towards using a new system, has means to adopt it, and still does not 

adopt. Why does this change resistance occur? Prior literature suggests 

several reasons although majority is in an organizational context. For 

example, status quo bias theory (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988; Kim and 
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Kankanhalli 2009) identifies three types of reasons for why people have the 

tendency to prefer status quo. The first type involves rational reasons. The 

second type is cognitive misperception such as loss aversion (Kahneman and 

Tversky 1979; Tversky and Kahneman 1981) or endowment effect – 

underweighting opportunity costs that maintaining status quo creates (Thaler 

1980). The third type is psychological commitments, which is perceived as 

most relevant in this study as it involves somewhat unconscious internal 

sources of resistance. These include drive for consistency, sunk costs, regret 

avoidance and an effort to feel in control. In addition, attention is found to be 

an important prerequisite for information to have impact (Petty et al. 1981; 

Petty and Cacioppo 1996). For external factors social norms i.e. the impact of 

others is largely recognized in classical theories of social psychology (e.g. 

Lewin 1951;  Tajfel  1982) but  also in the IS context  (e.g.  López-Nicolás et  al.  

2008; Kim and Kankanhalli 2009). Finally, the situation and context might 

determine or activate the behaviour (Ajzen 1988; Bargh 1990; Wood et al. 

2005;  Mallat  et  al.  2009).  Each  of  these  constructs  is  discussed  separately  

within the following sections. 

Internal sources of change resistance 

Attention 

It  seems  self-evident  that  an  awareness  of  the  new  application  is  a

prerequisite for resistance or adoption, but in fact it is not that simple. Quite 

often people might ignore the information, dismiss it as being irrelevant or 

deny its validity. The information must be accepted and connected to 

something one cares about, in order to reach a motivation to change. (Schein 

1996) This is supported also by the Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) 

(Petty and Cacioppo 1996). When information is acquired through a 

peripheral route persuasion is not likely to be enduring. When we are seeking 
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information it must be processed consciously to have an enduring impact: 

one must think about the information and arguments (Petty et al. 1981; Petty 

and Cacioppo 1996) i.e. direct the attention. Therefore it is not guaranteed 

that information of the new system reaches the attention of consumers. One 

might  be  aware  that  a  new  system  exists  but  the  connection  to  the  current  

behaviour is missing, and no attention is paid. To proceed from the 

awareness, one needs to be motivated to pay attention. Rogers (2003) uses 

the term selective perception, to indicate that after the awareness one decides 

which message is perceived credible and how the information is interpreted. 

It is expected that if one does not consciously pay any attention but ignores 

the information related to the new system, it most likely leads to resistance.  

Drive for consistency 

A general drive for consistency can also contribute to a psychological 

commitment to status quo (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988) and thus 

change resistance.  People prefer to find consistency in their behaviour, as it 

is generally valued (Cialdini 1988), at least in western cultures. There are two 

classical theories, that explain this phenomenon: the theory of cognitive 

dissonance (Festinger 1957) and self-perception theory (Bem 1967). The 

theory of cognitive dissonance (Festinger 1957; 1964) states that when two 

cognitions, such as attitudes and behaviour, do not match people have two 

options: change the attitude or change the behaviour. As Trafimow and 

Borrie (1999) put it, people face an unpleasant mental state of dissonance if 

their behaviour and attitudes do not match. Therefore if one receives 

information that is not consistent with the behaviour one is committed to, 

one reduces the dissonance by matching the information and behaviour. Self-

perception theory (Bem 1965; 1967) looks at the same phenomenon from a 

different perspective. According to the theory, as one finds him/herself doing 

something one concludes that he/she must like or value it. The same way we 
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make conclusions on the preferences of others: by viewing their behaviour. 

Therefore self-perception theory and the theory of cognitive dissonance 

suggest the same conclusion although by different reasoning: observing one’s 

own behaviour creates conclusion on ones’ preferences. Maintaining status 

quo results in behaviour, which is consistent with one’s preferences. Even if 

change could be better in some way, one rationalizes to oneself that there is 

actually  no  reason  for  change.  Thus,  it  is  expected  that  due  to  the  drive  for  

consistency, the consumer rationalizes to oneself that there is no need to 

change the system, although the change could be beneficial. 

Sunk costs 

In this context sunk costs (or benefits) refer to previous commitments. If the 

past investments are already high, one is reluctant to change because then the 

past investments would be lost. Samuelson and Zeckhauser (1988) found 

strong support for sunk costs contributing to preferring the status quo i.e. 

resisting change. There is also empirical evidence in the IS context that the 

level  of  sunk  costs  impacts  the  willingness  to  continue  with  the  status  quo.  

Keil et al. (2000) demonstrated this tendency in the context of continuing 

software projects within three cultures. 

Past investments i.e. sunk costs are not limited to monetary investments, 

rather  they  can  be  investments  in  time  and  effort  and  also  purely  

psychological. For example, one might have invested time and effort in 

learning to use a new application and if a new one is adopted, the previous 

effort seems wasted. If one already feels being committed, it is hard to choose 

to  change  (Cialdini  1988).  It  is  not  suggested  here  that  people  would  

consciously evaluate that because of the invested effort and time, it is not wise 

to commit to change. Rather, the unpleasant feeling towards changing occurs 

unconsciously,  but  one would still  feel  that  effort  is  invested.  Therefore it  is  
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expected that if one feels having invested effort on previous system, new 

system seems like a waste of effort, increasing resistance. 

Regret avoidance 

In status quo bias theory (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988), regret avoidance 

is presented as a second factor contributing to psychological commitments. 

According to Kahneman and Tversky (1982), people would feel stronger 

regret for unwanted consequences resulting from new actions than ones 

resulting from the status quo. This contributes to a consumer’s willingness to 

maintain the status quo. Also Einhorn and Hogarth (1981) present that 

actions  are  closely  tied  to  the  notion  of  regret  and  responsibility.  After  a  

choice is made and action is taken, it might appear that the outcome is 

unwanted. This can result in regret. To avoid the risk of receiving an 

unwanted outcome from one’s own action, it might feel more comfortable not 

to adopt the new technology. Prior to making the decision of change, one 

might consider this risk of ending up in an unwanted situation. Therefore it is 

expected that if one considers the possible future regret related to using the 

new system prior to adoption, resistance is more likely to occur.  

Effort to feel in control 

The need to feel being in control also contributes to psychological 

commitments (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988; Kim and Kankanhalli 

2009). This highlights the idea that not making a choice i.e. maintaining 

status quo is  also a  choice.  This  maintains the feeling of  being in control  of  

the situation. As Kim and Kankanhalli (2009) explain, sticking to status quo 

maintains the feeling of being in control while not adopting a new and 

unfamiliar system. Also culture can contribute to this need. The cultural 

studies by Hofstede (e.g. Hofstede and Hofstede 2005) show that especially 

people within cultures characterized by strong rates in individualism (e.g. 
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quite many western cultures), value individuals being in control of their own 

choices and lives in general. It is preferred that people have the right and also 

the ability to be in control and make their own choices. On the other hand 

cultures ranking high on the other side of the continuum: collectivism, would 

not that likely put strong emphasis on being personally in control of their 

choices. Therefore it seems reasonable to propose that one feels having the 

right to make the adoption decision. Forcing could be felt rather annoying 

and even unjust. This feeling of losing control and the need for making one’s 

own decisions could enhance the willingness to resist in individualist 

cultures. 

External sources of change resistance 

Social norms 

The impact of others on ones behaviour is noted in several classical 

experiments and theories within social psychology. For example, Tajfel 

(1982) shows strong group behaviour and in-group bias: when divided into 

groups people tend to favour their own group. Social norms as a concept are 

well-established in several research streams. In some contexts (Ajzen 1988; 

1991; Dickinger et al. 2008) it is labelled as “subjective norm“. This is defined 

as an individual’s perception of whether important others think the behaviour 

should be performed. Kim and Kankanhalli (2009) involve it in their 

presentation of status quo bias theory, as they note that prevailing social 

norms can either reinforce or weaken an individual’s status quo bias. Also 

other authors have noted it, for example in the context of the importance of 

the behaviour of co-worker on one’s own behaviour (Martinko et al. 1996). 

Although this  study is  in a  consumer context  it  is  reasonable to assume the 

same social impact as in work environments. Indeed López-Nicolás et al. 

(2008) found social factors i.e. opinions of friends and family to have an 
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important influence on adoption decision also in a consumer context. It is 

likely that when one considers change, i.e. adopting a new system, one 

considers how others feel. 

Situation 

Habit has been offered as an alternative or complementary to the attitude-

intention chain when predicting adoption in IS research (e.g. Bhattacherjee 

2001;  Gefen  2003;  Kim  and  Malhotra  2005b;  2005a).  Habit  is  most  often  

seen as behaviour repeated long enough to have become automatic i.e. 

habitual. Habit is found to be a significant predictor for future adoption, even 

more than stated intentions. Wood et al. (2005) demonstrate in their 

research that circumstances play a major role in determining which habits 

remain. They found that as the circumstances in which the habitual behaviour 

occurred had changed, the habit was more likely to be forgotten. This leads to 

speculation that either habit, being a tendency to behave in certain way, 

determines which circumstances people get into, or circumstances form 

habits. This rationalization of the importance of circumstances is also 

supported  by  Mallat  et  al.  (2009).  They  found  use  context  to  mediate  the  

effect of perceived benefits on adoption intention. 

Bargh (1982) presents that self-relevant information appearing from the 

environment may activate internal memory representations. This occurs 

without one’s conscious awareness. Thus the environment may automatically 

activate internal memory representations influencing our acts (Bargh 1990).  

It is widely known in the marketing field that tempting circumstance 

enhances desire for a product. The same could apply here: perhaps the habits 

or tendencies set the direction but as a certain situation is faced, one might 

get the inspiration to act. Therefore it is expected that a lack of a persuasive 

adoption situation increases resistance. 
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Research methodology 

Context and participants 

The empirical context in this study is electronic invoicing (e-invoicing) 

offered to consumers. In Finland electronic banking (e-banking) is widely 

adopted. Typically consumers receive invoices on paper, log in to the personal 

e-bank account and type in the invoice related data. E-invoicing makes the 

manual paying process easier. All consumers using e-bank can receive e-

invoices directly to their e-bank account, where the consumer can check the 

invoice and accept it. The benefits for the consumer are reduced paper 

handling, not needing to manually add the required information during the 

payment, and the automatic saving of invoices in the e-banking system. Also, 

e-invoices are delivered to the customer faster than traditional invoices. In 

some cases this means longer payment time for the consumer. In contrast to 

the direct debit system, e-invoicing gives more control to the consumer as 

each e-invoice can be checked and accepted by the consumer. Although 

launched for consumers in 2005, the adoption rates are yet generally low.  

The participants were chosen with the following criteria. Firstly, the 

participants needed to be adults handling their own financial matters. Having 

very young participants would make e-invoicing irrelevant, whereas having 

an elderly consumer group would increase the likelihood of not being 

technologically literate which again would make the service irrelevant for 

them. Secondly, the respondents needed to be educated, to avoid lack of 

computer literacy. Also the participants needed to belong to the 

approximately same age and educational group with each others. Having a 

relatively homogenous group in terms of demographics enables the creation 

of a picture of the common reasons underlying resistance, excluding other 

potential uncontrolled factors created by too heterogeneous a group and thus 
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results in minimised bias. The sampling strategy was what Marshall (1996) 

calls judgment sample. According to him, this is the most common sampling 

technique in qualitative research. It refers to the researcher actively selecting 

the most productive sample for the particular research question. The 

snowball effect, i.e. subjects suggesting potential additional candidates, was 

also utilized. (Marshall 1996) Therefore the participants were between 25 and 

31 years old, and held at least a Bachelor’s degree from a university.  Out of 

the total of 16 respondents 6 were male and 10 were female. 

Method 

The chosen methodology is qualitative and interpretive. The data collection 

was conducted with one-to-one semi-structured interviews. The interview 

framework was in the form of direct propositions rather than questions. The 

purpose is to capture the basic idea of the underlying theory or construct into 

one proposition. The strength of this method is that it enables free 

association. Interviewees can discuss any thoughts the proposition raises, on 

any parts of the proposition and criticize it if they do not think it is applicable 

to them. Thus the propositions are aimed as incitement for free discussion on 

a particular topic and as a basis for further questioning as the interview 

proceeds. This method has been earlier utilised in qualitative attitude 

research in the field of social psychology (e.g. Vesala and Peura 2005).  In 

addition to being very applicable for this particular research, using this data 

collection method also contributes to the diversity of methodological 

approaches within the IS field. The propositions and the underlying 

constructs as well as the abbreviations to be used in the latter sections are 

recapped  in  table  1.  The  propositions  are  in  first  person  form  to  enable  the  

participants to better identify themselves in the context. 
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Table 1 
 Constructs and interview framework 
Construct Proposition Name Abbreviation 
Attention I do not pay attention to information 

related to e-invoices. 
Attent A 

Social norms When I make decisions concerning 
using e-invoices, I would like to 
consider the opinions of people who are 
important to me. 

SocNorm N 

Sunk costs I have already invested so much effort 
on getting accustomed with my current 
way of handling it [current substitute 
for e-invoices], that getting on with e-
invoices seems like a waste of effort. 

SunkCost C 

Regret 
avoidance 

If e-invoices do not turn out to be as 
good as promised I would regret not 
sticking with my current way. 

RegretA R 

Drive for 
consistency 

As I am already using a system that I 
find practical, there is no point in 
switching to e-invoices. 

DriveCon D 

Effort to feel 
in control 

I have a right to choose not to go for e-
invoices. 

FeelCont F 

Habit versus 
situation 

My use of e-invoices might depend on 
whether I end up in a situation where it 
is most practical to use it. 

Situation S 

 

In the beginning of each interview e-invoicing was introduced to the 

participants, to avoid misunderstandings. The propositions were then 

presented one at a time, written on a separate sheet (Vesala and Peura 2005), 

to encourage the participants to focus mainly on one construct at a time. After 

going through the propositions and discussions related to them, the actual 

usage and adoption situation were discussed. With non-adopters the 

potential adoption situations were discussed.  

The interviews were recorded and transcribed for analysis, resulting in about 

6 to 13 pages of transcribed text per interview. In the data analysis part QSR 

NVivo  8  software  was  used  to  create  tree  nodes  for  each  proposition  

describing the categories of argumentation. To ensure the uniqueness of each 

interviewee’s case, manual pen and paper analysis was also used. In order to 

sum up specific reasons leading to resistance and compare adopters and 
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resisters the Comparative Method (Ragin 1987; Ragin 1989) was utilised. This 

method is aimed to enable comparison of qualitative data. 

Findings 

Background 

Seven out of the 16 interviewed used e-invoices at least for one invoice, and 

only one (R6) used it for all invoices that were available. The most common 

way of paying was receiving invoices on paper and manually typing the 

payment related data into the e-bank system. In addition direct debit was 

used for  some of  the regular  invoices.  Each participant controlled their  own 

finances. 

All participants held positive attitude towards using e-invoice in general. The 

positive attitude was typically characterized by the participants stating that 

he/she believed/understood that e-invoicing would be practical, easier and 

useful and it would for these reasons make sense to adopt it. For non 

adopters these attitude statements were typically followed with “but”, 

reasoning  and  discussion  on  why  it  was  still  not  used  regardless  of  the  

positive view. No one showed negative attitude towards e-invoicing as such, 

some did towards its adoption process. Therefore e-invoicing was found to be 

a proper application for studying change resistance as conceptualized in this 

study. 

Comparison of the adopters and resisters 

In order to identify constructs differentiating the adopters and resisters, each 

of the propositions representing the particular construct was interpreted as 

being applicable or non-applicable for each of the interviewees. A clear 

difference was found between those who had adopted e-invoicing and those 

who resisted it.. This difference provides evidence that the chosen constructs 
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are valid in studying change resistance. Table 2 summarizes the 

interpretations on the applicability of the propositions for each participant in 

relation to the behavioural outcome. Each box is assigned 1 if the particular 

construct is interpreted to be applicable for the particular interviewee and 0 if 

not. For the first construct: attention, 0 refers to ignoring the information 

while 1 refers to the interviewee paying attention. Therefore 0 refers to 

applicability for resisters. The leftmost column displays the participant 

numbers, and the rightmost column indicates whether the participant is a 

user (=1) or not (=0). 

Table 2 
Summary of interviews 
Proposition  
Participant  

Attent  SocNorm SunkCost   RegretA DriveCon  FeelCont  Situation Outcome   

R1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

R2 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 

R3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 

R4 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 

R5 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 

R6 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

R7 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

R8 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 

R9 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

R10 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 

R11 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 

R12 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 

R13 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 

R14 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 

R15 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

R16 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 

 

Social norms were perceived as a relevant aspect to be taken into account by 

some participants from both groups – adopters and resisters. Thus this 

construct does not provide additional understanding into the comparison 

between  these  two  groups  or  particularly  on  resistance.  Therefore  it  is  

excluded from further analysis. In order to consistently compare the findings 
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and identify common patterns, the Comparative Method (Ragin 1987; Ragin 

1989) was utilised. This method involves organizing the outcomes into a truth 

table, where each row represents one combination resulting into a certain 

outcome. The truth table is illustrated in table 3. 

Table 3 
Truth table, summary of interviews 

 

The adopters had in common the fact that the change resistance constructs 

were not supported within the interview discussions. When using normal 

letters  for  applicable  constructs  and  subscript  letters  for  non  applicable  

constructs the combination leading to adoption is the following: 

Adoption = ACRDFS 

Thus the change resistance constructs were not interpreted to be part of the 

adoption process of the adopters. The constructs that contributed to adoption 

were attention and situation. Attention indicates that they are open to new e-

invoice related information and paid attention to it. Situation indicates that 

the contextual factors within the potential adoption situation impact their 

adoption decision. 

On the other hand when looking into the explanatory constructs for those 

who resisted e-invoicing, there was a much larger heterogeneity. In fact six 

different combinations of the constructs could be identified. This indicates 

Participant Attent SunkCost RegretA DriveCon FeelCont Situation Outcome No of 
cases 

1,6,8,9,10,15,16 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 3 

2 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 

5,14 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 

3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 

4,11 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 2 

13 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 

7,12 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 2 
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that  the  appearance  of  change  resistance  is  more  diverse.  It  must  be  noted,  

that for resisters subscript letter A indicates ignoring information thus 

applicability of the construct attention. The combinations are the following: 

Resistance = ACRDFS + ACRDFS + ACRDFS + ACRDFS + ACRDFS + ACRDFS 

After identifying all the different combinations, they can be minimized 

according to the Comparative Method (Ragin 1987; Ragin 1989) by keeping 

the commonalities.  The combinations found to lead to resistance are the 

following: 

= ADS  + ADS 

To summarize, change resistance occurs in different ways for each individual 

but when searching for commonalities two categories can be identified: 

external and internal. In the case of external factors, although the 

participants are aware of e-invoices’ existence, no attention is paid to the 

information. In fact e-invoicing related information is ignored. Here the drive 

for consistency is not applicable but the importance of the adoption situation 

is highlighted. This refers to the adoption context not being made appealing 

and plausible enough thus creating resistance. 

In internal factors the emphasis is on paying attention and on drive for 

consistency, whereas situation is not a defining factor. In addition to being 

generally  aware  of  the  fact  that  e-invoicing  exists;  the  consumers  also  pay  

attention to e-invoice related information. For example, they read e-invoice 

related articles in newspapers. Regardless of being somewhat interested in 

this information, the drive for consistency appears also relevant. For these 

individuals, the context was not found to be something that could overcome 

their resistance.  
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It is noteworthy that while utilising the Comparative Method to make 

comparisons and summarize qualitative data more effectively, transforming 

the data into binary values leaves much room for the researchers’ 

interpretation. Now, after summarizing the factors differentiating adoption 

and resistance, each of the applicable factors are discussed in more detail. 

The aim of the following sections is to go through the basis for interpretation 

and to provide deeper understanding of the participants’ views. 

Attention 

In general, all of the interviewees were aware of the existence of e-invoicing. 

E-invoicing has been a topic of public attention both in general and 

specialized newspapers as well as in e-banking home pages. In addition, 

several companies promote e-invoices with their paper invoices. However, 

seeing information related to e-invoicing does not guarantee that the 

information would be processed. Those who did actually pay attention to e-

invoicing related information explained having paid attention to and reading 

e-invoicing related articles in papers or in e-bank.  

“I do pay attention to what is said about that [e-invoicing] and if there is something 
related to it  in the news. For example,  how people take it  into use or something. I  
do  pay  attention  and  I  am  interested  in  reading  those  [articles]  and,  well,  also  if  
there  is  some  information  that  relates  directly  to  my  use  of  e-invoicing.  For  
example, that now I could get it from someone new [company]” R6 

On the other hand those who did not pay attention agreed that they were 

aware of it but were not interested in paying attention. For example, one said 

that she had not seen any information, concluding that it ought to mean that 

she does not pay attention. 

“I  haven’t  seen  any  info.  Well  then  I  guess  I  could  say  that  I  haven’t  been  paying  
attention even if there has been something” R12 

Later on as the interview proceeded, she could remember seeing e-invoicing 

related information but it turned out that she had not read them. She had in 
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fact received specific information on how to start using e-invoice from one 

service provider but had ignored it. 

”Hey  wait,  I  think  I  got  some  letter  from  somewhere  asking  whether  I  wanted  to  
start using e-invoices. Or that I should have taken some steps or call somewhere or 
something but I didn’t do anything.” R12 

This seemed to be quite common, first having an impression that there has 

been no information, then recalling seeing something but having ignored it. 

Also paying attention to new technologies in general was not hand-in-hand 

with paying attention to e-invoices. The majority seemed to be generally quite 

well aware of new technological services but for some e-invoicing was not 

perceived as an appealing new technology. One explained that e-invoices do 

not reach the forums where he normally seeks information related to 

technological services. 

”Maybe e-invoices do not reach these forums where I’ve been in. It is not cool, cool 
enough.” R10 

To sum up, all of the interviewees were at some level aware of e-invoicing. All 

of the adopters did pay attention to related information on some level. 

However, some who had not used e-invoices completely ignored the 

information, while others did not.  

Drive for consistency  

The  drive  for  consistency  was  identified  to  apply  to  three  (R2,  R5,  R14)  

interviewees. Drive for consistency was identified if the interviewee did agree 

with the proposition but rationalized it in a way that was not logical or 

demonstrated strong desire for consistent behaviour. For example, one (R5) 

to whom this applied, saw some problems with the current way but preferred 

to view themself consistent in that they would not want to accept even one e-

invoice until the technology is so mature that all invoices are in this form. 

Thus there was a clear wish for consistency in paying habits: sticking fully to 
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paper  invoices,  even  if  not  entirely  happy  with  them,  or  moving  fully  to  e-

invoices and then sticking with that. Another one (R2) made a more 

complicated justification. 

“I can agree with this. Well I don’t know if it is actually very practical but there are 
kind  of  some  good  things.  Like  being  able  to  file  [physically  the  paper  invoices].  
And  maybe  at  least  for  me  that  they  are  kind  of  a  sort  of  physical  invoice  it’s  like  
you  really  have  to  do  it  [pay]  but  if  it’s  kind  of  some  virtual  thing  then  maybe  I  
would react some day. I don’t know…. / Kind of one reason and another that I want 
that  I  can  keep  some  physical  thing  [document].  And  another  reason  is  that  it’s  
kind of like more real if  it  is  that kind of an invoice… I can’t  really explain what it  
relates to.” R2 

This shows that the interviewee cannot really say why the current way would 

be preferred although he explained very broadly earlier on in the discussion 

how the current way contains several problems and uncertainties related to 

paying. Thus this interviewee gave the impression that there are several 

unsatisfying issues that make him unhappy with the current way. The 

explanation of why it is still preferred to not to change involves contradictory 

reasoning. First of all the interviewee wishes to be able to physically file the 

invoices to be easily found later on. However it became very evident in later 

discussion that the paper invoices have never been needed after being paid, 

so there was no need for this behaviour. Filing them manually was an old way 

of behaving. The second argument that an invoice is more real and more 

likely acted upon if it is on paper relates to an idea that if one is more used to 

operate manually on paper than virtually it might be difficult to change the 

habit so dramatically and start taking care of monetary issues online. 

However, this is not the case with this interviewee who actively uses not only 

e-bank but also all the other ‘latest’ technologies. Therefore it is obvious that 

virtual activities are not new and difficult for this person. This interviewee felt 

the need to stick with the status quo to maintain the old habit of filing and 

saving all the invoices and other documents. This was rationalized by stating 

that adopting e-invoicing would mean that all the invoices should be printed 

separately causing extra costs and waste of time. Thus it was better to receive 
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invoices on paper. However there was no reason for doing this for all 

documents  as  they  were  not  needed.  As  mentioned  it  was  rather  a  habit  –  

drive for consistency. 

To  sum  it  up,  there  were  some  respondents  who  would  not  have  received  

value from accepting e-invoicing from all service providers. Also quite many 

disagreed with the proposition and explained that it could be practical to 

switch to e-invoices as there were some inconveniences with, for example, 

manually typing index numbers every time. This construct applied to three of 

the interviewed who were interpreted as demonstrating drive for consistency.  

Situation  

The importance of the adoption or trial situation itself was noted by those 

who  were  not  showing  drive  for  consistency  and  vice  versa.  Thus  drive  for  

consistency and situation were mutually exclusive factors in change 

resistance. However, all of the adopters noted the importance of the adoption 

context. Only one of the adopters (R6) had sought for e-invoice after noticing 

information from a general source. Also for this interviewee, the situations 

were still of importance in increasing the number of e-invoice contracts.  

Therefore the situation itself was clearly a strong barrier but it also could be a 

strong incentive.  

When looking into the explanations of the resisters who considered the 

context important, the change process was of interest. Some of the 

interviewees agreed directly with this proposition. 

”I  kind  of  already  understand  that  it  would  be  more  practical  for  me  to  use  but  I  
don’t  know  then  that…  that  kind  of  the  use…It  would  depend  more  on  that  the  
switching [from paper invoices] to e-invoices would be really easy” R3 

”Maybe  for  myself,  using  e-invoice  depends  on…well  it’s  just…well  ok  that  it  is  
made easy enough so that when I just log in to my e-bank it’s just there that I want 
to transfer my invoice to an e-invoice. / The ease of change is of importance for me” 
R7 
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These interviewees highlighted the importance of the context of the actual 

adoption. The actual change situation was perceived as the target of 

resistance, not e-invoice itself. As the change, not the service, is resisted, they 

perceive that the context should be such that it eases the change. Thus the 

statements highlight the importance of the external context in the change 

process. 

On the other hand, those interviewees who were identified as having drive for 

consistency did not highlight the importance of the situation. In fact they all 

had faced a situation in which trial would have been easy. The potential use 

was rather described as a more deliberate choice that one needs to have 

decided upon.  

”I  wouldn’t  make  the  decision  in  a  situation.  Because…  I  wouldn’t…  I  think  that  
would be quite a flimsy decision that just like yeaaa okey e-invoice! I would want to 
think about it more.” R5 

As can be seen from this quote, the interviewee emphasizes not making a 

hasty decision. This suggests that internal aspects weigh more on resistance 

for this participant than external ones. 

Other constructs 

In addition to attention, drive for consistency and situation, some other 

factors were also found applicable to some resisters. As mentioned in the 

comparison section, the other factors did not contribute to the common 

pattern of resistance. Therefore they are discussed very briefly. First of all, 

social norms did not differentiate among adopters and resisters. Some 

interviewees from both groups agreed that the views of peers have impact on 

their decisions and some did not see the connection.  

Sunk  costs  did  not  turn  out  to  be  that  applicable  for  most.  In  general,  

interviewees did not feel that they had invested effort in learning the current 
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way of paying. E-banking has been the most practical way of paying the 

invoices for several years already.  

The proposition suggesting regret avoidance was often found irrelevant. 

Many mentioned that these things do not cross their mind and they trust that 

if some technology is offered, it works. However, a different opinion also 

existed. 

”At least part of the reason has been that I have been a bit uncertain that if I try it a 
couple  of  times  [and  am  unsatisfied]  is  it  then  somehow  easy  to  move  back  to  a  
normal invoice” R2 

Regret avoidance was contributing to resistance in that not knowing how it 

actually works creates a risk. After potential regret it could be difficult to 

switch back. However, regret avoidance did not logically appear within the 

same combinations when utilizing the Comparative Method. It appeared 

always with the internal change resistance, but in addition it appeared with 

the external resistance. Therefore it was not considered as having a clear 

contribution to one form of resistance. 

The proposition on effort to feel in control was quite often first agreed on. 

Discussing  the  matter,  it  turned   out  that  although  one  should  be  able  to  

decide whether to use e-invoice or not, if that right was taken away, it would 

not matter. E-invoicing was considered as an issue where the service provider 

can maintain more control. At the end only very few (R2, R13) did consider 

this as an important factor. 

Summary of the findings 

Those consumers who have not adopted and feel change resistance in some 

level varied more among each others. Social norms, regret avoidance, sunk 

cost and the need to feel being in control were perceived as applicable for 

some of the interviewed consumers.  However when looking into 

commonalities among these consumers, attention, drive for consistency and 
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the perceived importance of the context were identified. Change resistance 

appeared in two ways. First, consumers do not pay attention to the 

information, no strong internal drive for consistency related to invoicing is 

identified, but the resistance is strongly related to the context. For these, 

change resistance is associated quite strongly to the actual external change 

process, not the outcome of the process. Second way for resistance to appear 

is opposite: resistance is an internal factor. Consumers are well aware of the 

existence of e-invoicing and had even paid attention by reading related 

information or discussed it with peers. However, the drive for consistency in 

their behaviour creates strong resistance. For these individuals, the context is 

not found as something that could overcome their resistance. 

The adoption process is quite equal among those participants who already 

had adopted e-invoice. They did not find the constructs indicating change 

resistance applicable. For adopters, it was enough to have information and a 

context that made the adoption practical. 

Discussion 

Change resistance in the context of consumers’ technology use is different 

from that in an organizational context. Consumer context involves the aspect 

of a voluntary adoption decision, as well as the notion of the subjectivity in 

holding positive or negative attitude towards use. It is crucial to note that 

within the empirical data there was a clear difference between how adopters 

and those who yet resist e-invoicing perceived the constructs indicating 

change resistance. For adopters the pattern was homogeneous: attention and 

the situation were found to be important antecedents for adoption to occur, 

whereas the sources of change resistance were not perceived relevant. 

There was a wide variety on how the identified change resistance types 

appeared among the resisters. However, when searching for commonalities 
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among those who were not adopters, two different ways creating change 

resistance were found. It appeared either externally, emphasising service 

providers’ activity, or strongly internally. Both types of identified change 

resistance in the context of e-invoicing generally include a positive attitude 

towards the technology itself; it is not the source of resistance. These findings 

have implications for both researchers and practitioners.  

Theoretical contribution 

For IS researchers this study contributes to the understanding of resistance of 

consumer applications that are perceived useful, and thus offers an 

alternative perspective for adoption research in this context. The focus should 

not be only on beliefs related to using the application (as in mainstream 

research  building  on  TAM  Davis  1989;  Davis  et  al.  1989),  or  technology  

related  details,  but  on  thought  processes  and  situational  factors  as  well.  As  

this study shows in e-invoicing context, it is not enough to evaluate whether 

one  believes  the  application  would  be  useful  or  easy  to  use.  There  are  still  

several other factors contributing to resistance. Change resistance may arise 

internally or from external sources. The internal source is supported also by 

Laukkanen et al. (2008) who found, in the context of consumer use of e-

banking, psychological barriers to be higher determinants of resistance than 

value and usage. For externally arising change resistance it is important to 

note the following. Regardless of the expressed concerns that enhanced 

resistance in this research, a simple adoption or trial situation could help 

overcome the resistance. Some of the participants perceived that if the e-

invoice issuer could do the technical adoption process for them, they could 

give it a try. Therefore, adoption situation is of key importance in adoption 

research. Further IS research could address this, for example, from the 

perspective of implementation intentions discussed in prior research 
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(Gollwitzer and Brandstätter 1997; Gollwitzer 1999; Sheeran and Orbell 1999; 

Ajzen 2002).  

Practical contribution 

For practitioners working with e-invoicing or similar types of applications, it 

is valuable to understand the reasons behind low adoption rates among 

consumers, in order to be able to respond to the concerns of consumers and 

improve the launch process. In many cases, as in the case of e-invoice, the full 

adoption (both B2B and B2C) would mean massive cost savings. Thus 

increased understanding of consumer resistance and ability to improve 

adoption rates by companies has a potential to contribute to costs savings 

throughout our economy.  

 E-invoicing adoption rates could be improved by individual organizations – 

banks or organizations sending invoices – if more systematic steps were 

taken. Several organizations and banks are putting effort in spreading e-

invoicing related information and creating stimuli for adoption. However, 

these stimuli are yet too unattached to practice. For externally arising change 

resistance the service provider may respond by making the adoption situation 

effortless and by offering stronger support and clear steps for adoption. Shah 

et al. (2007) found enhanced customer service to be one of the critical success 

factors for e-banking. These present findings seem to suggest that the 

enhancement needed in customer service could be actualized by stronger 

support for the adoption situation. This is different from the concept of ease 

of  use,  since  ease  of  use  refers  to  simplicity  of  using  the  technology  or  

absorbing the first-hand knowledge on how to use it. In this study, the 

situation refers to the actual act of accepting e-invoices in the future. 

Consumers also tend to listen to their peers or personal information more 

than general marketing material; organizations could make the most of this 

information by utilizing their customers who already use e-invoicing.  
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Limitations and further research 

This study has some limitations. First of all, this study is focusing on a group 

of consumers characterized by a relatively young age and high education. 

Therefore, older or less educated consumers could perceive the constructs 

differently. However, this was necessary to avoid computer illiteracy which 

becomes  more  likely  with  higher  age  and  lower  education.  The  country  

context, i.e. Finland, also has some cultural characteristics such as 

individualist orientation (Hofstede and Hofstede 2005) which naturally 

reinforces certain behaviour. It is possible that the cultural characteristics 

might cause bias in this study, for example, in how keen the participants are 

to admit the impact of social norms or impulsive behaviour prompted in a 

situation. Also a qualitative approach naturally weakens the possibility for 

larger generalizability, while its strength is a deeper understanding. A 

relatively small sample size could also be seen as a limitation. On the other 

hand it was large enough to reach saturation within this study. It is important 

to note, that the findings apply to every single participant in this study. 

To further investigate the topic, this research setting could be repeated in the 

context of another application or another consumer group with different 

characteristics such as older age, to see whether the same constructs are 

found relevant for different consumer groups and different applications.  
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